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In this Issue
Computerprogramsfor data base managementusuallyuse magneticdisc
as theirprimarydatastoragemediumand enforcerigidprotocolsto guarantee
data consistencyand integrity.While these are highlydesirablefeaturesfor
most applications,they are not without cost. lf many transactionsoccur in
a a shorttime, the system'sresponseto an individualtransactionmay be slow,
or even worse, unpredictable.This isn't acceptablefor real-timeapplications-high-speed productionlines,for example.HP Real-TimeData Base,
a data base managementsystem for real-timeapplicationsrunningon HP
9000 Series 300 and 800 Computers,is designedfor predictableresponse
time and high speed. lt's a memory-residentsystem, using main memory as its primary data
storagemedium,and it allowsthe user to disableunnecessaryfeaturesto increaseperformance.
Tests have shown that using directaccess(one of three methods),HP Real-TimeData Base can
retrievedata at a rate of 66,66656-byterecordsper second.The articleon page 6 describesthe
design of this system and tells how choosingthe right design alternativesled to its high performance.
As long as you know how they were measured,MIPS (millionsof instructionsper second)and
MFLOPS(millionsof floating-pointoperationsper second)can be usefulmeasuresof the relative
performanceof computersystemprocessingunits (SPUs).The new SPU for HP 9000 Model835
technicalcomputersand HP 3000 Series935 commercialcomputershas been testedat 14 MIPS
and2.02 MFLOPS runningparticularbenchmarkprograms(see the footnoteon page 19). This
representsmore than a 300% increase in floating-pointperformanceand more than a 5O7"
increasein integer performanceover this SPU's predecessor,the Model 825/Series925 SPU.
Responsiblefor these increasesare processordesign improvementsand a new floating-point
coprocessor,as explainedin the articleon page 18. A new 16M-bytememory board was also
designedand is manufacturedusingan advanceddouble-sidedsurfacemountprocess,described
on page 23.
Half-inchreel-to-reeltape drivesare widelyusedfor backingup largedisc memoriesin computer
are highspeedfor minimumbackuptime and largereelcapacity
systems.Desirablecharacteristics
so thatfewerreelshaveto be handledand stored.The HP 7890XCTape Driveusesa sophisticated
data compressionscheme to increasereel capacity,as explainedin the articleon page 26. lt
also uses a complementarytechniquecalled super-blockingto deal with certainfeaturesof its
industry-standard
6250 GCR tape formatthat tend to limitthe capacityimprovementpossiblewith
data compressionalone. Super-blockingis explainedin the articleon page 32. Using both data
compressionand super-blocking,the HP 7980XC has achievedcapacityimprovementsof 2.5 to
5 times,dependingon the data.
systemsare made up of four basictypesof components.
High-speedfiberopticcommunications
For example,there are amplifiers,which haveelectricalinputsand electricaloutputs,laserdiodes,
which have electricalinputs and optical (light) outputs,photodiodes,which have optical inputs
and electricaloutputs,and opticalfibers,which have opticalinputsand opticaloutputs.Accurate
measurementsof the transmissionand reflectioncharacteristicsof all of these device types,
neededby bothcomponentdesignersand systemdesigners,are providedby HP 87024 Lightwave
ComponentAnalyzersystems.Each systemconsistsof a lightwavesource,a lightwavereceiver,
the HP 8702Aanalyzer,and for reflectionmeasurements,a lightwavecoupler.ln the articleon
page 35, you'll find a descriptionof these systems and a comprehensivetreatment of their
applicationsand performance.The design of the lightwavesources and receiversis presented
in the article on page 52. A comparisonof the reflectionmeasurementcapabilitiesof the HP
8702A and the HP 8145A Optical Time-DomainReflectometer(December1988) appears on
page 43.
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Videoscope,the subjectof the articleon page 58, is a combinationof hardwareand sottware
that automatesthe testing of applicationsoftwarefor HP Vectra PersonalComputers.While a
test is being run manually,Videoscoperecordsthe humantester'skeystrokesand mouse movements,and with the humantester'sapproval,the correctresponsesof the applicationbeingtested.
It can then rerun the test automatically.Unlike other similartesters,Videoscopedoesn't affect
the performanceor behaviorof the applicationbeing tested. The key to this differenceis the
hardware,a plug-incard that nonintrusivelymonitorsthe video signalof the system runningthe
applicationbeing tested and, for each screen,developsa single-numberrepresentationcalled a
signature.Signatureanalysis isn't new, having been used for many years for troubleshooting
digitalhardware,but its adaptationto softwaretestingis an ingeniousand elegantsolutionto the
problemof capturingscreens.(Videoscopeis an in-houseHP tool, not a product.)
A lot of researchhas been basedon the conjecturethat if we could simulatethe humanbrain's
basic elements-neurons---ona computer,we could connecta bunch of them in a network,and
we might be able to solve some of the problemsthat regularcomputersfind difficultbut the brain
handleswith ease.This approachhas met with somesuccess,particularlywithcertainoptimization
problems.The theoryof neuralnetworksis expressedin differentialequations,and its application
to practicalproblemsis not intuitive.Seeking and not finding a simpler,higher-levelmethod of
determiningthe right neuron interconnections,gains, and componentvalues to solve a given
problem, Barry Shacklefordof HP Laboratoriesdevelopedone. In the paper on page 69, he
explainshis approachand appliesit to severalclassicoptimizationproblemssuch as the traveling
salesmanproblemand the eight queens problem.
While we usuallythink of metal as somethingvery stable,engineersand physicistswho deal
with integratedcircuitchips know that a high enoughcurrentdensityin a thin metalfilm will cause
the metalatomsto move.Over long periodsof time,the metal pilesup in some placesand leaves
holesin otherplaces,causingchipfailures.Althoughelectromigration
has beenstudiedextensively,
we still don't have a completemathematicaltheoryfor it. The paperon page 79 reportson a new
two-dimensional
mathematicalmodelthat makesit possibleto simulateelectromigration
with good
accuracyon a computerusing exclusivelyclassicalphysics,not quantummechanics.The model
was developedjointly by scientistsat HP Laboratoriesand the CaliforniaState Universityat San
Jose.
R.P. Dolan
Editor

Cover
One of the potentialapplicationareas for the HP Real-TimeData Base is in computerintegrated
manufacturing,where data such as the status of each station on a manufacturingline can be
monitoredin real time for quality control purposes.The pictureshows a veterinarybolus (large
pill)assemblyline at the ALZA Corporationin PaloAlto, California.ALZA Corporationresearches,
develops,and manufactures,and marketsdrug deliverysystems.ALZA Directorof QualityAssurance Carol L. Hartsteinis shown in the inset photo with a simulatedmonitorscreen.Our thanks
to ALZA Corporationfor helpingus illustratethis application.

What's Ahead
In the August issue we'll bring you the designers'view of the HP NewWaveenvironment,HP's
state-of-theart user interfacefor personalcomputers.The evolutionof an existingquarter-inch
tape drive into the HP 9145A with twice the speed and twice the cartridgecapacitywill also be
featured.
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A DataBasefor Real-TimeApplications
and Environments
anda query
DataBaseis a sefof subroutines
HPReal-Time
facilitythatenablereaLthe applicationdeveloperslo build
memoryand accessa reaLthe, high-performance,
residentdata managementsystem.Thesoftwareruns in
on an HP 9000Series300or 800
an HP-UXenvironment
Computer.
by FeyziFatehi,GynthiaGivens,LeT. Hong,MichaelR. Light, Ching-ChaoLiu, and MichaelJ.Wright

REAL-TIME ENVIRONMENT deals with current
phenomenaratherthan pastor future events.If information is lost, it is lost forever since there is rarely
an opportunity to reclaim it. A typical real-time situation
is a factory floor where a computer is monitoring the status
of machines and materials and constantly checkingto make
sure that everything is working properly. Frequently, the
data from these checks can be discarded once it is determined that all is indeed satisfactory, although some data
might be retained for statistical purposes. If the checking
process reveals something amiss, a real-time process might
be invoked to correct the situation, such as rejecting a
flawed part or shutting down an entire assembly line if a
machine is overheating. Data from such incidents is frequently saved for later analysis (e.g., statistical quality control).
A real-time environment needs to respond reliably when
an action must be taken quickly within a brief predetermined span of time, such as receiving and storing a satellite
data transmission. If the process of receiving and storing
the data can always be expected to finish within B0 milliseconds, then the satellite can reasonably transmit every
100 milliseconds without fear of losing any data.
Data capture in a real-time environment may involve
sampling large amounts of raw information with data arriving unexpectedly in bursts of thousands of bytes or even
megabyte quantities. A real-time data base must be capable
of efficiently storing such large amounts of data and still
support the expectations of the user for reliable and predictable response.
When a real-time process requests data, it should be given
that data immediately, without any unreasonable delay.
Whether or not the data is consistent may be less of a
concern than that it is the most current data available.
Given sufficient urgency, a real-time application may not
require guarantees of either consistency or integrity of data.
An application designer must be aware of the risks and
should only violate normal data integrity rules when absolutely necessary. A real-time data management system must
tolerate such violations when they are clearly intentional.
Finally, a real-time data base must be scalable to the
needs of different users. This means that users should be
able to implement or eliminate functionality according to
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the needs of the application. The performance impact of
unused functionality must be minimal.
Traditional Data Bases
Traditional data bases are generic and flexible, intended
to support the widest possible range of applications. Most
traditional data bases use magnetic disc as the primary data
storage medium because of its large capacity, relatively
high-speed access, and data permanence. Disc-based data
bases in the gigabyte range are now possible.
However, traditional data bases are too slow for most
real-time applications. Disc access speeds are still two to
three orders of magnitude slower than dynamic random
access memory (DRAM) access. Even when the average
speed of a traditional data base is acceptable, its worst-case
speed may be totally unacceptable. A critical need of realtime systems is the ability to provide a predictable response
time. Traditional data bases support transaction operations,
which may require commit protocols, logging and recovery
operations, and access to disc. They also define data access
methods that rigidly enforce internal rules of data consistency and integrity. Given a large number of simultaneous
transactions, it becomes nearly impossible to guarantee pre-

Fig. 1. An overview of the HP Real-Tim e Data BaseSystem.

dictable response time. For example, data that is modified
as part of an update transaction may not be available to a
reader process until the entire transaction is committed. If
the reader in this case were a real-time assembly line control process, it could be disastrously delayed waiting for a
process of much less importance to complete.
Real-Time Data Bases
Because of extremely high performance requirements,
real-time data bases are often custom-designed to the particular needs of a given application. This limits their usability for other applications and causes portability problems if their performance relies upon any hardware characteristics. They are also usually expensive to program and
maintain.
Real-time data baseshave taken two common approaches,
acting either as a very fast cache for disc-based data bases
or as a strictly memory-resident system which may periodically post core images to disc. Real-time data bases acting
as a high-speed cache are capable of quickly accessingonly
a small percentage of the total data kept on disc, and the
data capacities of purely memory-resident data bases are
severely limited by the amount of available real memory.
In either case, real-time data bases must coexist with discbased data basesto provide archival and historical analysis
functions in real-time applications. Eventually, a portion
of real-time data is uploaded to a disc-based data base.
Data transfer between real-time and disc-based data bases
requires commonly understood data types, and may require
reformatting or other treatment to make it digestible to the
target data base. Frequently, data is transferred over a network interface as well. The problems of interfacing realtime data bases with disc-based data bases are often further
complicated by the customized, nonstandard nature of
most real-time data bases.
HP Real-Time Data Base
HP Real-Time Data Base (HP RTDB) is one of the Industrial Precision Tools from HP's Industrial Applications
Center. The Industrial Precision Tools are software tools
intended to assist computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM) application developers by providing standard software solutions for industrial and manufacturing applications problems. The HP Real-Time Data Base is the data
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Fig.2. A table structurein HP RTDBconslsllngof six tuples
and five columns.
base tool. HP RTDB is a set of software routines and interactive query commands for creating and accessing a high-performance real-time data base. It is designed for the specific
needs of real-time systems running on HP 9000 Series 300
and 800 Computers.
Fig. L shows an overview of the HP Real-Time Data Base
system. Access to the data base for the user is through the
query commands or an application program written in C
that uses the HP RTDB routines. The HP RTDB routines
provide the application developer with the ability to:
I Define or change the data base schema
I Build the data base in memory
r Read or write data from or to the data base
I Back up the schema and data.
The query commands provide an interactive facility for
configuring and debugging the data base, and for processing
scripts in batch mode and on-line without writing a program. The configuration file is automatically created when
the user defines the data base. It contains the system tables
and control structures for the data base.
Besides the two interfaces to the data base, HP RTDB
also provides the following features:
r Performance. HP RTDB supports predictable response
time, and to ensure speed, HP RTDB is entirely memoryresident. Several design alternatives were chosen to ensure this high performance, such as preallocation of all
data base memory to minimize memory management
overhead, alignment of data on machine word bound-

User CallableRoutines

lnlernal
Dala Base
Routines

Fag. 3. HP RTDB module hierarchy.
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aries, simple data structures, and the extensive use of
in-line macros to reduce the overhead of function calls.
The design alternatives chosen produced performance
results that exceed initial goals. For example, performance tests showed that 66,666 56-byte records can be
directly retrieved from an HP Real-Time data base in
one second.
Multiple Data Base Access. HP RTDB resides in shared
memory so that multiple processes can access the data
base concurrently. Also, one process can accessmultiple
data bases.
Simple Data Structures. Data is stored in HP RTDB in
two forms: tables and input areas. A table is an array of
columns and rows (tuples) that contain related information (see Fig. 2). Input areas are areas in the data base
designed to receive large blocks of unstructured data.
Often this data comes from high-speed data acquisition
devices.
Data Access. Retrieval routines are constructed so that
any specified data can be accessed directly, sequentially,
or by hash key values. Direct access is available to a
tuple (row) of a table and to an offset in an input area.
Dynamic Reconfiguration. Tables and input areas can be
added or deleted quickly without having to recreate the
data base.
Security. HP RTDB provides three levels of password
protection: data base administrator access,read-write access, and read-only access.
Backup and Recovery. The schema (data base structure),
and optionally the user's entire data base can be saved
to a disc file.
Locking. HP RTDB provides tables and input area locking. This means that an application can exclusively access a table or input area until it decides to release the
lock. If the application requires, read-through and/or
write-through locks are allowed.
Scalability. HP RTDB is scalable. If some features are
not required they can be eliminated to improve performance.
Documentation Aids. HP RTDB is supplied with a selfpaced tutorial complete with a query/debug script to
build the data base that is used in the tutorial examples.
There is also an on-line help facilitv for the interactive
query/debug utility.
Programming Aids. HP RTDB programming aids include:
n A standard C header file defining the constants and
data structures required to use the HP RTDB subroutines
D Prototyping and debugging capabilities of the query/
debug utility
n On-line accessto explanations of HP RTDB error codes
o User-configurable error messages,formats, and hooks
for user-written error routines
E Native language support which includes B-bit data,
B-bit filenames, and messagecatalogs.

HP RTDB Modules
The HP Real Time Data Base modules can be grouped
into two main categories: user-callable routines and internal data base routines (see Fig. 3). The user-callable
routines include the following functions.
r Administrative Functions
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n Define the data base including its name, passwords,
and system limits (MdDefDB)
n Build or rebuild the data base in memory (MdBuildDb)
o Remove a data base from memory (MdRmDb)
n Change data base system limits or passwords
fMdchgDb,MdohgPwdJ.
Data Definition Functions
tr Define a table or input area (MdDeffbl,MdDeflA)
n Define or add column(s) to a user table (uooetcot)
n Define an index on column(sJ in a defined table
(MdDeflx)
tr Remove a table or an input area (MdRmTbl,MdRmlA)
tr Remove an index from a table (MdRmlxJ.
Session Begin or End Functions
tr Open the data base and initiate a session (MdOpenDb)
o Close the data base and terminate a session (MdCloseDb).
Data Manipulation Functions
I Open a table or input area for access (MdOpenTbl,
MdOpenlA)
tr Get a tuple by sequential search (MdGetTplSeq),
hash
key index (MdGetTpllx),
or tuple identifier (lrlocetrpoir)
tr Compare a tuple value with a set of expressions
(MdCompare)
n Add or remove a tuple to or from a table (MdPutTpl,
MdRmTpl)
n Update a tuple (MdupdTpl)
D Get or put a value from or to an input area (MdGetlA,
MdPutlAl
tr Lock or unlock a table or an input area (Mdlock,
MdUnlock).
Utility Functions
tr Save the data base schema and optionally the entire
data base to disc (MdTakelmage)
D Release resources held by prematurely terminated
processes (MdCleanup)
o Provide information on the columns of a table
(vocolnto)

Fig. 4. HP RTDB data struclures in shared memory

o Provide information on the minimum data base and
schema size in bytes (MdDbSizelnfo)
n Provide information on all or one specific user table,
index on a table, or input area (MdTbllnfo,Mdlxlnfo,
MdlAlnfol
n Provide information on system tables and session use
(MdSchlnJo).
The internal data base routines are used by either the
user-callable routines or other internal routines. They are
implemented as C functions or macros. The macro implementations are used for small pieces of code. The resulting code is slightly larger but faster. The functions performed by the internal data base routines include:
I System Table Manager. These routines handle the tables
that define the schema and configuration of the data base.
r Index manager. These routines handle hashing, index
manipulation, and formulation of hash index key values.
I Concurrency Manager. These routines handle locking
operations and control concurrent processes using the
data base.
I Storage Manager. These routines handle memory management, which includes keeping track of allocated and
available shared memory.
I Operating System Interface. These routines provide a
clean and consistent interface to the HP-UX operating
system.
I Table and Tuple Manager. These routines handle functions related to tuples and tables such as copying, adding,
or deleting tuple values.

DataStructures
The datastructuresin HP RTDBare divided into two
categories: those that manage and control access to the data
base and define the schema, and those that contain the
user data. Fig. 4 shows an overview of these structures in
shared memory. The data structures in the schema and
control section are automatically created when the data
base is defined. The data structures in the user area are
added later when the data base is built. Only two of these
data structures are visible and accessible to the user-user
tables and input areas.
I Main Control Block. The main control block contains
the data base status, limits, and pointers to other data
structures in the schema and control section of the data
base. It also contains information used by the storage
manager, such as pointers to the beginning and end of
free memory storage space, a pointer to the list of free
storage blocks, and the total amount of free storage left.
r Session Control Blocks. A session control block is allocated to each process accessing the data base. Each block
contains a session identifier, a pointer to the main control
block, and other information about the process, such as
the user identifier (HP-UX uid) and the process identifier
(HP-UX pid).The session identifier is returned to the user
when the data base is opened, and is used in subsequent
calls to access the data base. The number of session
blocks determines the number of users that can have
accessto the same database at any one time. This number
is determined when the data base is created.
r Semaphore Control Blocks. There is a semaphore control
block for each lockable oblect in the data base [i.e., user

I

I

r

I

tables and input areas). These blocks contain HP-UX
semaphore identifiers.
Locks-Held Table. Each entry in the locks-held table indicates whether a lock is being held by a session on a
certain data base object (user table or input area), and if
so, what type of lock.
Index Tables. Index tables contain the data for performing fast access (i.e., hash indexing) to system and user
tables.
System Tables. System tables contain the schema (structure) of the data base and information about the locations
and attributes of all data base objects, including themselves.
User Tables and Input Areas. The application data manthe user is contained in the user tables and input
::;*tt

Tables. The table, which is a two-dimensional array consisting of rows (tuples) and columns, is the fundamental
data structure in HP RTDB. There are three types of tables:
system tables, user tables, and index tables. AII tables,
whether they are system, index, or user tables, have the
same structure, called a table block (see Fig. 5). A table
block is divided into two sections: control structures and
data. Control structures contain the information needed to
locate, add, or delete data in a table. The data portion of
the table contains the system or user data. The information
in the control structures includes:
r Table Block Header. The header contains information
needed to access information within the table. such as
data offsets and table type (i.e., system, index, or user).
I Slot Array. Each entry in the slot array indicates whether
a tuple in a table is filled or vacant. The slot array is accessed when adding or deleting tuples, and when searching sequentially.
I Column Descriptor Array. The entries in the column
descriptor array describe the columns in the data portion
of the table block. Each column descriptor defines the
column type (i.e., character, byte string, integer, float,
input area offset, etc.), the column length, and the column offset in bytes from the start of the tuple (seeFig. 6).
The data in each type of table is stored in tuples. The
tuple format, which is the number, length, and type of
columns, must be the same for all tuples in any one table.
However, the tuple format may be different for each table.
The number and size of tuples in a table are limited only

Structural Inlormation
(Data Offsets, Capacities, etc.)
Indicates Which Tuples Are
in Use or Still Free
Type, Length, and Offset ot
Columns in Each Tuple

Tuples Containing System
or User Data

Fig. 5. HP RTDB table block.
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by the amount of real memory available. Each tuple and
all columns within a tuple are word-aligned. Variablelength columns and null columns are not supported. To
support only fixed-length data and columns may seem
wasteful of real memory, but this scheme more than offsets
the increased size and complexity of code needed to support variable-length data, and the resulting performance
degradation. Another benefit is that the size of a table has
little effect upon the speed of accessing any given tuple.
Since all tuples in a table are the same length, a tuple's
location is fixed and can be quickly determined with one
simple calculation. Once located, copying the tuple's data
between the data base and a user buffer can be done by
words (four bytes at a time) rather than one byte at a time,
since all data is aligned on machine word boundaries.
Data in user tables can be any supported C data type or
an offset into an input area. Users can also store and retrieve
unsupported data types in table columns defined as a byte
string type. Using the byte string type, the user can store
pointers to other tuples in the same or any other table. Data
compression, alignment of values in tuples, and verification of data types is left to the user's application, where
these functions can be done more efficiently. HP RTDB
routines store user data exactly as it is received and retrieve
user data exactly as it is stored. A positive side effect of
this is that the storage and retrieval integrity of t6-bit data
(e.g., Katakana or Chinese textl can be guaranteed without
special routines.
Because all table types have the same table block structure, the same code can be used to perform operations on
system, index, and user tables. However, system table access is so critical to performance that operations on system
tables are often performed by special code that takes full
advantage of the known, fixed locations and formats of
system tables.
Tuple ldentifiers. A tuple identifier or tid uniquely identifies each tuple in every table in the data base including
system tables, index tables, and user tables. Tuple identifiers are used by the user to access user tables and by

System Table
(Table System Table)

Fig.7. Tupleidentifierdatastructureand its relationshipto
systemlabiesand usertables.
internal HP RTDB routines to accessall the tables in the
data base.A tuple identifier is returned to the user when
a tuple is added to a table (MdPutTpl)
or after a successful
table search(MdGetTplSeq)
or after a successfulindexed access (MdcetTpllx).
Once obtained, a tuple identifier can be
used in subsequentcalls to provide extremely fast, direct
accessto the sametuple for rereading,deletion, or update.
Directedaccessby tuple identifier is by far the fastestaccess
method in the HP RTDB data base.
The data type for a tuple identifier is called tidtypeand
contains three elements:a table number, a tuple number,
and a version number.
r The table number is the tuple number for a tuple in a
system table that describesthe table associatedwith the
tuple identifier. Fig. 7 shows the tid for a user table and
the use of the table number and tuple number entries.
For system and user tables,the systemtable containing
the tuples of table descriptionsis called a table system
table, and for index tables the system table is called an
index systemtable. Systemtablesare describedin detail
later in this article.
Column 3
(Otfsets
Column 1 Column 2 in Bytes)

Table A

Input Area
(Start at Offset 100)

Tuple 1
Tuple 2
Tuple 3
Tuple 4

User Data

24 28

O
0

1

36
2

ByteAddress
3

ColumnNumber

Fig. 6. HP RTDB table block showing the association between the column descriptor array and the columns in the
data portion of the user table.
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Fig.8. Tuple identifiers can be used to link tuples logically
in the same table (rid,4) ot other tables (ridgz).A/so, oflsets
tor inDut areas are stored in the table.

I

The tuple number indicates the row in a table containing
the tuple data.
I The version number is used to ensure that a tuple being
accessed directly by a tid is the same tuple that was accessed when the tid was first obtained. For example, suppose user A adds a tuple to table X and saves the returned
tid for subsequent rereading. If user B accesses table X
and deletes the tuple added by user A and then adds
another tuple to table X, it is possible that the tuple
added by user B could occupy the same location as the
tuple originally added by user A. When user A attempts
to use the same tid on table X for reading the tuple that
was changed by user B, the version numbers won't match
and user A will be prevented from accessing the tuple
and notified of the problem.
Tuple identifiers can be used to chain tuples logically.
Users can build logical relationships between tuples by
inserting the tuple identifier of one tuple as a column value
of another tuple. This concept is illustrated in Fig. B, where
tidA4 and tidB2 are tuple identifiers. The tuple identifier is
designed so that its value remains constant across data base
restarts and dynamic schema changes. Thus relationships
of tuples, whether system-defined or user-defined, are not
lost when a data base is shut down and restarted.
System and User Tables. The system tables contain the
schema for the data base, and the user tables and input
areas contain the user's application data. The relationship
between these data structures is shown in Fig. 9. There are
four types of system tables:
I Table System Table. The table system table contains information on all the user tables and system tables in the
data base including itself. One section of the table describes system tables and another section describes user

tables.Eachtuple in the table systemtable describesone
table, and the columns contain relevant information
about the attributes of the table describedby the tuple
(e.g.,table name,tuple length,number of columns,and
so on). Fig. 10 shows a portion of a tuple in the table
system table for a user table (Usertbl02).
The entry CSTtid
is the tuple identifier for the startingtuple in the column
system table assignedto Usertbl02,
and the entry tsTridis
the tuple indentifier for the starting tuple in the index
system table assignedto Usenbl02.
The entry FstBlkOff
is
an offsetin bytes to the first block of storagefor Usertbt02.
When the user adds or deletesa table, the table svstem
table is updated accordingly. Likewise, when certain
changes(e.g.,add indexes) are made to the user table
thesechangesare reflectedin the associatedtuple in the
table system table.
r Column SystemTable.The column systemtablecontains
information on all columns in a user table. Each tuple
describesone column in a user table. Someof the information kept in the column systemtable includes column
type, Iength, and offset for eachuser table column. This
same information is kept in the the column descriptor
array of the user table control block described earlier.
The reasonfor having this data in two places is that it
eliminates one level of indirection when accessingdata
in user table columns. A new tuple is added to the column systemtable when a new column is added to a user
table.
r Index System Table. The index system table contains
information on the indexes for system and user tables.
Each tuple in the index systemtable describesan index
defined on a system or user table. Indexes on system
tables are predefined by HP RTDB and indexes on user

Table System Table
Tuple 0
Tuple 1
Tuple 2
Tuple 3

J-'"0*o**

Fig.9. Relattonship
belween system tables and user tables.
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tables are defined only by the user. Indexes are described
in more detail later in this article.
I Input Area System Table. The input area system table
contains information on user-defined input areas. Each
tuple contains the input area name, the input area size,
and the offset (in bytes) of the beginning storage location
allocated to the input area.
Indexes. Indexes are defined on tables to provide faster
access to a data tuple. HP RTDB provides hash indexing.
Fig. 11 shows the organization of the hash indexing scheme
employed in HP RTDB. In this scheme a key value, which
is composed of one or more columns in a table, is sent to
a hash function that computes a pointer into a table of
tuple identifiers. Once the tuple identifier is known, the
desired tuple can be accessed.
The columns that are used for the key value are designated in the index system table described ealier. Fig. 12
shows the relationship between the index system table and
the columns in a user table designated for key values. These
columns are specified when an index is defined for a table.
In many hashing schemes the hashing function transforms
a key value into a storage address where the user's data is
stored. HP RTDB does not use hashing for both storage and
retrieval of tuples, but only as a very fast retrieval mechanism.
The process of inserting a new tuple into a table with a
hash index takes the following steps:
r The tuple is inserted in the first available slot in the user
table without regard to any index defined on the table.
r A location is found in the index table by applying the
hash function to the key value of the tuple. This location

Table System Table

Tuole 16 |
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is called the primary location for the tuple. If the hash
function returns a primary location that is already in
use, a secondary location is found and linked to the
primary location using a synonym chain.
r The tuple identifielof the insertedtuple is storedin the
designatedprimary (or secondary)location in the index
table.
The processof retrieving an existing tuple from a table
using the tuple's key value takes the following steps:
I The hash function is applied to the key value to obtain
the primary location for the correspondingtuple identifier in the index table.
I If the primary location has no synonyms,the tuple addressedby the tuple identifier in the primary location
is accessedand returned.
r If synonymsexist,then eachone is accesseC
in turn until
one is found with a key value that matchesthe unhashed
key value of the requestedtuple. If the hash index is
defined with the option to allow duplicate key values,
then each tuple with a matching key value will be returned in the order found.
Independence of retrieval from storage provides HP
RTDB with some major advantages:
r Multiple hash indexes. Each table can have multiple
hash indexes defined for it, allowing the sametable to
be searchedwith any number of different keys as shown
in Fig. 12.
I Constanttuple identifiers.A hash index can be rehashed
without causingany data migration (the data tuple locations do not change).This meansthat applications can
use direct accessby tuple identifier and never be concerned that rehashingmight causea tuple identifier to
change.This featurealso significantly improves the performance of applications that frequently update table
columns used for key values.
I Dynamic hash index definition. Unlike direct hashing
algorithms, hash indexes can be added to or removed
from existing tables.
I Fixed spaceoverhead,The spaceoverheadincurred becauseof defining a hash index is a direct function of the
number of tuples in a table and does not depend on the
number of columns, so it does not increaseas new columns are added to a table.
However, no matter how carefully a hash function is
designed,it cannot guaranteethat collisions will not occur
Tuple ldentitiersCorresponding
to User Table Tuples

Usrtblo2

lndex Table
for usrtbto2

Fig. 10. A partialviewof a tuplein a tablesystemtablethat
and theconnectionto
descrlbesa usertablenamedlJsttblo2,
aboutUsrtblo2.
othersystemtablesthatcontaininformation
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Portion of an lndex Table

Flg. 11. lndex hashingscheme in HP RTDB.

Jack_Swilt
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Mike_Grell

110

Olive_Frap

'| 55

Judy_Tyron

125
175

Kurt Bralin

0fl1

Key Value for Index h1 = (Machine,Parts-So-Far)
Key Value for Index h2 = (Operator, work Order, Fate-Hr)

Fig. 12. A user table with indexes defined on it. The index systemtable containsthe numbers
of the columns in the user table that make up the kev values for index tables h1 and hz.

when the function is applied to diverseand unpredictable
sets of keys. Therefore,when a collision does occur, there
must be a means of specifying an alternatelocation in the
index table where the new tuple identifier can be stored.
HP RTDB uses a form of separatechaining in which each
hash index consists of two segments,a primary segment
and a secondarysegment(seeFig. 131.
The primary segmentcontainsthe tuple identifiers of all
keys that hash to an unused primary location. To reduce
the probability of collisions, the number of locationsin the
primary segmentcan be configuredby the user to be more
than the maximum number of tuples in the data table. For
example, if the number of primary segment locations is
1.25 times the number of tuples in the data table (primary
ratio), then the load factor (packingdensity)of eachprimary
segmentcannot exceedB0 percent.What this meansis that
for a tablewith eighttuples the number of primary segments
is 10 (1.25 x B),and if there are no collisions, at most eight
of the tuples in the primary segmentwill be occupied. A
higher primary ratio will reduce the probability of collisionsbut will increasethe primary segmentsize.Userscan
adjust eachindex's primary ratio to achievethe bestperfor-

mance and minimum memory consumption.
The secondary segment contains the tuple identifiers of
all data values that hash to a primary location that is already
in use. This segment provides a separate overflow area for
secondary entries (synonyms), thus eliminating the problem of migrating secondaries (existing synonyms that must
be moved to make room for a new primary entry). The
secondary segment is allocated based upon the number of
tuples in the data table and is guaranteed to be large enough
for even a worst-case index distribution. After a collision
occurs at a location in the primary segment, the primary
location becomes the head of a linked-list synonym chain
for all secondaries that hash to that primary location.
Input Areas. Input data in a real-time environment may
be expected or unsolicited, and can arrive in streams, small
packets, or large bursts. This data may also involve complex
synchronization of processes to handle the data. In all
cases, there is a need to respond to the arrival of the new
data within a predictable time before it is too old to be of
value, or is overwritten by the next arrival.'
Input areas provide highly efficient buffering for receiving and storing unstructured data into the data base. Users

Index Table

Primary
Segment

Secondary
Segment

Flg. 13. Primary and secondary
segmenfs in the hashing and collision resolution scheme. t'id4 ls
put into the secondary segment
because it hashed into the same
location as Edz.
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can configure a data base with any number of input areas
of any size up to the limits of available shared memory.
Values in input areas can be read or updated either using
offsets in a named input area or, for even higher performance, using an input area's actual address as if it were a
local array variable. Like tables, input areas can be
locked and unlocked for control of concurrent
:::j::l,tr

DataAccess
Traditional data base transactions are not supported in
HP RTDB because each accessto the data base is considered
a transaction, and each accessis guaranteed to be serialized
and atomic. However, a system designer can still define
and implement an application transaction as a set of two
or more data base accesses,which will complete or fail as
a group.
The general data access flow in HP RTDB is shown in
Fig. 14. The sequence of events to access the data base to
update a tuple would be:
r Obtain the address of the main control block using the
session identifier [SesslD).The session identifier is returned to the user when the data base is opened and is
used in subsequent calls to access the data base.
r Obtain the address of the table system table from the
main control block, and using the table identifier (TblTid)
obtain the tuple of the user table from the table system
table. The user is given a table identifier when the table
is opened.
r Obtain the entries in the locks-held and semaphore control blocks and lock the user table. The addresses for
these entries are obtained from the main control block.
r Finally, obtain access to the tuple in the user table using
the user table address obtained from the table system
table and the tuple identifier [tid).
This process is the same for input areas, except that the
input area system table is accessed rather than the table
system table, and the input area offset is used instead of
the tuple identifier.
Performance tests to assessthe data access performance
characteristics of the HP Real-Time Data Base routines were
run on an HP 9000 Model 825. The benchmark for these
tests consisted of 56-byte tuples. During the tests, shared
memory was locked into physical memory. The results of
these performance tests are summarized in Fig. 15.
Table Access. There are three methods of locating tuples
in user tables. Tuples can be read using sequential access,
hashed key index access, or direct tuple identifier access.
However, updates and deletions of tuples can only be done
by direct tuple identifier access. This means that to update
or delete a tuple, it must first be located by one of the three
read access methods. Sequential access starts at the beginning of a table and returns each tuple in the order in which
it is encountered. Since tuples can be inserted or deleted
at any location, the physical order of tuples in an active
table is unpredictable. The user can set up search conditions for sequential searching, such as the number of comparisons, columns to use, comparison operator (e.g., Ea,
NE, etc.), and ASCII type (e.g.,hexadecimal, octal, etc.). If
the search conditions are specified, then only those tuples
that meet the conditions are returned. Sequential access is
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the slowest mode of access, but for very small tables of 10
to 15 tuples, the speed of sequential searching is comparable with indexed searching. Sequential access is most
appropriate for serially processing most or all of a table's
data, since it does not use additional memory for index
tables.
Indexed access,which uses the indirect hashing technique
discussed earlier, is much faster than sequential access,
but still slower than direct accessby tuple identifiers. Index
keys can consist of up to five contiguous or noncontiguous
table columns of mixed data types and any number of indexes can be defined for a single table. Although there is
no hard limit as to how many indexes can be defined for
a table, each index requires additional memory for index
tables and additional processing time to create or update
each index key defined. Indexed access is best for applications that need fast, unordered access to data and that
mainly perform reads and updates rather than insertions
and deletions.
The HP RTDB tuple update routine allows three alternative courses of action when columns that make up an index
key value are about to be updated. One option specifies
that the indexes should be modified (that is, rehashed) to
reflect the update. A second option is to deny the update
and return an error when an index key value is about to
be changed. For top performance, there is an option to
update a tuple and bypass checking for index modification.
This option should only be used if the user's application
can ensure that a tuple's index key values are never changed
after its initial insertion into a table.
Direct access by tuple identifier is by far the fastest form
of access. A tuple's tuple identifier is returned when it is
first added to a table and also when the tuple is accessed
by a sequential or indexed search. The returned tuple identifier can then be used to update, delete, or reread the same
tuple directly any number of times since tuple identifiers
do not change, even when a table is rehashed. This feature
offers spectacular benefits when a small set of tuples is
repeatedly accessed. The tuple identifier can be obtained
once, stored internally, and then used to access the same
tuples directly in all subsequent operations.
Input Area Access. Data in input areas can only be read
or updated. Since input areas are usually updated by being
overwritten with new input data, HP RTDB does not provide separate routines for deleting and inserting data elements in input areas. Nor are these functions really needed,
since updating an element to a null or non-null value accomplishes the same end.
Since the structure and content of input areas are appli-

Fig. 14. Dala access in HP RTDB.

cation dependent and can change at any time, HP RTDB
does not try to map input areas as it does tables. Data
elements in input areas are accessedby naming the input
area and specifying the element's offset and length. HP
RTDB then locates the start of the input area, adds the
offset, and reads or updates the selected data element, For
maximum performance, the input area may optionally be
addressed directly as if it were a local array, but this access
mode bypasses HP RTDB's address validity checking and
concurrency control mechanisms and should only be used
if the extra performance is critical. The application must
then ensure correct addressing to avoid data base corruption.
Users can also associate a table column with an input
area data element by defining the column's data type as a
pointer to an input area and then assigning the data element's offset as the column's value. The input area offsets
shown in Fig. B are input area pointer types.
Configuration and Creation
Much effort was made to keep the process of configuring
and creating a data base as simple and flexible as possible.
The final definition of data base objects intended for future
implementation can be deferred until they are actually
needed, and other data base obiects can be added and/or
removed after the data base is created. Also, all data base
configuration and maintenance functions can be done with
the interactive HP RTDB query/debug commands as well
as by calling HP RTDB subroutines. This allows users to

prototype and test data base designs without writing a
single line of program code.
Defining the Data Base Schema. The first step in creating
an HP RTDB data base is to define the system limits of the
data base, that is, the data base name, the configuration
file name, the maximum number of tables, input areas,
indexes, columns, and sessionsthat will be accommodated
by the data base at any time. The user may choose to defer
the actual definition of some data base obiects until a later
time, but must inform HP RTDB of how many of each object
may eventually be defined. This information is used to
ensure that the system tables and control structures for the
data base are as large as the maximum requested. Preallocation of contiguous storage for the maximum size of the
data baseobjects instead of allocating on an as-neededbasis
eliminates the overhead of checking for available space
when adding tuples to a table. It also eliminates the overhead associated with dynamically allocating and deallocating blocks in a multiuser environment.
When the system limits are defined, a skeletal schema
and control structures are generated in shared memory and
saved on disc in the configuration file. At this point the
data base schema can be filled out with the definition of
user tables, columns, input areas, and indexes either
through query/debug commands or by calls to the HP RTDB
subroutines (MdDefTbl,MdDefCol,MdDeftx,and MdDeftA).As
these other data base obiects are defined. the information
about them is entered into the system tables and the schema
grows more complex. However, no storage is allocated for
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newly defined data base objects until the data base is built.
The user can at any time save a copy of the current memoryresident schema to the configuration file. When the data
base is fully operational and contains data, the data as well
as the schema can be saved in the same file.
Building a Data Base in Memory. Once the system limits
of the data base are set and the schema defined, the data
base can be built. First, the schema must be loaded into
memory. The schema will already be in memory if the data
base is newly defined. Otherwise, the schema file on disc
is opened and loaded into memory (MdopenDb).Using the
memory-resident schema data, the HP RTDB build routine
(MdBuildDb)allocates shared memory to each data base obiect, builds and initializes any data or control structures
associated with the objects, and sets up the logical links
between the structures. HP RTDB also provides routines
to calculate the minimum memory needed to build the data
base from the schema. Additional memory may optionally
be allocated to allow for future implementation of data
base objects that are not yet defined in the schema. After
a data base is built, it is ready to be initialized with application data.

Lockingand ConcurrencyControl
There are three components to the synchronization of
concurrent accessto a data base: session management, lock
management, and semaphore management. As each new
user process opens the data base, HP RTDB allocates a
session control block for the new process and the process
becomes attached to the data base. A session identifier is
returned to the process for use in subsequent calls to access
the data base, and the session control block is filled with
information about the process such as the HP-UX process
identifier (pid) and user identifier (uid). The session identifier is used to index into the locks-held table. With this
and other data the session manager is able to perform its
role in controlling concurrent access to the data base.
Locking in HP RTDB is provided only at the table and
input area level rather than at the tuple and data item level.
This coarse granularity of locking is acceptable because in
a memory-resident data base, locks are normally held for
very short periods of time. Each object (user table and input
area) in the data base is owned by a specific semaphore.
Locking of data base objects is accomplished by acquiring
the object's semaphore and associating it with the process's
session identifier. The lock is released by freeing the
semaphore and breaking the link between the semaphore
and the session identifier.
HP RTDB controls the locking and unlocking of
semaphores, but all queuing and rescheduling of blocked
processes is handled by the HP-UX operating system. This
gives HP RTDB a simple, efficient, and reliable concurrency
control mechanism that is guaranteed to be compatible
with other HP-UX features. For example, a user could easily
integrate HP RTDB and the HP real-time extension features
to implement real-time priorities in an application. HP realtime extensions are additions to HP-UX that allow users
to set high priorities for certain processes.
If the application does not explicitly lock a data base
object before trying to access it, the HP RTDB routine called
to do the access will normally apply an implicit lock of
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the object by default. There are options to allow users to
read and write through locks, but these options may compromise the integrity of the data base and should be used
with caution when higher performance is critical. A readthrough lock allows a high-priority process to access data
in the data base that may be in the process of being updated
by another process.

Security
HP RTDBprovidesthreelevelsof securitythroughthe
use of passwords. A password is required to access the
data base. The password level, which can be data base
administrator, read-write, or read-only, determines the
user's access authorization. The data base administrator
password allows a user process to perform any operation
on the data base supported by HP RTDB subroutines or by
the query/debug commands. The read-write password alIows a user process to read, modify, and delete data in the
data base, but not to perform any of the data base definition
functions, such as adding or removing a table or index.
The read-only password allows a user only to read data in
the data base, but not to delete or modify data, or perform
any data base definition functions.
In addition to the password security, the data base administrator (or the root user) can also alter the access permissions of the schema file on disc or the data base's shared
memory segment to limit access to the data base.

Backupand Recovery
Memory-resident data bases are particularly vulnerable
to power failures and operating system failures because
both types of failures usually destroy the contents of main
memory. Battery backup power systems can provide excellent protection against power failures, but system failures
pose a problem that really has no good solution.
The traditional backup methodology of logging all
changes to a disc file cannot be used if high performance
is desired; yet there is no other way to keep a secure backup
with close parallel to the state of memory. HP RTDB provides a "snapshot" backup which allows each application
to choose an acceptable trade-off between performance and
secure backup.
At any time, the application can call an HP RTDB routine
to save an image of the data base schema or the schema
and data to a disc file. For a data base of t+,000 bytes
consisting of 6 tables and 2 input areas, a single snapshot
takes about 0.5 second on an HP 9000 Series 825. Snapshots
can be taken as often or as rarely as the user application
chooses, and can be triggered periodically or by specific
events. Users who can afford the overhead can take more
frequent backups while users who require top performance
may rarely or never take a backup. In some real-time applications, there is little point in taking a backup since the
data would be obsolete long before the system could be
restarted. Data base recovery is also very fast but a data
base can only be recovered to the point where the last
snapshot was taken. Either the schema or the schema and
the data can be recovered. Recovery of the schema only
would create an empty data base which could then be
reinitialized with data by the application.

Query/Debug Utility
The query/debug utility is included as part of the HP
Real-Time Data Base software to provide real-time application developers with a tool to:
r Assist with prototyping, testing, and debugging applications
r Create, modify, and maintain HP RTDB data bases in
both development and production environments
I Use as a simple and flexible HP-UX filter, which when
combined with other HP-UX commands and utilities,
can provide useful application functions to HP RTDB
users without the need for additional code.
The query/debug utility supports nearly all of the functionality of the HP RTDB subroutines. However, it is highly
generalized and is designed to be safe and friendly rather
than fast.Therefore, most query/debug functions are significantlyslowertoexecutethanequivalentsubroutinecalls.
The query/debug command syntax is modelled after the
Structured Query Language (SQL), an ANSI industry-standard relational interface. This resemblance to SQL is intended only to make it easier for users who are already
familiar with SQL. The query/debug utility is not intended
to support the SQL standards of inquiry or reporting functionality.
The query/debug utility was designed as an HP-UX filter
and conforms to the conventions for filters in its use of
HP-UX input/output files stdin,stdout,and stden.This allows
it to be used with input and output redirection, pipes, and
so on. Output can optionally be produced without headings
to enable clean output data to be piped directly into other
filters or user-written programs.
Query/debug commands can be entered interactively for
ad hoc work, or can be read from ordinary disc files for
repetitive tasks. For example, the commands to define and
initialize a data base could be saved in a disc file to ensure
that the data base is always recreated the same way.
Likewise, simple reports can be generated using query/
debug command files or by combining query/debug command files with HP-UX shell scripts and utilities.
The query/debug commands provide the following functionality:

r Define, reconfigure, build, remove, and back up a data
base
I Change passwords and shared memory security permissions
r Initialize table and input areavalues in a new data base
r Display data base configuration and status information
r Generic add delete, update, and select of tuple values
based upon indexed or sequential searches
r Display or print all or selected data from all or selected
tuples in a table in either tabular or list format
r Genericupdate,select,anddisplayofinputareavalues
I Load or store data base values from or to disc files
r Debugging aids such as hexadecimal data display, a
"peek" function, and an error trace option for tracing all
errors that may occur during any query/debug processing
of the user's data base
r On-line help facility for all query/debug commands
r Built-in octal, decimal, and hexadecimal integer calculator
I Execution of HP-UX commands without leaving query/
debug.
Conclusion
The goal of a high-performance data base drove many of
the design decisions and implementation techniques for
HP Real-Time Data Base. The performance goals were met
and exceeded with simple data structures (tables and input
areas), programming techniques such as macros, and options that allow users to eliminate features that affect performance. The result is a set of routines that enables realtime application developers to create custom data bases
for capturing and retrieving the diverse data structures
found in real-time environments.
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New MidrangeMembersof the HewlettPackardPrecisionArchitectureComputer
Family
Higherperformancecomesfrom f asterVLS/parts, bigger
cache and TLBsubsystems,a new floating-point
A new 16M-byte
coprocessor,and otherenhancemenfs.
memoryboardis madepossib/eby a double-sidedsurface
mountmanufacturingprocess.
by Thomas O. Meyer, Russell C. Brockmann, Jeffrey G. Hargis, John Keller, and Floyd E' Moore

rendering graphics superworkstation with animation capability (Fig. 2). All Model 835 systemsrun the HP-UX operating system. As a member of the HP Precision Architecture
family, the Model 835/Series 935 SPU supports a wide
variety of peripherals, Ianguages,networks, and applications programs.

EW MIDRANGE HP PRECISIONARCHITECTURE
computersystemshavebeenaddedto the HP 9000
and HP 3000 Computer families. The HP 9000
Model 835 technical computer and the HP 3000 Series 935
commercial computer share the same system processing
unit (SPU). Designed with significantly improved floatingpoint and integer performance, the Model 83S/Series935
SPU meets the computational needs of mechanical and
electrical computer-aided engineering (CAE) and multiuser
technical and commercial applications.
The HP 3000 Series935 (Fig. 1) is configured for business
applications and runs HP's proprietary commercial operating system, MPE XL. HP 9000 Model 835 products include
the Models B35S and 835SE general-purpose multiuser
computers, the Models B3sCHX and B35SRX engineering
workstations with 2D and 3D (respectively) interactive
graphics, and the powerful Model 835 TurboSRX 3D solid-

UserRequirements
Like its predecessor,the Model 825/Series925 SPU,1the
Model 83S/Series935 SPU's definition was driven by requirements from several different application areas.In addition to the requirements of small size, Iow power dissipation, low audible noise, flexible I/O configurations, and
tolerance of a wide range of environmental conditions normally required for a midrange technical or commercial
product, the Model 83S/Series935 SPU design addresses
several other needs. For scientific computation and me-
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Fig. 1. The HP 3OO0Sedes 935
is configured for businessapplicationsand runs HP'sproprietary
commercial operating systern,
MPE XL,

A block diagram of the Model 83s/Series 935 SPU is
shown in Fig. 3. The two boards unique to this SPU are the
processorand processor dependent hardware (PDH) boards
highlighted in the block diagram and shown in Fig. 4.
The following sections will explain the approaches taken
to meet the performance requirements mentioned earlier.
In addition, the design considerations for a compact 16Mbyte memory board using a new double-sided surface
mount manufacturing process will be discussed.

chanical and electrical CAE applications, high floatingpoint and integer computational performance is desired.
The Model 83S/Series935 SPU provides more than a 300%
increase in floating-point performance and more than a
50% increase in integer performance over the Model B25i
Series 925. The Model B35iSeries 935 has been benchmarked at 14 MIPS and2.o2 MFLOPS.*
Customers who own or plan to purchase a Model 825 or
Series 925 want the ability to upgrade to the faster Model
835/Series 935 without having to replace the whole computer. To meet this requirement, the Model 835/Series935
processor is designed so that an upgrade can be easily done
at a customer's site by exchanging two boards. Because of
HP Precision Architecture compatibility, user applications
migrate and realize enhanced performance without modification or recompilation.
For all application areas, main memory capacity is an
important influence on overall system throughput. To meet
increased memory requirements, a compact, double-sided
surface mount 16M-byte memory board has been made
available. Designed to work in any of the Model 825/Series
925 or Model 835/Series 935 products, this board doubles
memory capacity to either 96M or 112M bytes depending
on the configuration.

Processor Board
The Model 83S/Series935 processor board reuses much
of the technology developed for the Model 82S/Series925,
a practice frequently called "leverage" within HP. Eight
VLSI integrated circuits make up the core of the processor
board: the CPU (central processing unit), the SIU (system
interface unit), two CCUs (cache controller units), the TCU
(TLB controller unit), the FPC (floating-point controller),
and two commercially available floating-point chips. Of
these, the CPU, SIU, TCU, and two CCUs are functionally
identical to those used in the Model 82S/Series925 processor but run 2oo/ofaster. These parts were designed in HP's
NMOS-il VLSI process.''3 The FPC and the floating-point
chips, new for the Model 83S/Series935 processor,will be
discussed later.
In addition to faster VLSI, a number of performance enhancements over the Model 82S/Series 925 processorboard
are found on the Model 835/Series 935 processor board.
These include:
r An eight-times-larger cache (128K bytes by 2 sets, unified
instructions and datal.
r A two-times-larger translation lookaside buffer or TLB
f2K instruction entries and 2K data entriesl. Since HP
Precision Architecture defines page sizes to be 2K bytes,
this allows BM bytes of main memory to be mapped
directly into the TLB.

Design Overview
The Model 835/Series935 uses many of the same components as the Model 82S/Series925 SPU. Common components include the mechanical package, the power supply,
IiO cards, the I/O expander, the battery backup unit, and
the memory cards. This high degree of commonality not
only assures easy upgrade potential but also minimized
design time.
"N,llPS(millioninstructionsper second) pertormanceis relativeto a DigitalEqulpment
VAX11/780computerin a single-user,
Corporation
multitasking
environment,
as calculated
fromlhe geometricmeanof a suiteof 15 integerbenchmarks.
MFLOPS(millionfloatng'point
operationsper second)periormanceis measuredusingthe Linpackbenchmark,doubleprecision,with coded Basic LinearAlgebraSubprograms(BLAS)

'
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Fig.2. The HP 9000 Model 835
TurboSRXis a 3D solid-rendering
grcphics superworkstation with
animation capability. Like other
Model 835 multiuser technical
computers, it runs the HP-UX
operating sysfem.
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Processor Dependent Hardware Board

Processor Board

NonvolalileMemory
Stable Store
Control Panel Interface
Real-TimeClock
PDC ROM
To l/O Expander (8 Slots)

Bufler Conlrol

CTB (9 Slors)
CIO Bus (7 Slots)

HP-|B
LAN
I
I
Cards. . . I
I l/OIntertace
Fig.3. Block diagram of the Model 835/Series935 sysfem processing unit
r A new single-chip clock buffer that replaces over 40
discrete parts and, along with faster VLSI, allows a 20%
increase in clock frequency.
r A new floating-point coprocessor based on a new NMOSm VLSI floating-point controller (FPC) and two floatingpoint chips.
The increased cache size and faster cycle time account
for the increased integer performance and partially account
for the improved floating-point performance. However, the
new floating-point system is mainly responsible for the
greater than 300% improvement in overall floating-point
performance.
The performance of a central processing unit can be de-

Processor Board

Processor Dependent Hardware Board
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scribed by three items:
r The amount of work each instruction does
I The average number of cycles per instruction executed

(cPI)
I The cycle time of the CPU.
In general, reduced instruction set computers (RISC)
trade off the first item with the last two. By performing
extensivesimulations to determinethe most important instructionsand making appropriatetrade-offsin instruction
power versus cycle time, HP has been able to minimize
the impact of this trade-off.As a result, the HP Precision
Architecture instruction set is very powerful despitebeing
classifiedas RISC.Consider.for instance.the 14-MIPSrat-

16M-Byte Memory Board (Top)

16M-Byte Memory Board (Bottom)

Flg. 4. Printed circuit boards designed or modified for the Model
835/Sedes935 SPU.

ing and the 15-MHz peak instruction rate of the Model
835/Series S35 SPU. The sustainable instruction rate is approximately 10.8 MHz,a not considering cache and TLB
misses. The actual rate will be lower. The reason that the
SPU is rated at 14 MIPS relative to a Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX 11/780 when the actual instruction rate
is less than 10.8 MHz is that for this suite of benchmarks
an average mix of HP Precision Architecture instructions
performs more work than an average mix of instructions
for the VAX 11/780, a complex instruction set computer

(crsc).

935 usesthe sameCPU chip
Sincethe Model 83S/Series
925,the improvementsin CPIhave
as the Model 82S/Series
been made external to the CPU. When the CPU executes
directly from the on-board cache memory, it proceedsat
nearly the full instruction clock rate. However, when an
instruction or data is neededthat is not in the cache,the
CPU temporarily halts execution while the neededdata is
fetchedfrom main memory.This hasthe effectof increasing
the averagenumber of cyclesto executean instruction. By
increasingthe cachesizeby a factor of eight and increasing
the TLB size by a factor of two, the cacheand TLB hit rates
are significantly improved. The result is that the CPU can
executedirectly from the cachea much greaterpercentage
of the time.
The third item, the cycle time of the CPU, has also been
improved in the Model 83s/Series935. The Model 825/
Series925 processorboard clock is designedto provide a
25-MHz clock rate.Operationbeyond 25MHz would push
the designbeyond original specifications.To overcomethis
limitation, an NMOS-III clock chip designedfor an earlier
HP product has been adapted to meet Model 835/Series
935 design requirements.As an added benefit, part count
is reduced by more than 40, freeing up critical spacefor
other functions.
By using the faster VLSI chips and the NMOS-III clock
buffer, the Model 835/Series935 processorboard runs at
a frequencyof 30 MHz. Operation at 30 MHz provides the
additional benefit that the CTB (centralbus, formerly MidBus), which is designedto operateat any frequency from
6.67 MHz to 10 MHz, can be run at its peak frequency of
10 MHz. This is becausethe CTB frequencyis derived from
the systemclock by a simple divide-by-threecircuit in the
SIU. All CTB boards designedto run at the full 10-MHz
CTB frequencyoperatein either the Model 825/Series925
or the Model 83s/Series935.
All of these enhancements,of course, don't come free.
The larger cacheand TLB would require almost twice the
areathey occupied on the Model 825/Series925 processor
board using standardthrough-holeprinted circuit technology. In addition, to achievethe floating-point performance
goals, the floating-point chips had to be located on the
processor board to allow faster communication between
the FPC and the floating-point chips. (In the Model 825/
Series925 SPU, the floating-point coprocessoris split between two boards.)These changes,along with additional
bypassingand other changes,add three large VLSI chips
(two are 169 pins eachand one is 72 pins) and a total parts
count increaseof 79 parts.
Examinationof the Model 82S/Series
925 processorboard
reveals that there is very little room for more parts. To fit

all the extra components onto the processor board, surface
mount technology (SMT) is used. SMT is rapidly gaining
favor as the board technology of choice within HP, largely
because of its increased density and potential for lower
manufacturing cost. In addition to fitting the extra 79 parts
onto an already crowded board, SMT allows more than
96% of the board to be machine-loaded.
Design Time
The Model 835/Series 935 project schedule called for
introduction Iess than one year after the Model 82S/Series
925.The tight schedule depended upon reusing as much
technology as possible. Significant work had already gone
into developing tools based on HP's Engineering Graphics
System (HP EGS). Most of the VLSI chips are unchanged,
so a significant part of the design is taken directly from
the Model 825/Series 925 processor board design. Additional custom macros were added to HP EGS to speed layout. The flexibility of HP EGS allowed easy addition of
SMT capability to the editor. Software tools developed by
the lab to perform design rule checks directly on photoplot
output and to compare results to the original schematic
were enhanced to understand the additional requirements
of SMT. The extra effort in tool development paid off well.
The very first printed circuit boards booted the HP-UX and
MPE XL operating systems without any workarounds.

Floating-Point Coprocessor
The Model 825/Series935 floating-point coprocessor
provides hardwareassistancefor floating-point math operations and is implemented by a floating-point controller
(FPC)and two floating-point integratedcircuits. One of the
floating-point ICs,the ALU, performsthe addition, subtraction, compare,and convert operations,and the other, the
MPY, performs the multiply, divide, and optional square
root operations.All floating-point operationscan be either
single-precisionor double-precisionand fully support the
IEEE 754 floating-point standard.
The FPC, as the name implies, is the central control
circuit for the floating-point coprocessor.It interprets the
floating-point instructions and managesthe flow of operands and results to and from the floating-point chips. The
FPCcontainstwelve 64-bit floating-point registers,a status
register,sevenoperation-exceptionregisters,and a configuration register.
The FPCgetsits floating-point instructionsand operands
over the cachebus. Instructions come from the CPU, but
operands are read into the 12 floating-point registersdirectly from the cache.Double-precisionoperandsrequire
three cache bus cycles to transfer the data. The first cycle
transfers the floating-point load instruction and the next
two transfer the operand. Single-precisionoperands require only two cache bus cycles. When a floating-point
operation is begun by the CPU, the operands are loaded
into the operation-exception registers from the floatingpoint registers to be forwarded to the floating-point chips
over the 64-bit math bus. Although the FPC has seven
operation-exceptionregisters,it only uses the first two.
(The remaining five are for architectural compliance.)
These registersact as a queue for the operationsand also
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indicate exceptions in the event of a trap. The first register
contains the currently executing operation, while the second may contain a queued operation waiting to begin.

Feature Set
Besidessupporting the HP PrecisionArchitecture floatingpoint operations,the FPC has performanceenhancements
that decreasethe number of states during which the CPU
suspendsthe cachebus while waiting for an FPC instruction to be accepted.Three major performance enhancements designed into the FPC are:
I Queuing of two floating-point operations
I Register bypassing on interlocking stores
r Interlock result bypassingon the math bus.
The FPC executesfloating-point operations in the order
issued by the CPU. Queuing up at most two floating-point
operationsallows the CPU to issue two floating-point operations back-to-back without having to wait for the first
operation to complete before the second operation is accepted. Since performanceanalysis shows that the FPC is
likely to complete a floating-point operationbeforea third
operation is issued by the CPU, the FPC is designed to
accept only two successivefloating-point operations.If a
third operation is issued to the FPC while there are still
two operationsin the queue,the FPCwill suspendthe CPU
until the first floating-point operation is completed.
When a floating-point store instruction is encountered
in a program,the data in one of the floating-point registers
will not be immediately available to send to the cache if
the store specifies a register that is the target of a pending
floating-point operation.In this casethe FPCwill suspend
the CPU until the operation is done before providing the
data. The penalty for this interlocked storeis reducedtwo
statesby driving the result onto the cache bus at the same
time it is being storedinto the targetfloating-pointregister.
The third FPC enhancement allows a result on the math
bus to be reloaded into the math chips as an operand for
the next operation. This means the FPC does not have to
reissue the operand over the math bus for the next operation. This savesthree statesin the execution of the following operationfor doubleprecisionand two statesfor single.
Circuit Design
The FPC is physically divided into ten principal blocks
(Fig.5):a cachebus interface,a math bus interface,a register
stack, interlock logic, two cachebus control programmable
logic arrays(PLAs),two math bus control PLAs, a test state
PLA, and a clock generationblock. The math bus side of
the chip includes 64 driver/receiver pairs that are routed
to the registerstack by a 64-bit data bus, and 21 pairs that
provide various control functions. The cache bus interface
includes 32 driver/receiver pairs for cache bus data and27
pairs for control and identification of transactionsand coprocessoroperations,
An important feature of the FPCis the hardware interlock
block, which performs two main functions. The first is to
detect register bypassingopportunities by comparing the
registersreferencedby coprocessoroperationsand manage
the bypass data traffic. The second is to determine the
interlocksfor loadsand stores,allowing them to be received
by the FPC and be handled in parallel with arithmetic
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operationsif the referencedregisteris not involved in operations queued in the FPC.
A problem frequently encountered in the design of integrated circuits with wide bus interfaces such as the FPC
is the generationof noise on the circuit's power supplies
when many of the chip's pads are driven at the sametime.
SinceVLSI packagesin a systemaredecoupledwith bypass
capacitorsto provide stable supply levels at the package
leads,this noise is causedprimarily by the parasiticinductance of the pin-grid array (PGA) package.The magnitude
of this noise is given by the relationship
-di
t:'at'
where v is the noise voltage generated,L is the parasitic
inductance of the package,and di/dt is the derivative of
the current through the package leads. The expression
suggeststhe two ways used to reduce packagenoise in the
FPC.
First, the number of leads devoted to power supplies is
increased,effectively decreasingthe parasitic inductance
between the internal circuitry and the stable voltage levels
provided by the printed circuit board decoupling.A highpin-count package,a 27z-pinPGA. was chosento minimize
this effect for the FPC. Second,current switching (di/dt in
the inductance voltageexpression)can be decreased.This
is the most important effect for the FPC. To minimize this
effect, attention is focused on the pad drivers, normally
the most heavily loaded circuits on an IC. The critical factor
is not the current capability of these drivers once they are
fully turned on, but how rapidly they are turned on. Fig. 6
illustrates the solution to achieving low noise in highcurrent drivers. The final driver. inverter 4 in the chain
driving the PC board load, is a large driver capable of sinking or sourcing the off-chip load. Inverter 3 is much smaller,
with less than one tenth the drive capability of inverter 4,
and turns on inverter 4 somewhatslower. This slow turn-on
of inverter 4 doesn't greatly compromise how quickly the
off-chip load is driven. It is the final current in inverter 4,
once it is fully turned on, that is the first-order factor in
how rapidly the off-chip load is driven.

F)9.5. Block diagram of the floating-pointcontroller chip.

Double-SidedSurface Mount Process
Requestsfor increasedcomponentpackingdensitiesby product developmentlabs have promptedthe developmentof a full
double-sidedsurfacemountprocess(SMT-2)with the abilityto
place reasonablylarge lCs on the bottomside of the printed
circuit board. A standardprocesswas developedfor use by all
surfacemount manufacturingsites by the SurHewlett-Packard
Centerof the HP ComputerManufacface MountDevelopment
by the Colorado
turingDivision.The processwas implemented
SurfaceMountCenterto buildthe 16M-bytememoryboard described in the accompanyingarticle,Other HP manufacturing
this process.
sitesare currenllyinstalling
Design Requirements
Requirementsfor the SMT-2processwere receivedf rom prodsites.
uct R&D labs and all the surfacemount manufacturing
were needed.
First,componentpackingdensityimprovements
surfacemountdensitieswere reUp to two times single-sided
quiredto add memorycapability,reduce printedcircuitboard
sizes,and minimizethe numberof printedcircuitassemblies.
J
Severalrequestswere made for lCs in SOJ (small-outline
lC), and PLCC (plasticleadedchip
lead),SOIC (small-outline
carrier)packageson both sidesof the printedcircuitboard.To
44-pinlCs
28-pinand sometimes
be usefulin mostapplications,
need to be placedon the bottomside of the board.LargerlCs
could be restrictedto the top of the boardfor mostapplications.
Through-holecomponentswould be requiredfor most assemblies.In general,thesewould be typesof componentsthat
are stilldifficultto obtainin SMTpackages,such as connectors
and PGAs(pin-gridarrays).
From a processingstandpoint,the SMT-2process had to be
compatiblewith SMT-1,HP's single-sidedsurfacemount proline. Minimumadditionsor
cess, on the same manufacturing
changescould be made to major piecesof equipmentfor the
new process.

Risk Reduction and Flexibility
One of the FPCdesignfeaturesis that it controlsfloatingpoint chips of varying speedsfrom different vendors.This
allows the use of the FPC in the HP 9000 Models B50Sand

Fig. 6, Low-noise,high-current pad driver.

Problems and Solutions
To develop a process to meet these requirements,several
questionshad to be answered.The first was how to adherethe
componentson the bottom side while reflowingcomponentson
partsbe solthe top side.Second,how wouldthe through-hole
dered?Finally,wouldthe jointsformedbe as reliableas loints
surfacemountassembly?
on a single-sided
comThealternatives
consideredfor adheringthe bottom-side
ponentsduringreflowol the top side included:
r Glue one side and reflowboth sidesat once,
I Make two passesthroughreflowusing differentsolder pastes
The componentson the
that reflowat differenttemperatures.
bottomsidewouldbe reflowedfirstusinga higher-temperature
solderpaste.
I Reflowthe componentson the bottomside first.Duringtopside reflow,surfacetensionwould be reliedon to keep the
componentson the bottom side from fallingoff.
The feasibilityof relyingon the surfacetensionto hold parts
has been demonstrated.lThe mass of a plasticleaded chip
carrierthat can be supportedby the surfacetensionof molten
soldercan be simplycalculatedfroma knowledgeof the perimeter of each lead wetted by the solder, the surfacetensionof
moltensolder,and the numberof leadsper package.Thismodel
showsthat PLCC packagesup to 68 pins should not fall off.
Experiments
haveshown,however,that problemsstartto occur
above 44 pins. This is probablybecausethe model does not
take into accountall the factorsaffectingthe partsduring reflow,
such as belt vibrationand incline.Since surfacetensionwill
supportthe requiredcomponents,
thereis no needfor gluingor
usingspecialsolderpasteswhichwouldadd considerable
complexityto the process.

(contrnuedon next page)

8555 as well as the Model 835/Series 935 SPU.
Several design options have been implemented to allow
the FPC to be as flexible as possible in accommodating the
various vendor parts requirements. A configurable math
count register is included in the FPC to accommodate various time requirements for ALU operations, multiplication,
division, and square root. This register regulates the
number of cycles the FPC waits before unloading a result
from the math chips. It is initialized to a default value
during power-up and can be reset by system software using
a special implementation dependent instruction. This feature had the added benefit of allowing the FPC to be developed concurrently with the floating-point chips without
knowing the final number of cycles needed to complete an
operation.

High-Productivity Design
A number of factors contributed to high design productivity for the FPC. One is the extensive reuse of circuits
first designedfor other ICs. The building blocks that went
into the state machines,clock generationcircuitry, cache
bus interface, and parts of the math bus interface were
originally designedfor chips used in other HP Precision
Architecture computers.
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partsturned
Findinga solutionfor solderingthe through-hole
out to be quite difficult.The normalsolutionof wave soldering
could not be used becauseof concernaboutdamagingthe lCs
on the bottomof the board.Usinga solderpot wouldgiveselective soldering,but was undesirablebecauseeach component
would have to be solderedseparatelywith a specialfixture.A
applicatorcould be developedto apply pasteone
single-point
point at a time, but would take considerablehardwareand
softwaredevelopmentand would be difficultto use wlth parts
like PGAs,unlessthe paste was appliedfrom the bottomside
of the boardor beforethe partswere inserted.Hand soldering
suffersfrom extensivelabor and poor quality.Solderpreforms
givefairlygood solderingresults,but manyvendorsdid nothave
costwasquite
the capabilityto providethemand the incremental
high.
The alternativethat gave the best resultsand causedthe least
processfirst
changein the currentprocesswas a stencil-reflow
suggestedby AMP.' In this process,solderpaste is stenciled
intothe plated-throughholesat the sametime that paste is stenciledontothe surfacemountpads for the top sideof the boards.
Thethrough-holecomponentsare loadedafterthe surface mount
componentsand reflowedwith eithervapor phase or infrared.
Criticalto lorminga good solderfilletis gettingenoughpasteto
provide110%to 140%fll of the hole.Thisis done by enlarging
the holesin thestenciltodepositextrapasteon the boardsurface
holesand reducingthe plated{hrough
aroundthe plated{hrough
holesizesto about0.007to 0.010inchlargerthanthe component
teaos.
The finalDrocessis:
r Bottomside: stencil,place surfacemountcomponents,and
reflow.
r Top side:stencil(forsurfacemountand through-hole
compoplacethrough-hole
nents),placesurfacemountcomponents,
comoonents.and reflow.
Reliabilitytesting included standard product environmental
and strifetestsfor the Model 835/Series935 memoryboard plus
accelerated shock and vibration testing of single-sided and
double-sidedtest boardsfor comparison.Sincemostof this tesf

Once the ten principal blocks of the FPCwere designed,
the 781 signals interconnectingthese blocks were routed
automatically with almost 100% success.This was accomplished by carefulplanning of theseblockswith constraints
on their design to facilitate automatic routing. Part of the
routing productivity results from addition of a third level
of metallization to the existing NMOS-II process. This
coarseinterconnect level is reservedfor power and clock
distribution, savingthe finer interconnectlevelsfor signals.
Testing
The FPC is the first HP PrecisionArchitecture coprocessor designedto handle more than one operation at a time.
This approach, while increasing performance,also leads
to a more complex designand a more difficult testingproblem. Unlike the pipeline inside the CPU, which controls
when the next operation will arrive, the coprocessorcan
receive a new floating-point instruction from the CPU at
any time. The arrival of this instruction can occur just as
the FPCis shifting its internal queue,discoveringa trapping
condition, or performing some other complex transaction.
The number of combinations of conditions is extremely
large and verifying correct operation under all conditions
is difficult.
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ing was done using vapor phase reflow,additionaltesting was
done to comparevapor phaseand infraredreflowfor solderjoint
reliability.This was done by subjectingthe boardsto a predetermined levelof destructiverandomvibration.3In thesetests,there
was no differencebetweensingle-sidedand double-sidedboards,
therewere no failuresin producttestingoi the 16M-bytememory
board on productionprototypeand pilotrun boards,and infrared
was statisticallybetterthan vapor phase reflow.
Summary
As a result o1 the dual-reflowprocess, component packrng
densityhas been increasedto about twice the single-sidedsurface mount density,with lCs as large as 44-pin PLCCs being
reliablyplaced on the bottom side. Processand product strife
from single-sided
testinghas shownno differencein reliability
surfacemounttechnology.Sincethe surfacemountprocesshas
been changed very littleJromthe srngle-sidedprocess,the processing cost of a double-sidedboard is less than that of two
single-sidedassembliesbecause some of the processes are
only done once (e.9.,clean,depanel,test,etc.).
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To combat this problem in the testing of the FPC, a test
program was developedthat runs sequencesof three floating-point instructions each,with a variable number of nonfloating-point instructionsinsertedbetweeneachsequence
to createall possibletiming conditions.Eachtest sequence
is run once on the hardware, then emulated in software
and the resultscompared.Any differencesindicatea failure
in the hardware.This test programin its final version runs
more than one billion test sequencesof three floating-point
instructions each.

Processor Dependent Hardware
The Model 835/Series 935 processor dependent hardware (PDH) board is similar to its counterpart in the Model
82S/Series 925. It provides the processor dependent hardware interface to the processor board and contains either
one or two VLSI channel adapters depending on options
the customer has selected. The primary difference is that
the board is designed to run at 10 MHz on the C'lB,2oo/o
faster than the Model 825/Series 925 board.
The HP CIO channel adapters are the same VLSI design
used in other HP Precision Architecture computers except
for their higher operating frequency capability. The stan-

dard adapter provides the interface between the CTB and
the CIO bus in the SPU. The optional second CIO channel
adapter provides an interface to an external CIO expander
without consuming a CTB slot in the SPU.
The addition of a second CIO channel adapter chip to
the PDH board requires that the two channels share buffers
on the CTB side (see Fig. 3). This is possible because the
32 address and data signals from each channel can be directly tied together: only one channel's signals are active
at a time. However, the signals that control the direction
of the CTB buffers cannot be tied directly together. These
signals are NANDedtogether on the PDH board, electrically
separating the control signals from each channel and
eliminating the possibility of driver conflict. Pull-up resistors are added to several of the second channel's signals,
thus guaranteeing the state of these signals even in the
absence of the second channel. This allows the PDH board
to be built without the second CIO channel adapter, providing a version of the Model 83s/Series 935 with only an
internal channel for customers who do not require a CIO
expander.
An 8K x 8 static RAM chip is included on the PDH board
as nonvolatile memory and is used to store operating system panic and loading information. It is kept alive by the
same circuit that provides backup power to the real-time
clock. The circuit will provide power from either the powerfail backup system or the SPU clock battery when main
power is not available.

16M-Byte Memory
The design challenge for the 16M-byte memory board
shown in Fig. 4 was to double the capacity of the already
densememory subsystemin a fixed volume with a minimal
increasein power consumption. That challengehas been
met by packaging 144 1M-bit DRAM chips, one 272-pin
PGA VLSI memory controller, one 100-pin connector,various control and buffering logic chips, and the necessary
bypass capacitors on a 6.75-by-7.25-inchprinted circuit
board (roughly half the size of this page).
To allow interchangeability,the 16M-bytememoryboard
is the same size as the current eM-byte memory board.'
Increasingthe memory to 16M bytes requires an extra 72
DRAMs and their bypasscapacitorson the bottom side of
the board.The bottom-sidemounting of the DRAMs,which
are packagedin 0.300-inch SMT packages,required the
development of a new double-sidedsurfacemount manufacturing process(SMT-2)and a new approachto printed
circuit boarddesignand verification.For details,see"DoubleSided SurfaceMount Process"on page 23.
The circuitry of the BM-byte memory board releasedwith
the Model 825/Series925 was designed to allow future
expansion to 16M bytes with only minor modifications.
Slight modifications were made to allow either 8M or 16M
bytes to be loaded at the factory using the sameboard. The
aM-byte version simply omits the bottom-side DRAMs and
bypass capacitors. The NMOS-III VLSI memory controller
was designedto support 2M,4M, BM, or 16M bytes,including single-bit error correction, double-bit error detection,
and support for battery backup of the memory contents in
caseof main power failure.

Although very little new electrical design was required
in the 16M-bytememory board,time was spentin verifying
operationalparametersand increasingthe manufacturability of the board. It was designedwith all the test points on
the bottom side to be electrically tested in an HP 3065
single-sided probe fixture in manufacturing. This design
allows a less expensiveand more reliable test fixture and
the use of the samefixture for both the BM-byteand 16Mbyte versions.
Since the 16M-byteboard was the first designto use HP's
new SMT-2 process,the printed circuit board development
softwarewas modified to evaluateand verify the designof
the board before sending data out for board fabrication.
The flexibility of HP EGS allowed easy addition of the
necessaryfeaturesto route circuitry to bottom-sidecomponents and verify SMT-2 design rule compliance.
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DataCompressionin a Half-lnch
Tape Drive
Reel-to-Reel
ion algorithm imp Iemented in
A p rop rietaryd atacornpress
a customCMOSVLSIchip improvesthe throughputand
data capacityof the HP 79B0XCTapeDrive.
by Mark J. Bianchi, Jeffery J. Kato, and David J. Van Maren

P 7980 TAPE DRIVES are industry-standard,halfinch, reel-to-reel,streamingtape drives that operate
at L25 inches per second,have automatictape loading, and can be horizontally rack-mounted for better floor
space utilization.l They are available in a variety of configurations and support three industry-standard tape formats:
800 NRZI. 1600 PE. and 6250 GCR.
The HP 79B0XC Tape Drive is a new member of this
family. Its special contribution is its use of a sophisticated
real-time data compression scheme that provides extended
performance to the 6250 GCR format.
The implementation of data compression in the HP
79B0XC involves two different but complementary components. The first component is the data compression engine.
This engine resides in the HP 79B0XC and consists of a
proprietary integrated circuit and support circuitry. The
second component is a packing process, referred to as
super-blocking, that is performed on the data packets that
have been compressed by the compression engine. Superblocking is performed in the firmware that resides in the
HP 79B0XC drive. When these two components are combined, the resulting compression scheme provides high
tape compoction. Tape compaction is a figure of merit for
compression performance. It is the ratio of the amount of
tape used by a standard 6250 GCR half-inch tape drive to
that used by the HP 79B0XC in compression mode. It is a
higher ratio than that for compression alone, since superblocking provides additional tape savings. This article addresses the design and implementation of data compression
in the HP 79B0XC. For more detailed information on superblocking, see the article on page 32.

The DataCompressionEngine
is proin theHP 79B0XC
improvement
Theperformance
vided by the Hewlett-Packarddata compression(HP-DC)
subsystem.This subsystemcan both compressand decompress the data being passedthrough it. Fig. 1 shows how
the HP-DC engine fits architecturally into the data path of
the HP 79S0XCTape Drive. The data compressionor decompression occurs between the interface hardware and
the cachebuffering hardware. When data is written to the
tape drive, it flows from the interfaceto the HP-DCsubsystem where it is compressedand packed,and then proceeds
to the cachebuffer, where it is queuedto be written to the
tape. Conversely,when data is read from the tape drive, it
proceedsfrom the buffer to the HP-DC subsystem,where
it is unpackedand decompressed,and then to the interface
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and the host computer.
DataCompressionDevelopment
Development of the Hewlett-Packard data compression
algorithm began at HP Laboratories, where the basic data
structures for the algorithm were developed. Years of work
culminated in an algorithm design that is similar to the
widely known public-domain version of the Lempel-Ziv
algorithm,2'3 but offers distinct advantages. It is adaptive,
and it is more flexible and offers better performance than
the public-domain Lempel-Ziv scheme.
The HP-DC algorithm was presented to the Greeley Storage Division in the form of an algorithm-based Pascal program. To realize this algorithm in silicon, a number of
changes were made to the program so that, once implemented in hardware, the algorithm would still provide
the high throughput needed by the HP 79B0XC's high-speed
data path. A state-machine simulator was used to benchmark the performance of the integrated circuit and verify
the data integrity of the algorithm. This simulator was then
used to architect and design the proprietary IC.

The DataCompressionAlgorithm
is
The underlyingprinciple behind datacompression
the removal of redundancy from data. The HP-DC scheme
performsthis by recognizingand encodingpatternsof input
characters. Each time a unique string of input characters
occurs, it is entered into a dictionary and assigned a
numeric value. Once a dictionary entry exists,subsequent
occurrences of that entry within the data stream can be
replaced by the numeric value or codeword. It should be
noted that this algorithm is not limited to compressing
ASCII text data.Its principles apply equally well to binary
files, data bases,imaging data, and so on.
Each dictionary entry consistsof two items: (1) a unique
string of data bytes that the algorithm has found within
the data,and (2) a codeword that representsthis combination ofbytes. The dictionary can contain up to 4096entries.

lnterface

Buffer

tr*
Fig. 1. HP 79B0XCdata path architecture

Drive Unit

The first eight entries are reserved codewords that are used
to flag and control specific conditions. The next 256 entries
contain the byte values 0 through 255. The remaining locations are linked-list entries that point to other dictionary
locations and eventually terminate by pointing at one of
the byte values 0 through 255. Using this linked-list data
structure, the possible byte combinations can be anywhere
from 2 bytes to 128 bytes long without requiring an excessively wide memory array to store them.
In the hardware implementation of the HP-DC scheme,
the dictionary is built and stored in a bank of random-access
memory (RAM) that is 23 bits wide. Each memory address
can contain a byte value in the lower B bits, a codeword
or pointer representing an entry in the next 12 bits, and
three condition flags in the upper 3 bits. The codewords
range in length from I bits to 12 bits and correspond to
dictionary entries that range from 0 to 4095. During the
dictionary building phase, the first 512 entries have 9-bit
codewords, the next 512 entries have 1O-bit codewords,
the next 1024 entries have 11-bit codewords, and the final
2048 entries have 12-bit codewords. Once the dictionary
is full, no further entries are built, and all subsequent
codewords are 12 bits in length. The memory address for
a given dictionary entry is determined by a complex operation performed on the entry value. Since the dictionary
can contain 4096 entries, it would appear that 4K bytes of
RAM is all that is needed to support a full dictionary.
However, in practice, more than 4K bytes of RAM is needed
because of dictionary "collisions" that occur during the
dictionary building phase. When a dictionary collision occurs, the two colliding values are recalculated to two new
locations and the original location is flagged as a collision
site.
An important property of the algorithm is the coupling
between compression and decompression. In the HP-DC
IC, these two operations are tied together both in the compression and decompression processesand in the packing

and unpacking of codewords into a byte stream. The nature
of the compression algorithm requires that the compression
process and the decompression process be synchronized.
Stated differently, decompression cannot begin at an arbitrary point in the compressed data. It begins at the point
where the dictionary is known to be empty or reset. This
coupling provides one of the fundamental advantages of
the HP algorithm, namely that the dictionary is embedded
in the codewords and does not need to be transferred with
the compressed data. Similarly, the packing and unpacking process must be synchronized. This implies that compressed data must be presented to the decompression hardware in the proper order.

A DataCompressionExample
Fig. 2 is a simplified graphical depiction of the compression algorithm implemented in the HP-DC compression
engine. This example shows an input data stream composed of the following characters: R I N T I N T I N. To
follow the flow of the compression process, Fig. 2 should
be viewed from the top to the bottom, starting at the left
and proceeding to the right. It is assumed that the dictionary
has been reset and initialized to contain the first 256 entries
of 0 to 255. The dictionary must always be initialized in
this way to satisfy the requirements of the algorithm's data
structure.
The compression algorithm executes the following process with each byte in the data stream:
1. Get the input byte.
2. Search the dictionary with the current inpur sequence
and, if there is a match, get another input byte and add it
to the current sequence, remembering the largest sequence
that matched.
3. Repeat step 2 until no match is found.
a. Build a new dictionary entry of the current "no match"
sequence.
5. Output the codeword for the largest sequence that

Search
tor
Longest
Match

Build
Dictionary
Enlry

Output
Codeword
Stream

Fig. 2. Compression atgorithm
example.
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matched. The following lines of code are an algorithmic
representation of these steps:

GEr-rNpUr-ByrE;
currenlbyte-sequence::
REPEAT

is searched for NT. Since this is not found, a dictionary
entry for NT is built and the codeword for N is output. The

::ffi::3",TT ;":ffi"i:"f:
for TI'

i,11["ar,"1..],"*i;tt

Up to this point, no compression has occurred, since
there have been no multiple character matches. In actuality,
REPEAT
the output stream has expanded slightly, since four B-bit
matched:: SEARCH-DICTIONARY(currenlbyte-sequence'characters have been replaced by four 9-bit codewords.
returnedcodeword):
(That represents a 32-bit to 36-bit expansion, or a 1.125:1
: TRUE)THEN
lF (matched
expansion ratio.) However, after the next character has been
BEGIN
input, compression of the data begins. At this point, the
:: currenLbyte-sequence;
longeslbyte-sequence
engine is searching for the IN sequence. Since it finds a
longeslcodeword:- returned-codeword;
match, it accepts another character and begins searching
+
:= currenlbyte-sequence
currenLbyte-sequence
for INT. When it doesn't find a match, it builds a dictionary
GET_INPUT_BYTE;
entry for INT and outputs the previously generated
END;
codeword for the sequence IN. Two B-bit characters have
UNTIL(matched: FALSE);
now been replaced by one 9-bit codeword for a compression
;
BUILD-DICTIONARY(cunenLbyte-sequence)
r a l i o o f 1 6 / 9 o r 1 , . 7 7 8 :. 1
;
OUTPUT-CODEWORD(longeslcodeword)
This process continues and again two characters are re:: currenl byte-sequencecurrenLbyte-sequence
placed with a single codeword. The engine begins with a
longeslbyte-sequence;
T from the previous sequence and then accepts the next
character which is an I. It searches for the TI sequence and
UNTIL(no more inputbytesto compress);
finds a match, so another byte is input. Now the chip is
searching for the TIN sequence. No match is found, so a
In this example, the compression algorithm begins after
TIN entry is built and the codeword for TI is output. This
the first R has been accepted by the compression engine.
sequence also exhibits the 1..778:1 compression ratio that
The input character R matches the character R that was
the IN sequence exhibited. The net compression ratio for
placed in the dictionary during its initialization' Since
this string of 9 bytes is 1.143:1. This is not a particularly
there was a match, the engine accepts another byte, this
Iarge compression ratio because the example consists of a
one being the character I. The sequence RI is now searched
very small number of bytes. With a larger sample of data,
for in the dictionary but no match is found. Consequently,
more sequences of data are stored and larger sequences of
a new dictionary entry RI is built and the codeword for
(i.e.,
for
the
are replaced by a single codeword. It is possible to
the
codeword
bytes
matching
sequence
the largest
achieve compression ratios that range from 1:1 up to 110:1'
character R) is output. The engine now searches for I in
The performance section of this article presents measured
the dictionary and finds a match just as it did with R.
compression ratios for various computer systems and data
Another character is input (N) and a search begins for the
new
a
types.
match
any
entries,
IN
does
not
sequence IN. Since
A simplified diagram of the decompression process imone is built and the codeword for the largest matching
plemented in the HP-DC IC is shown in Fig. 3. This example
sequence (i.e., the codeword for the character I) is output.
uses the output of the previous compression example as
This process continues with a search for the letter N. After
input. The decompression process looks very similar to
N is found, the next character is input and the dictionary
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Slream
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Diclionary
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Fig. 3. Decompressionalgorithm
example.

the compression process, but the algorithm for decompression is less complicated than that for compression, since
it does not have to search for the presence of a given dictionary entry. The coupling of the two processes guarantees
the existence of the appropriate dictionary entries during
decompression. The algorithm simply uses the input
codewords to look up the byte sequence in the dictionary
and then builds new entries using the same rules that the
compression algorithm uses. This is the only way that the
decompression algorithm can recover the compressed data
without a special dictionary sent with each data packet.
The following lines of code represent the algorithm used
by the decompression process:

built. The next codeword that is input representsthe byte
sequence IN. The decompression engine uses this
codeword to referencethe seconddictionary entry, which
was generatedearlier in this example.This entry contains
the byte value N, which is placed on the output stack,and
the pointer to the codeword for I, which becomesthe current codeword.This new codeword is used to find the next
byte (I), which is placed on the output stack.Since this is
a root codeword, the look up processis complete and the
output stackis dumped in reverseorder, that is, I is output
first, followed by N. The sameprocessis repeatedwith the
next two codewords,resulting in the recovery of the original byte sequenceR I N T I N T I N.

currenLcodeword
:: GET-INPUT_CODEWOBD:
REPEAT
codeword:: currenLcodeword:
REPEAT
byte :: LOOKUP_DICTIONARY(codeword);
PLACE-BYTE-ON-OUTPUT_STACK(byte)
;
pointerjo_nexL
FlND_NEXT-ENTRY-lN-LIST(codeword,
entry);
codeword;= pointerJo_nexLentry;
UNTIL(codewordpointsto tail of list one of bytes 0-255);

Data Compression Hardware
Fig. 4 showsa block diagramof the HP-DCenginesubsystem. The heart of the engine is a custom VLSI chip developed using a proprietary HP CMOS process.This chip
can perform both compressionand decompressionon the
datapresentedto it. However,only one of the two processes
(compressionor decompression)can be performed at any
one time. Two first-in, first-out (FIFO)memoriesarelocated
at the input and the output of the chip to smooth out the
rate of data flow through the chip. The data rate through
the chip is not constant,since some data pattems will take
more clock cycles per byte to processthan other patterns.
The instantaneousdatarate dependsupon the current compression ratio and the frequency of dictionary entry collisions, both of which are dependentupon the current data
and the entire sequenceof data since the last dictionary
reset.The third section of the subsystemis a bank of static
RAM that is used for local storageof the current dictionary
entries.Theseentries contain characters,codeword pointers, and control flags.
Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the HP-DC integrated
circuit. The HP-DC chip is divided into three blocks: the
inpuVoutput converter(IOC),the compressionand decompressionconverter(CDC),and the microprocessorinterface
(MPI). These blocks are partitioned for effective management of the boundary conditions of the algorithm. Each
block is well-defined and the coupling between blocks is

BUILD_DICTIONARY(previous_codeword,byte)
;
REPEAT
outpuLbyte :: POP- BYTE_FROM-OUTPUT_STACK;
OUTPUT_BYTE(outpuLbyte)
;
UNTIL(stackis empty);
previous_codeword
:: currenLcodeword:
currenlcodeword:= GET-INPUT-CODEWOBD;
UNTIL(no more input codewordsto decompress);
As in the compression example, it is assumed that the
dictionary has been reset and initialized to contain the first
256 entries of 0 to 255. The decompression engine begins
by accepting the codeword for R. It uses this codeword to
look up the byte value R. This value is placed on the last-in,
first-out (LIFO) stack, waiting to be output from the chip.
Since the R is one of the root codewords (one of the first
256 entries), the end of the list has been reached for this
codeword. The output stack is then dumped from the chip.
The engine then inputs the codeword for I and uses this
to look up the byte value I. Again, this value is a root
codeword, so the output sequence for this codeword is
completed and the byte value for I is popped from the
output stack. At this point, a new dictionary entry is built
using the last byte value that was pushed onto the output
stack (I) and the previous codeword (the codeword for R).
Each entry is built in this manner and contains a byte value
and a pointer to the next byte in the sequence (the previous
codewordJ. A linked list is generated in this manner for
each dictionary entry.
The next codeword is input (the codeword for N) and
the process is repeated. This time an N is output and a
new dictionary entry is built containing the byte value N
and the codeword for I. The codeword for T is input, causing a T to be output and another dictionary entry to be

Microprocessol Bus

Fag.4. HP-DC engine block diagram.
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very low. As a result, each of the blocks runs independently
of the other two. This results in maximum chip performance.
The MPI section provides facilities for controlling and
observing the chip. It contains six control registers, eight
status registers, two 20-bit input and output byte counters,
and a programmable automatic dictionary reset circuit. The
control and status registers are accessed through a generalpurpose B-bit microprocessor interface bus. The control
registers are used to enable and disable various chip features and to place the chip into different operating modes
(compression, decompression, passthrough, or monitor).
The status registers access the 20-bit counters and various
status flags within the chip.
During the development of the HP-DC algorithm, it was
found that compression ratios could be improved by resetting the dictionary fairly frequently. This is especially true
if the data stream being compressed contains very few similar byte strings. Frequent dictionary resets provide two
important advantages. First, resetting the dictionary forces
the codeword length to return to 9 bits. Second, new dictionary entries can be made that reflect the present stream
of data (a form of adaption). The HP-DC chip's interface
section contains circuitry that dynamically monitors the
compression ratio and automatically resets the dictionary
when appropriate. By writing to an interface control register, this circuitry can be programmed to reset automatically
at a wide range of compression ratio thresholds. Another,
faster, reset point when the data is expanding guarantees
a better worst-case compression ratio, which in turn provides a level of expansion protection. Most data compression algorithms will expand their output if there is little
or no redundancy in the data.
The IOC section manages the process of converting between a byte stream and a stream of variable-length
codewords (ranging from I bits to t2 bits). Two of the eight
reserved codewords are used exclusively by the IOC. One
of these codewords is used to tell the IOC that the Iength
of the codewords must be incremented by one. With this
function controlled by a codeword in the data stream, the
process of incrementing codeword size is decoupled from
the CDC section. The IOC operates as an independent
pipeline process, thus allowing the CDC to perform compression or decompression without being slowed down by
the IOC. Another benefit of using a reserved codeword to
increment the codeword size is that any future HP-DC engines that have larger codeword sizes will be backward
compatible with this HP-DC engine.
The second reserved codeword alerts the IOC that the
next codeword is the last one associated with the current
packet of data. From this information, the IOC knows to
finish its packing routine and end on a byte boundary. This
feature allows compression of multiple input packets into
one contiguous output packet while maintaining the ability
to decompress this packet into its constituent packets. The
IOC is also capable of allowing data to pass straight through
from input to output without altering it, and of allowing
data to pass through while monitoring the potential compression ratio of the data. These features can be used as
another level of expansion protection.
The CDC section is the engine that performs the transfor-
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mation from uncompresseddata to compresseddata and
vice versa.This section is composedof control, data path,
and memory elements that are finely tuned for maximum
data throughput. The CDC interfaces with the IOC via two
12-bit buses.During compression,the IOC passesthe input
bytes to the CDC section, where they are transformed into
codewords. These codewords are sent to the IOC where
they are packed into bytes and sent out of the chip. Conversely, during decompressionthe IOC convertsthe input
byte stream into a streamof codewords,then passesthese
codewordsto the CDCsection,where they aretransformed
into a streamof bytes and sent to the IOC. The CDCsection
also interfacesdirectly to the external RAM that is used to
storethe dictionaryentries.
The CDCmakesuse of two reservedcodewords.The first
is used any time a dictionary reset has taken place. The
occunence of this codeword causestwo actions: the IOC
returns to the state in which it packs or unpacks g-bit
codewords,and the CDC resetsthe current dictionary and
starts to build a new one. Dictionary resetsare requested
by the MPI sectionvia microprocessorcontrol or the automatic resetcircuitry. The secondreservedcodewordis generated during compressionany time the CDC runs out of
usable external RAM while trying to build a new dictionary
entry. This event very rarely happens,given sufficient external RAM. However,as the amount of memory decreases,
it is more likely that the CDC will encounter too many
dictionary collisions and will not be able to build new
dictionary entries.With the reduction of external memory
and the inevitable increase in dictionary collisions, the
data throughput and compression performance will be
slightly degraded.The HP-DCchip supportsthree different
memory configurations,so a subsystemcost-versus-performance trade-off can be made with regard to individual
systemrequirements.This full-dictionary codewordis also
used during decompressionby the CDC to ensurethat the
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decompression process stops building dictionary entries
at the same point as the compression process.

CompressionPerformanceResults
The two most important performance measures for the
HP-DC engine are data throughput and data compression
ratio. Throughput performance is measured as the data rate
that can be sustained at the uncompressed side of the HPDC engine (i.e.,by the host device). This data rate is primarily dependent upon the compression ratio of the data with
some minor dependency upon the data pattern. During
compression, the HP-DC engine will have a minimum
throughput of r.0 Mbytes/s and can achieve a maximum
of Z.+ Mbytes/s. During decompression, the HP-DC engine
will have a minimum throughput of r.r Mbytes/s and can
achieve a maximum of 2.0 Mbytes/s. The worst-case throughput occurs when the input data is completely random and
as a result is expanding. In any case, the compressed data
rate is equal to the uncompressed data rate divided by the
compression ratio.
The second performance measure and perhaps the most
important one is the data compression ratio for various
data types. This performance was measured by compressing real user backup data from a variety of computer systems. The table below is a summary of the compression
ratios achieved by the HP-DC engine using this data. The
test setup included HP 7980A and HP 79B0XC half-inch
tape drives. All of the test data was copied from various
backup tapes to the HP 79B0XC in compression mode, then
read back and verified while monitoring the compression
ratio of the HP-DC engine alone. The article on super-blocking (see page 32) discusses the effects these compression
ratios have on the actual tape compaction ratios.
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Summaryof DataCompressionBenchmarkResults
DataDescription

Volume
(Mbytes)

Compression
Ratio

MPE/\,{PEXL on HP 3000s
Series 6B (HP Desk)

528

3.93

Series 68 (Data BaseJ

2924

a.J

Series 68 (Misc. Data)

15 5 9

4.30

Series 70 (Manuf acturing)

2924

4.31.

311

3.44

226

2.06

Series 930 (Code)

I

HP-UXonHP9000s
Series 800 fCommercial
HP-UX)
Series 500 (Codel

363

2.38

Series 5OO(Data Base)

336

4.O7

Series 500 (VLSI)

785

2.52

Series 300 (Archive)

329

2.30

DEC
DECVAX(Code)

423

2.37

HP 9000Running
PascalO.S.
Series
200(Misc.Data)

467

2.47

5000

3.79

Amdahl
Amdahl (HPCorporate
Data)
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MaximizingTape Capacityby
Super-Blocking
Interrecord gaps on the tape Iimit the c apacity imp rovement
attainablewith data compressionin the HP 79B0XCTape
Dilve. Super-blockingeliminatesmosf of these gaps.
by David J. Van Maren, Mark J. Bianchi, and Jeffery J. Kato

UPER-BLOCKINGis a proprietary Hewlett-Packard
method for maximizing half-inch tape datacapacity.
This capacity improvement is achieved by the removal of some of the interrecord gaps ordinarily placed
between host data records. It is performed in real time by
the firmware residing in the cache buffer of the HP 79BOXC
Tape Drive.
To understand how super-blocking works, one must understand the general format of half-inch tapes. When a
packet of data is sent from a host to a tape drive, the tape
drive must place this packet on the tape in such a way that
it can recover the packet and return it to the host exactly
as it was received. Normally, physical gaps are placed on
the tape between each data record. These gaps, which are
areas on the tape containing no flux reversals (and consequently no data), guarantee that the data packets can later
be individually recovered. This format of data records with
interrecord gaps is required to maintain compatibility with
the ANSI standard for 6250 GCR tapes.
A typical host will send data records to the drive in sizes
that range from 4K bytes to 32K bytes. Assuming that a tape
is written at 6250 bytes per inch, a typical record will be
between 0.65 inch and 5.25 inches long. The minimum
interrecord gap length is approximately 0.3 inch. Fromthese
numbers, one can see that a tape written with 4K bytes of
data will contain 69% host data and 31% blank tape. This
means that about one third of the tape is wasted by interrecord gaps.
Super-blocking is a formatting technique that removes as
many as possible of these capacity-limiting gaps while retaining enough information to separate individual records.
This process will pack together as many records as it can
without exceeding a maximum super-block length of 60K
bytes. Included at the end of each super-block is information

PreblockedRecords

that is used in the data retrieval process to separate the
super-block into its original records. A graphical illustration
of the super-blocking process is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the effect that decreasing the record
size has upon overall tape capacity. As the size of the data
records gets smaller, there is a corresponding decrease in
the amount of data that can be stored on one tape. The
advantage of super-blocking is that it makes the tape capacity independent of record size. The effect of super-blocking
is to minimize the portion of tape capacity lost to interrecord
gaps. For example, a normal tape written with 16K-byte
records will waste 12.5M bytes compared to a super-blocked
tape.
What Fig. 2 does not show is the effect on capacity of
file marks. A file mark is a special pattern written on the
tape that denotes a break in the host data. A file mark uses
a very small portion of tape. However, there is an additional
gap for each file mark. Because of this extra gap, superblocking also absorbs all file marks and keeps track of where
they were originally located. For simplicity, it is assumed
that the ratio of the number of file mark gaps to the number
of data record gaps is typically very small. Therefore, the
effect on tape capacity of the absorption of file marks will
not be considered in this article. One should note that the
advantage of super-blocking for increased tape capacity
would only improve for each file mark requested by the
host.
As explained in the article on page 26, the HP 79B0XC
Tape Drive is capable of performing data compression on
the data that it receives. Referring to Fig. 2, a tape written
with 16K-byte records will contain 1 54M bytes of host data.
If this data were compressed by the HP 79B0XC and exhibited a compression ratio of 4:1, one would expect the tape
capacity to increase by a factor of four to 616M bytes. How-
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Size:60K Bytes

Fig. 1. The super-blocking Pro'
cess combtnes normal rccords
into superblocks as /arge as 60K
bytes.
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Fig. 3 illustrates the combination of data compression
and super-blocking implemented in the HP 79B0XC.
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Fig. 2. Tape capacity versus data record size for a 2400Joot
tape writtenat 6250 bpi with 0.3-inch gaps.

ever, this is not the case, since only the physical record
size is reduced in proportion to the compression ratio.
Thus the original 16K-byte records are indeed 4K bytes
long after compression, but the expected 616M-byte tape
capacity is only 471M bytes, which is 24oh less. It is to
prevent this effective loss of capacity that super-blocking
is needed.
Using the example of roK-byte records compressed to
4K-byte records, the effect of super-blocking can readily
be seen.The compressed+K-byte records are super-blocked
and packed into 60K-byte records instead of being written
directly to the tape. This results in a tape capacity of 666M
bytes instead oI 471,M bytes. This is a capacity improvement of approximately 41.5o/o.By combining data compression with super-blocking, the limitations that the half-inch
tape format imposes on data compression are overcome.
In addition to obtaining the full benefit of data compression, super-blocking further improves the tape capacity.
The table below demonstrates how super-blocking affects
this example:

Complications
Implementing this concept of super-blocking in the HP
7980XC was made more complex by the constraints imposed by the host interface, the drive mechanism, and the
industry standards for the half-inch tape format. The physical format of a super-blocked, data-compressedtape written by the HP 79B0XC does not violate the ANSI 6250 GCR
specification, but the logical meaning of the data is changed.
This means that another 6250 GCR tape drive can read a
compressed tape, but only an HP 7SBOXCwill be able to
decipher the data that was sent by the original host. This
does not preclude the HP 79B0XC'sbeing used for data interchange with other GCR drives, since the drive can easily be
configured to write the data it receives in an uncompressed
format, just as any other 6250 GCR drive would do.
Since the physical specifications of the 6250 GCR format
are maintained on a compressedtape, a method for differentiating a compressed tape from a normal GCR tape was
needed. The method chosen to accomplish this is to write
special noncompressed records at the beginning of a compressedtape. Whenever a tape is loaded into an HP 7SB0XC,
the drive automatically searchesfor these records. If they
are not found, the tape is treated as a normal uncompressed
tape. If they are found, the tape is recognized as compressed
and the drive separatesthe super-blocks and decompresses
the records before sending them to the host.
Another complication stems from the embedded gaps
and file marks within a super-block. To execute the tvpical

Host-Written Records

Size: 16K Bytes

Flqil@@GE!I...
4:1 Compressed Records

Sizei 4K Bytes

Super-BlockedRecords
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Fig. 3. Data compression combined with super-blocking.
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host command to space to a record or file, all super-blocks
must be read and processed to determine the location of
the next record or file. This is not a problem when the tape
is moving forward, since no performance penalty is incurred
by reading the data instead of spacing over it. However,
since the HP 7980 family of drives cannot read data when
the tape is moving in reverse, reverse record/file spacing
becomes much more complicated. Super-blocks on the tape
must first be backed over and then read in the forward
direction. Hypothetically, if a backspace file command
were issued near the end of the tape and the beginning of
the preceding file was very near the beginning of the tape,
all of the super-blocks on the tape would have to be backed
over and then read, a situation that might be intolerable.
The backspace file problem is solved by recording in
each super-block the running count of how many superblocks have been written since the last file mark was written. This provides the information needed to determine
how many records can be safely backed over without missing the file mark. Thus, single backspace file commands
can be executed efficiently. The backspace record command does not negatively impact performance because the
previous record is typically within the current super-block
or the preceding one.
Another issue that had to be addressed was overwriting.
This occurs when a host writes and fills the entire tape,
rewinds the tape, and then writes a directory at the beginning of the tape, expecting the rest of the previous writes
to remain intact. This practice is strongly discouraged for
sequential access devices, but does occur. If it is done, it
invalidates the backspace file information in some of the
super-blocks. This is because extra records and/or file
marks are put back onto the tape after the previous backspace file information was written.
To support this activity, a physical tape mark is written
to the tape whenever the host switches from writes to any
other tape motion command. If a tape mark is encountered
during backspacing, it indicates that some data has been
previously overwritten. The backspace operation must read
the super-block in front of the tape mark because the previous information used in the backspace file command may
have been corrupted by an overwrite condition. By reading
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Results
The true figureof merit for the HP 79B0XC
in compression mode is the observed tape compaction ratio. This ratio
combines the benefits of the HP data compression algorithm with the advantages of super-blocking. The tape
compaction ratio is equal to the compression ratio of the
host data times the super-blocking advantage factor (SAF).
The SAF is dependent upon the average host data record
size. A graph of SAF versus average record size is shown
in Fig. 4. The compression ratio is a function of the amount
of redundancy exhibited by the host's data.
The following table shows ttre data compression benchmark results previously outlined on page 31 with the overall tape compaction results obtained with an HP 79B0XC
Tape Drive.
Summary of HP 7980XGTape Compaction Results
Data Description
MPE/MPE XL on HP 3000s
Series 68 (HP Desk)
Series 68 (DataBasel
S e r i e s6 8 ( M i s c . D a t a )
Series 70
IManufacturing)
S e r i e s9 3 0 ( C o d e )
HP-UX on HP 9000s
Series 800
(Commercial HP-UXl
S e r i e s5 0 0 ( C o d e J
S e r i e s5 0 0 ( D a t a B a s e )
Series s00 (VLSII
Series 300 [Archive)

DEC
DECVAX(CodeJ

't

2
20
40
4
6 810
AverageHostDataRecordSize(K Bytes)

60

Fig. 4. Super-blocking advantage factor (SAF) versus data
recordsizefor atapewrittenat6250bpiwith 0.3-inchgaps.
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4.83
3.97
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363
336
785
329

2.38
4.O7
2.52
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2.57
4.39
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this super-block, the tape drive gets accurate information
regarding the start of the file.
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High-SpeedLightwaveComponent
Analysis
Anewanalyzersystemperformssfimulus-response
testing
of electricaLto-optical,
optica|to-ebctrbal,optbaLtooptical,and electricaLto-ebctrbal
componentsof highspeed fiber optic communications
sysfems.
by RogerW. Wong, Paul Hernday,MichaelG. Hart,and
GeraldineA. Conrad
IGH-SPEED FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS
systems have emerged over the last half decade to
compete with other forms of communications systems as a cost-effectivemeans of moving information. A
decadeago,the possibility of a commercially installed 500Mbit/s fiber optic system seemedremote. Today, not only
aremany fiber optic systemsoperatingat hundredsof megabits per second,but pilot systemsare being installed that
operateat 1.7 to 2.4 gigabitsper second.The trend toward
higher systembit ratesplacesmore demandupon the lightwave component designerto optimize the performanceof
each device within the high-speedlightwave system.
Lightwave System Challenges
Fig. 1 shows the typical functional blocks in a fiber optic
communication system. The high-speed portions of the
lightwave system are the preamplifier, the directly modulated laser,the optical fiber, the photodiode receiver,and
the postamplifier.As systemstransmit higher bit rates,each
of the componentsneedsto be designedto meet the higher
speedrequirements.However, with the higher speeds,optimization of signal transmission through the various devices becomes more challenging and the interactions of
various componentsbecomemore evident and difficult to
minimize.
Fig. 2 shows some of the typical challengesthe highspeedcomponent designerencountersas systemsmove to
gigabit-per-secondtransmissionrates.As in lower-bit-rate
systems,optical power budgets are affectedby the insertion
loss of the optical fiber, connectors,and splices. In the
higher-bit-rate systems (>500 Mbits/s), interactions between the high-speed devices are significant. Often more
extensive analysis and device characterization are required
to optimize the electrical and optical interfaces between
these high-speed components in a systematic way.
For example, electrical mismatches between the laser
and its preamplifier or between the photodiode and its
postamplifier can affect the modulation transfer function
and the cumulative modulation bandwidth. Also, light reflected back into the laser source affects its modulation
transfer characteristicsand the systemsignal-to-noiseratio.
Lightwave Component Analyzer Systems
Fig. 3 shows the key instruments that form the HP B7O2A

Lightwave Component Analyzer measurement systems.
Three basic systemsare offered:
I Modulation capability to 6 GHz at 1300 nm
r Modulation capability to 3 GHz at i.300nm (high dynamic range)
r Modulation capability to 3 GHz at 1550nm (high dynamic rangeJ.
Each HP 87O2Asystemconsistsof a lightwave source,a
lightwave receiver, the lightwave component analyzer, and
a lightwave coupler. Fig. 4 shows the HP 83400 family of
lightwave sourcesand receivers,which are important elements of the measurement systems. More information on
these sourcesand receiverscan be found in the article on
page52.
The system measuresthe modulation transfer function
of a device under test and provides the modulation amplitude and phaseresponseof that device.The input or stimulus signal can either be a radio frequency (RF) signal or a
modulatedoptical signal,and the output or responsesignal
can either be an RF signal or a modulated optical signal.
Thus, the device under test (DUT) can be an electrical-toelectrical,electrical-to-optical,optical-to-electrical,or opti-

Fig. 1, Functional blocks in a typical fiber optic communicatlons sysfem.
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cal-to-optical device, depending upon the measurement
block diagram employed and the calibration procedure
used. Table I shows typical examples of each device type.
By adding an optical signal separation device, such as a
lightwave directional coupler, the system can be configured
to measure optical reflections in a wide variety of optical
devices, such as optical fiber components, connectors, antireflection coatings, bulk optic devices, and so on. Moreover,
if there are multiple reflections in a device, each reflection
can be located very accurately. Multiple reflections can be
resolved when they are only centimeters apart.
In this article, lightwave component analysis means the
capability to characterize a given device in terms of its
modulation transfer function, electrical driving-point impedance, optical return loss, and length, as appropriate to
the device type.

LightwaveComponentAnalyzerOperation
The hardware design of the HP B7o2A Lightwave Component Analyzer is virtually identical to that of the HP
87538 RF Network Analyzer. However, the HP 87024 has
operating features that make it more appropriate for lightwave measurements.
The HP B7O2A consists of three main subsystems that
tie together the lightwave measurement system: an RF
source, RF receivers, and processing/display (see Fig. 5).
The lightwave measurement system is analogous to a lightwave communication system. The HP 87O2A performs the

Fig,2. Effectsof componentcharacleristicson sy stemperformance.

Table I
Types ot Lightwave Devices
Optical
(Modulated)
Output

Electrical
(RF)
Output

Electrical
(RF)
Input

Electrical-to-Electrical
Devices
r Amplifiers
r CoaxialCablesand
PassiveComponents
r RepeaterLinks

Electrical-to-Optical
Devices
r LaserDiodesand
LEDs
r Optical Sources
I OpticalModulators

Optical-to-Electrical
Devices
r
r PlNPhotodiodes
Optical
(Modulated) rAvalanchePhotodiodes
r OpticalReceivers
Input
r
I

Optical-to-Optical
Devices
OpticalFibers,
PassiveComponents,
Attenuators
OpticalModulators
Regenerators

functions of an information sourceand an information receiver. The data processingsubsystemuses this information to measurethe modulation transfer characteristicsof
lightwave components.
Signals used to modulate a lightwave source are produced by a synthesizedRF source in the HP 87024. The
RF source provides linear, logarithmic, and list frequency

Fig.3. HP 8702A LightuvaveComponent Analyzer systems consist
of a lightuvavesource, a lightwave
receivet, the analyzer,and a lightwave coupler. fhree basic systems have modulation capability
to 6 GHz at 1300 nm or to 3 GHz
at 1300or 1550nm.
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Fig. 4. The HP 83400 family ot
lightvvavesources and receivers.
sweeps from 300 kHz to 3 GHz with L-Hz resolution. Power
and CW sweeps may also be generated. The source is phase
locked to the R receiver channel, which is described below.
The HP BTOZA provides the power supply for lightwave
sources and receivers.
Demodulated signals from a lightwave receiver are measured by three 300-kHz-to-3-GHz, tuned RF receivers in
the HP B7O2A. The receivers' bandwidths are extended to
6 GHz with Option O06. Meaurements of electrical devices
have a dynamic range of over L00 dB. A portion of the R
receiver signal is used to phase lock the source to the reference channel. Input signals are sampled and down-converted to a 4-kHz IF. The 4-kHz IF signals for the A, B, and
R inputs are converted into digital words by the analog-todigital converter (ADC).

RF
Oul
300-kHz-to3-GHz
Source
Output

The data processing flow from the ADC to the display
is shown in Fig. 6. The digital filter performs a discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) on the digital words. The samples
are converted into complex number pairs. The DFT filter
shape can be altered by changing the IF bandwidth. Decreasing the IF bandwidth is an effective technique for
noise reduction. A reduction of the IF bandwidth by a
factor of ten lowers the measurement noise floor by appoximately 10 dB.
Ratio calculations are performed next, if the selected
measurement is the ratio of two inputs, that is, A/R, B/R,
or A/8. The ratio is formed by a simple division operation.
The samplerAF correction operation is applied next. This
process digitally corrects for frequency response error,
primarily sampler roll-off, in the analog down-conversion

Phase-LockedLoop

S a m ea s l n o u t R

_____t

Same as Input Fl

Fig. 5. HP 8702A LightvvaveComponent Analyzer block diagram. The hardwareis essentra//y
the same as the HP 87538 RF NetuvorkAnalvzer.
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path.
Sweep-to-sweepaveraging is another noise reduction
technique. This involves taking the complex exponential
averageof severalconsecutivesweepsweighted by a userspecified averaging factor. Each new sweep is averaged
with the previous result until the number of sweepsequals
the averagingfactor. Doubling the averagingfactor reduces
the noise by 3 dB. This technique can only be used with
ratio measurements.
The raw data arrays store the results of all of the preceding data processingoperations.All processingup to this
point is performed in real time by the fast digital signal
processorshown in Fig. 5. The remaining operationsare
performed asynchronouslyby the main processor.These
anays can be stored to an external disc drive and can be
accesseddirectly via the HP-IB (IEEE4BB,IEC 625).
Vector error conection is performed next, if a measurment calibration has been performed and correction is
turned on. Error correction removesrepeatablesystematic
errors (stored in the error coefficient arrays) from the raw
anays. This can vary from simple vector normalization to
full two-port (1z-termJ error correction. Correction for the
various types of lightwave measurements is described in
more detail below.
The results of error correction are stored in the data arrays
as complex number pairs. The data arrays can be stored to
disc and accessedvia the HP-IB. If the data-to-memory
operation is performed, the data arrays are copied into
the memory arrays. The memory array is also externally
accessible.
The trace math operation selects either the data array,
the memory array, or both to continue flowing through the
data processing path. In addition, the complex ratio of the
two (data/memory) or the difference (data - memory) can
also be selected.If memory is displayed,the data from the
memory arrays goesthrough the same data processingflow

path as the data from the data arrays.
Gating is a digital filtering operation associated with
time-domain transform (Option 010). Its purpose is to remove unwanted responsesisolated in time. In the time
domain, this can be viewed as a time-selectivebandpass
or band-stopfilter.
The delay block involves adding or subtractingphasein
proportion to frequency. This is equivalent to extending
or shortening the electrical length in the measurementpath
or artificially moving the reference plane.
Conversion, if selected,transforms the measured s-parameter data to the equivalent complex impedance or admittance values, or to inverse s-parameters.
The transform operation converts frequency-domain information into the time domain when time-domain transform is enabled (Option 010 only). The results resemble
time-domain reflectometry (TDR) or impulse-response
measurements.The transform employs the chirp-Z inverse
Fourier transform algorithm. Windowing is a digital filtering operation that preparesthe frequency domain data for
transform to the time domain. The windowing operation
is performed on the frequency-domain data just before the
transform.
Formatting converts the complex number pairs into a
scalarrepresentationfor display, accordingto the selected
format. Formats include log magnitude in dB, phase,and
group delay. Polar and Smith chart formats retain complex
data for display on real and imaginary axes.
Smoothing is another noise reduction technique.When
smoothingis on, each data point in a sweepis replacedby
the moving averagevalue of severaladjacent points' The
number of points included dependson the smoothingaperture, which is selectedby the user. The result is similar to
video filtering.
The results at this point in the data processing chain are
stored in the format arravs. Marker values, marker func-

IF
Signals
A

B-o
B-o

o---o

AUX In

Markers
Limit Testing

Fig. 6. HP 8702A LightvvaveComponent Analyzer data processing flow diagram.
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tions, and limit testing are all derived from the format
arrays. The format arrays can be stored to an external disc
drive and can be accessed via the HP-IB.
The offset and scale operations prepare the formatted
data for display on the CRT. This is where the reference
line position, reference line value, and scale calculations
are performed as appropriate to the format and graticule
type.
The display memory stores the display image for presentation on the CRT. The information here includes graticules, annotation, and softkey labels in a form similar to
plotter commands. When hard-copy records are made, the
information sent to the plotter or printer is taken from
display memory.
The HP B7O2A can be connected with an s-parameter
test set (HP 85046,{) to make electrical reflection measurements, such as s-parameters s' and sr, (return loss and
impedance). An HP B5O47A S-Parameter Test Set can be
used to measure modulation transfer function to 6 GHz.

FirmwareFeatures
The principal contributions of the HP B7O2A are its
firmware enhancements. The firmware was developed
using the HP 87534 RF Network Analyzer as a platform.
The HP B7O2A firmware contains the features of the HP
87534, as well as new features specific to lightwave measurements. The most significant enhancement is the ability to
perform measurement calibration of lightwave components.
The measurement calibration process consists of measuring a characterized standard and using it to measure an
unknown device. The firmware contains a mathematical
model of the calibration standard and the model's parameters. Data from measurement of the standard is used with
the calibration models to remove systematic errors from
measurements of the test device. Lightwave measurements
are also scaled to proper units for the particular component
type.
Calibration of optical devices is performed using through
connections and known reflections as standards. Calibration is done for transmission measurements by connecting
the lightwave source to the lightwave receiver with the test
device removed. Reflection measurements require a known
reflection as a calibration standard. For example, the Fresnel reflection occurring at the test port connector of a lightwave coupler is a repeatable and convenient reflection standard (3.5%).
Calibrated Iightwave receivers and calibrated lightwave
sources are used as standards for electrooptical and optoelectrical test device measurements. The calibration process is the same for both types of devices. Calibration information is provided in two forms. The first form is a digitized
modulation frequency response of the standard. This information is read by the analyzer from a disc provided with
each calibrated source and receiver. The second is a curve
fit of the frequency response. Coefficients are entered by
the user into the analyzer using values printed on each
lightwave source and receiver.
Calibration of electrical devices is the same as in most
HP network analyzers. Calibration kits containing standard
devices are available for several different connector types.
Typical standards include shorts, opens, and loads.

Time-domain transform, an optional feature of the HP
8702A, is an extremely powerful tool in lightwave measurements. Data measured in the frequency domain is converted
to the time domain using a chirp Fourier transformation
technique. The resulting time scale is extremely accurate
and stable because of the synthesized frequency sweep.
Measurements of distance can be derived from transmission or reflection measurements using the index of refraction or velocity factor of the test device. The HP B7O2A
has an enhancement to assist in setting transform parameters. The distance range and resolution of the transformed
data depend on the width of the frequency-domain sweep
and the number of data points. The transform parameters
feature assists the user by displaying range and resolution
values as sweep parameters are set (Fig. Z).

Measurement
Concept
The lightwave component analyzer measurement concept is shown in Fig. B. The information source provides
a sine wave whose amplitude and phase characteristics are
known. This signal serves as the modulation signal to the
Iightwave source (transmitter). The output signal of the
transmitter is an intensity modulated optical carrier at a
fixed wavelength. The intensity modulation (i.e., amplitude modulation) envelope of the lightwave signal is proportional to the radio frequency sine wave information
signal. Because the laser lightwave source is dc-biased in
the linear region of its optical-power-versus-input-current
characteristic, the average optical power from the lightwave
source is the same whether or not a modulation signal is
present.
The intensity modulated signal from the lightwave
source is transmitted through the optical medium, most
commonly optical fiber, although it could be an open-beam
environment. The lightwave receiver demodulates the intensity modulated lightwave signal and recovers the
sinusoidal RF envelope, which is proportional to the sine
wave from the information source. The demodulated signal
is compared in magnitude and phase to the original signal
by the HP B7O2A analyzer.
The optical signal incident upon an optical device under
test is of the form:
TFANSFOFIM PAFIAMETEFI
RANGE
RESPONSE

RESOLUTION

TRANSFOFIM SPAN
RANGE RESOLUTION

1

13. Ei9O5 m
133.79
mm
40 ns
4L.067

TRANSFORM MODE
START FFIEOUENCY
STOP FFIEOUENCY
FREOUENCY SPAN
NUMBER of
POINTS
INDEX of REFRACTION
PULSE WIDTH
SOURCE POWEB
SWEEP TIME
IF BANOWIDTH

Channel

mm

BANDPASS
3OO kHz
3 GHz
2.9997
GHz
207
t .46
651 .55 pa
O clBm
BOO ms
3OOO Hz

Fig.7. The transform parcmetet display helps lhe user set
up the instrument fot the oDtionaltime-domain transform.
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where a(t) is the RF modulation signal and cos(ot) represents the lightwave carrier signal at a given wavelength.
The device under test operateson the amplitude of both
the modulation envelopeand the carrier signal identically
and delaysboth signalsby identical amounts,yielding the
following relationship for the DUT output:
g(t) : lHla(t + At)cos(<o(t+ A0),
where lHl is the magnitude of the transferfunction of the
DUT, At -- 6/o, and @is the phase of H.
The impact of the DUT on the carrier can be determined
by measuringthe modulation envelope.Basically,the measurement processconsists of two steps: (1) calibration of
the system,and (2) measurementof the DUT. This measurement processis essentiallya substitution method. The system is calibrated by measuring a known quantity and then
the DUT is substituted for the known device and measured.
Electrooptical Calibration Theory
Two important electrooptical devices are lasers and
photodiodes. Measurementsof their modulation transfer
characteristicsand modulation bandwidths are of primary
interestfor the designof high-speedlightwave communications systems.The development of electroopticalcalibration routines for measuringelectroopticaldevicessuch as'
lasersand photodiodeswas a significant challenge.
Fig. 9 showsthe relationship betweenoptical power and
RF current for typical elechoopticaldevices,such aslasers,

*,ffia-

Fig. 8. Measurement concept.
The systemcompares transmitted
and received sine wave modulation superimposed on the 1300nm or 1550-nmoptical carrier.

optical modulators, and photodiodes. The slopes of the
curves at points (I.,P,) and (P6,I6Jdefine the slope responsivities of the electrical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical
devices, r" and r,, respectively, as shown.
For electrical-to-optical devices:
APo :

r" AI'

(1)

where AP. is the peak-to-peak optical power swing, r" is
the slope responsivity of the electrical-to-optical device in
W/A, and AIt is the peak-to-peak RF current swing.
For optical-to-electrical devices:
AI, :

r. APo

(2)

where AI, is the output peak-to-peak RF cunent swing, r"
is the slope responsivity of the optical-to-electrical device
in A/VV, and Po is the peak-to-peak optical power swing.
The relationship between the device slope responsivities
and RF current gain can be derived from equations 1 and 2:
AI2l AI, : r"r..

(3)

Equation 3 forms the basis for the electrooptical calibrations and allows the measurement of an electrical-to-optical device separately from an optical-to-electrical device,
which is one of the contributions of the measurement system.
For each HP lightwave source or receiver, a calibration
data disc is provided, which contains the device's slope
responsivity, modulation amplitude frequency response,

Slope (r,)
= Responsivity

Slope (rs)
= Responsivity

ArJ-ArPo

Al" = r,APo

APo = r"Al1

l_
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Fag.9. Relationship beNveenoptical power and BF cuffent for typical electrooptical dev ices-

and modulation phase frequency response. This data disc
can be downloaded into the analyzer as part of the electrooptical calibration procedure.l The calibration data is
traceable to an internal HP optical heterodyne system
called the Optical Heterodyne Calibration System.

HP 8702A Lighlwave
Component Analyzer

LaserBandwidthand PowerCompression
Measurements
Fig. 10 shows the measurement block diagram for lasers
and other electrical-to-optical devices. In this configuration, laser diode and/or laser transmitter characteristics
such as responsivity, modulation bandwidth, modulation
phase or deviation from linear phase, and modulation
power compression can be measured.
A commercially available 1-Gbit/s lightwave transmitter
is used as an example. The laser was dc-biased in the linear
range of its optical-power-versus-input-current
curve
(about 15 mA above its threshold) and modulated with an
incident RF power of approximately + 10 dBm. The measured laser responsivity (0.34WA or - 9.35 dB) and modulation bandwidth (about 600 MHz) are shown in the top
trace in Fig. 11.
The built-in inverse Fourier transform feature of the HP
B7O2A allows modulation frequency response data to be
converted to the equivalent step or impulse response. For
the above example, where the laser was operating in the
linear region, an equivalent step response with rise time
information can be calculated and displayed, as shown in
the bottom trace in Fig. 11. Notice that the transmitter's
frequency response is peaked by about 2.5 dB at 42BMHz
This accounts for the underdamped time-domain step response.
To illustrate the modulation power compression measurement, a commerically available electrical-to-optical
converter with an internal laser preamplifier was selected.
The same block diagram as shown in Fig. 10 was used.
The analyzer has the ability to change the RF signal power to
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Fig. 10. Measurementblock diagram for lasersand other
eIectric allo-opti cal devi ces.
the DUT over a 25-dB range at a fixed modulation frequency. New calibration routines were developed that
allow the input RF power and modulated optical power
measurement planes to be referenced at the connectors of
the device under test. Fig. 12 shows two measurements.
The top trace shows transmitter modulated optical power
out as a function of RF power into the transmitter. The
bottom trace shows transmitter responsivity as a function
of RF power incident to the transmitter with the modulation
frequency fixed at 400 MHz. The top curve shows that the
transmitter has a compressed modulated optical power of
-1.44 dBm (or O.72 mW peak to peak) with an incident
RF power of t.A dBm. The bottom curve shows the transmitter responsivity linearity and compression characteristics. The small-signal responsivity is 0.3BWA (or - 8.3 dBl
and compresses by 1 dB at - 4.4 dBm incident RF power.

Laser ReflectionSensitivity Measurements
Most high-speedlasersare sensitiveto back-reflected
2.5244
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light, The reflected light can couple back into the laser's
cavity, be reamplified, and changethe laser'smodulation
transfer characteristics. The fine-grain ripple that often results is called reflection noise. Fig. 13 shows the measurement setupto characterizethe changein the laser'smodulation transfer function and bandwidth when different levels
of light are intentionally reflected back into the laser.
The directional coupler test port (point A) is where the
reflectedlight condition is developed.The modulation frequency responseis referencedto a condition in which no
incident light at point A is reflected back toward the laser
under test, that is, an optical load is created at point A.
This referencecondition is normalized to 0 dB. When the
reflection condition is changed,the resulting measurement
shows the deviation or change of the laser's modulation
response for that reflection condition (a laser reflection
sensitivity measurementJ.An example of such a measurement of a commerciallyavailablelasertransmitteris shown
in Fig. 14. The worst responserepresentsthe condition
when approximately 95% of the light was reflected back
to the laser under test. The improved response was
achieved when a polarization controller was inserted between the test port and the 95% optical reflector and the
polarization of the reflectedlight was adjustedto minimize
the responseroll-off.

1.8

ctBm

Fig. 12. Measurements on an
electric al-to-optic al converter w ith
an internal laserpreamplifier.(top)
Change in optical power output as
a function of RF input power. (bottom) Converter responsivity versus RF input power.

devices,modulators,and optical regenerators.In this measurement,the input stimulus and output responsesignals
are intensity modulated light signals. The device under
test can be a single component or an optical subsystem
such as an interferometer or sensor,
If an optical attenuator is selected as the device under
test, not only can the attenuatorloss be measured,but also
the effective measurement system dynamic range can be
determinedfor optical transmissionmeasurements.Fig. 17
shows such a measurement.This particular system displays more than 50 dB of optical dynamic range.
Optical Reflection Measurements
The measurement of optical reflections and the identification of their locations are becoming more important in
gigabit-ratelightwave systems,subsystems,optical sensors,
nued on page 44)

Photodiode Measurements
Measurements characterizing optical-to-electrical devices, such as photodiodes and lightwave receivers, are
similiar to laser measurements.The measurementblock
diagram is shown in Fig. 15.
Two-Port Optical Device Measurements
The loss, gain, and modulation bandwidth of any twoport optical devicecan be measuredusing the measurement
block diagram shown in Fig. 16. Examplesof such devices
are optical connectors,attenuators,other passive optical
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Fig. 13. Measurementblock diagram for laserreflection sensitivity measurements.

OTDR versus OFDR
The HP 87024 LightwaveComponentAnalyzer system can
displaya testdevice'stransmission
and reflection
characteristics
in the modulationfrequencydomainor the time (distance)domain.Becauseit showsreflections
in thetimedomain,a comparison of its capabilitiesto those of an optical time-domainreflectometeris often requested,
An optical time-domainreflectometer(OTDR) like the HP
814541measuresreflectionsand lossesin ooticalfibers and
other devicesby sendinga probe pulseof opticalenergyinto
the device and measuring the reflected and backscattered
energy. The HP 87024 Lightwave Component Analyzer described in the accompanyingarticle makes optical reflection
measurementsdifferently,that is, by transformingreflectedfrequency-domain
datamathematically
intothetimedomain.Hence
it can be thoughtof as an opticalfrequency-domain
reflectometer
(OFDR) Both measurementsystemsmeasureoptical reflections
and lengthsand have some overlappingand complementing
capabilities,
but in general,theyare designedfor differentapplication areas and thereforehave significantdifferences.The
OTDRis primarilya fiber installation
or maintenance
tool used
for installing
fiber,checkingfor faults,and measuringspliceloss.
The HP 87024 OFDR techniqueis a lab bench tool used for
componentand devicecharacterization
or locationof reflections.
The table belowsummarizesthe princiDaldifferencesbetween
the OTDR (HP 8145A Optical Time-DomainReflectometer)and
the OFDR(as implemented
in the HP 87024 LightwaveComponentAnalyzer):
OFDRMode
(HPB702A)
ReflectionmeasurementYes
(one-portmeasurement)
Measuresloss
versusdistance(dB/km) No

OTDR
(HP8145A)
Yes

Yes

t/hankcnattar\

Measuressplicelossand No
breaksin fiber
Measuresmagnitudes
and
positionsof
Yes
opticalreflections
Measuresopticalreturn
lossof reflections
l-)isfanccranne
(4%Fresnelreflection)
Deadzone

Yes

Yes

Readdirectly

Derivable

About40 km

Greaterthan
100km

None

Tensof meters( 1)

Single-eventresolution <zmm(z)
(anopticalfiber)

Meters

Two-eventresolution
(inopticalfiber)

3.4 cm (3)
1.7cm(4)

Tensof meters

Gatesoutunwanted
resonses

Yes

No

(1) Dead zonedependsupon pulsewidthused in the measuremenr.
(2) Assumesthat the index of refractionis knownaccuratelyand
does not limitthe measurementaccuracv.
(3) Theoreticallimit.Assumesa 3-GHzfrequencyspan. 6 cm
observedempiricallyin a nonoptimized
experiment.
(4) Theoretical
limit.Assumesa 6-GHzfrequencyspan.2.5 cm
observedempiricallyin a nonoptimized
experiment.

Sincethe OTDRmeasuresbackscatter,it can locateand measure discontinuities
that do not,producea reflectedsignal.A
sudden drop in backscatterlevelclearlyshowsa fiber break.
The HP 8702AOFDRtechniqueis not suitedto theseapplications,whichare generallyrequiredfor fiber installation.
Conversely,in designingand manufacturing
small components,connectors,
or fibers,the excellentresolution
and stability
of the HP 87024 OFDRtechniquemake it the best methodfor
determining
the exact locationsof closelyspacedreflections.
ln
addition,the gatingfunctioncan be used to eliminateparasitic
responsesand isolatethe effect of a particularreflection.
Both measurementsystemsperforma one-portreflectionmeasurementon the opticaldeviceundertest by injectingan optical
stimuiussignaland detectingthe reflectedopticalsignal.In the
caseof the OTDR,the injectedstimulussignalis an opticalpulse
or pulsetrain and the reflectedsignalconsistsof the reflected
(Fresnel)and backscattered
(Rayleigh)
power.l
In the caseof the HP87024OFDRmode,the injectedstimulus
signal is an amplitudemodulatedopticalsignalswept over a
rangeof modulationfrequencies,
and the responseis an interferencepatternwhich is the summationof individualreflected
(Fresnel)signalscaused by ditferencesin the indexof refraction
at each interface.The opticalreturnlossversusdistanceinformation is generatedby performingan inverseFouriertransformon
the modulation
frequencyresponsedata.OFDRas lmplemented
by the HP 87024 does not detect the backscattered(Rayleigh)
light,and thereforecannotmeasurelossversusdistancein an
opticaldevice,suchas an opticalfiber.(Seealso"OpticalReflecpage 42.) However,the HP 87024 OFDR
tion Measurements,"
mode can measureoptical reflectionsat each interfacewhere
the index of refractionchanges and can locate each of these
individualreflections
veryaccurately.
Thesystemalsoallowsthe
direct measurement
magnitudein
and displayof a reflection's
terms of optical returnloss (dB) or reflectionfactor.
Sincethe HP 8702Asystemderivesthe time/distanceinformation fromthe frequency-domain
data and the systemis calibrated
to a known reflection(which calibratesthe reflectionlevel and
locationof the known reflection),there is no dead zone. In other
words, reflectionscan be locatedfrom the calibrationreference
planeto many kilometers,
dependingupon the instrument
calibrationstates.
The single-eventresolutionrefersto the accuracywith which
the locationof any given reflectioncan be located.In the case
of the HP 87024 system, any given reflectioncan be located
within2 mm, assumingthatthe indexof refraction
of the medium
is known to an accuracy that does not limit the measurement
systemaccuracy.
The two-eventresolutionis the minimumseparationat which
two adjacent reflectionscan be detected with at least3 dB between their respectivepeaks and the valleybetweenthe peaks.
The two_eventresoluttontheoreticallimitof the Hp 87024 system
is 3.4 cm and 1.7 cm for frequencyspans of 3 and 6 GHz,
respectively.Experimentshave been conducted to verify the
two-event resolutionof the HP 8702A system on optical fiber
samplescut to lengthsof 2 5 and 6 cm. Eachfiberend facewas
cleavedso that it was perpendicular
to the fiber'slongitudinal
axis' yielding an end-face reflection(Fresnel)to air of approximately3 5o/oof the incidentpower'
Reference
1. M. FleischetrReumann
Reflec"
and F. Sischka,"A High-Speed
OplicalTime-Domain
tometer with lmproved Dynamic Range," Hewlett-PackardJounal, Vol. 39, no. 6,
December1988,pp. 6-13.
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(continuedfrom page 42)

and optical components.The HP B7O2Asystem is wellsuited to perform optical reflection and length measurements on a wide variety of componentsand subsystems.
Fig. 18 shows the block diagram for measuring optical
reflections and optical return loss of any optical device
under test. If a device has more than a single reflection,
for example reflections of varying magnitudesspacedout
at different distancesin the device,the HP BTOzAtestsystem can measurethe total reflection or each constituent
reflection and its respectivelocation. This system can be
used to measurereflections of fiber optic componentsor
bulk optic componentswhen the proper collimating optics
are added to the lightwave coupler test port in the test
system.
If there are two or more reflections in the device under
test, the individual reflections will have different phase
relationships with respect to the measurementreference
plane at a fixed modulation frequency that will sum to a
given modulation amplitude and phase.As the modulation

frequency is changed,the phaserelationship of eachindividual reflection will change,dependingon its delay time,
resulting in a different overall modulation amplitude and
phaseripple pattern.The ripple pattern containsthe reflection magnitude and location information. By performing
an inverse Fourier transform on the ripple pattern,a signature of the individual reflections can be displayed as a
function of time (and hence, distance),
The examplespresentedhere show the reflection measurementcapabilitiesof HP 8702,4,Lightwave Component
Analyzer systemson small components.
The first example shows that with a lensed optical fiber
connectoradded to the block diagramof Fig. 18,reflections
of optical devicescan be measuredin an open-beamenvironment, The devicesunder test are a glassslide and a flat
surfacegold-platedto form a 95% reflectivesurfaceat 1300
nm. In Fig. 19, the top trace shows the ripple pattern generated from the reflections and rereflections from the glass
slide and the gold wafer. The bottom trace shows the individual reflections and rereflections and their respective
locations in time (distance).
The secondexample shows the reflectionsin a length of
fiber that has three internal mirrors fabricated to produce
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approximately 2o/" rcIlections at three different locations
in the fiber. This component is typical of devices found in
various fiber sensor applications. Fig.20 shows the device
dimensions and the measurement of the individual optical
reflections and their respective locations. The absolute location of any of the individual reflections can be measured
to within a few millimeters, given the correct test conditions.
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Fig. 20. (top) A glass fiber with three internalmirrorsproducing 2"/oreflections. (bottom) A measurementof the three reflections and their locations. (Fiber internal mirrors courtesy
of Texas A&M UniversityEE Department.)
Fig. 2l shows the optical return loss of the optical launch
from a laser chip into the fiber identified by marker 3 (11.46
dB return loss), and the optical return loss of the laser
module's optical fiber connector at marker 2 (about 37 dB
return loss). Optical return loss of other optical devices
and launches such as photodiodes, lenses, and antireflection coatings can also be measured easily.
The widest modulation frequency span limits the
minimum separation at which two adjacent reflections can
be resolved, that is, the best two-point resolution. For a
6-GHz modulation frequency span, the system's theoretical
'1.7'L
two-point resolution is about
cm in fiber. Fig. 22 shows
a measurement of two reflections, about 4% each, spaced
approximately 2 cm apart. The modulation frequency span
was 6 GHz. Individual reflections can be located within
Iess than 2 mm.
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OpticalHeterodyneCalibrationSystem
The transfer function of each lightwave source and receiver is measured at the factory and stored on a disc,
which is shipped with the product. This calibration data
is loaded into the HP BTOZA Lightwave Component
Analyzer during the measurement calibration process.
System accuracy is adjusted at the factory using the simple but powerful heterodyne or beat frequency technique
shown in Fig. 23. Light from two highly stable single-line
lasers is combined to form a single optical test beam. The
receiver under test effectively filters out the optical frequency terms and develops a beat frequency response only.
A frequency sweep is obtained by changing the temperature
of one of the lasers.2
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chip (marker3) and the opticalfiberconnector(marker
2).
A spectrum analyzer monitors the swept RF output of
the lightwave receiver under test. Narrowband filtering,
feasiblebecauseof the less than 10-kHz linewidth of the
lasers,providesan exceptionallyrepeatablemeasurement.
Since the amplitude of the beat signal is a function of
the polarization of the two laser beams,the system is implemented in polarization-maintainingfiber. Laser output
polarization does not change over the modest temperature
tuning range.A seconderror source,variation of the laser
output powers with time and temperature,is eliminated
by sampling their outputs throughout the measurement
processand compensatingfor it. The receiver under test
is calibratedas an optical averagepower meter and its bias
current is monitored to measure variations in the average
optical powe$ of the two lasers.
The resulting system is capable of generating beat frequencies from dc to over 4O GHz with over 50-dB dynamic
range.A special referencereceiver is calibrated with this
systemand used to calibrate sourcesand receivers.
Exceptional laser performance is obtained from Nd:yAG
ring lasers,CW-pumped by shorter-wavelengthdiode lasers. Frequency tuning is accomplishedby changing the
temperature of the ring, which is fully contained in a specially faceted crystal.
Measurement Accuracy Gonsiderations
The HP 87OZAsystemperformancedependsnot only on
the performance of the individual instruments, but also on
the measurement system configuration and on userselectedoperating conditions. The HP BZOZAsystemprovides a set of measurementcalibrations for both transmission and reflection measurements.
The type of calibration depends on the type of device
and the measurement.For example, if the measurementis
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of optical insertion loss, a frequency responsecalibration
would be performed. This calibration removes from the
measurementthe frequency responseof the system.This
is done by connectinga cablebetweenthe lightwave source
and receiver.Once this measurementcalibration is stored,
the DUT can be connected in place of the cable and a
corrected measurement(i.e., the DUT's optical insertion
Ioss)will be displayed.
In any measurement,sources of uncertainty influence
the system's measurementaccuracy.The major ones are
optical and RF connectorrepeatability,reflection sensitivity (or noise) of the laser source,directivity of a coupler in
reflection measurements,and accuracy and repeatability
of standardsand models used in the measurementcalibrations.
Connector repeatability is a measure of random variations encounteredin connecting a pair of optical or RF
connectors.The uncertainty is affected by torque limits,
axial alignment,cleaningprocedures,and connectorwear.
Optical connectorrepeatabilityproblemscanbe minimized
by using precision connectorssuch asthe Diamond@HMS10/FIPconnector,3or by using splicesinsteadof connectors.
Reflection sensitivity (or noise) refers to the change in
the behaviorof a laser(i.e.,its transfercharacteristics)when
reflected light reentersthe laser cavity. The effect of the
reflectedlight dependson many factors,including the magnitude, delay,and polarizationof the reflectedlight. Reflection sensitivity can be minimized by buffering the laser
with an optical attenuatoror an optical isolator.
The term directivity refers to how well a directional
coupler (optical or electrical)directs a signal, or how well
it separatesthe incident from the reflectedsignal.Directiv-
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Fig- 22. A measurementof two 4o/oreflections2 cm apart
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Fig.23. Heterodyne systemused
to calibrate lightuvavereceivers in
production. Calibration data is
stored on a disc that is shipped
with the Droduct.

ity is calculated as the difference between the reverse isolation of the coupler and the forward coupling factor (e.g.,
if reverse isolation is - 50 dB and coupling factor is - 3
dB, then the directivity is - 50 - (- 3) : - 47 dB). However, while the coupler itself may have > - 50 dB directivity, the connectors and internal splices may cause reflections that may reduce the effective directivity of the packaged coupler.
Every measurement calibration uses standards that have
default models within the HP 87O2A instrument firmware
or have data that is provided externally. Each of these standards and models has accuracy and repeatability characteristics that affect the overall system uncertainty. For
example, when calibrating for an electrooptical measurement, the user can enter the transfer characteristic data of
the lightwave source or receiver into the W 87O2A in two
ways: by using the factory-supplied g.s-inch disc or by

entering the calibration factors printed on a label for the
source or receiver. The lightwave source or receiver data
has some accuracy relative to the factory system on which
each instrument is measured.In addition, use of the 3.5inch disc data offers better model repeatability than the
calibration factors printed on the label, since the calibration
factors represent a polynomial fit to the data stored on the
disc.
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Fag.24. Measurement block diagram for a photodiode receiver transmission measurement.

Fig. 25. Typical +3o uncertaintyof the receiver rcsponsivity
measurementas a functionof modulationfrequency. Thesolid
lines show the maximum and minimum values for lhe setup
of Fig. 24. The dashed line is the value for the same setup
with a low+eflection 10-dB optical attenuator between the
source and the receiver.
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Example:ReceiverResponsivityMeasurement
A photodiodereceiverwith 0.32AAVor - 10dB responsivity, - 14 dB of optical input mismatch, and - 1a dB ol
electrical mismatch was measured by the system shown in
Fig. 24. The responsivity of the receiver can be read from
the CRT in dB for any given modulation frequency.
The uncertainties considered while computing the accuracy of the measurement are as follows: optical match interaction of the lightwave source and receiver, optical
match interaction of the lightwave source and DUT, electrical match interaction of the lightwave receiver and the HP
B7O2A analyzer input, the same uncertainty for the DUT
and the HP 87024 analyzer input, reflection sensitivity of
the lightwave laser, dynamic accuracy, lightwave receiver
accuracy, Iightwave receiver model uncertainty, and wavelength related uncertainty.
Fig. 25 shows the uncertainty (dB) of the receiver responsivity measurement (described above) over an RF modulation frequency range of gO0 kHz to 3 GHz. The solid lines
represent the maximum and minimum values for the configuration shown in Fig. 24. The dashed line represents

PRIOR
MENU

oPTICAL

Fig. 28. Screenfor configuilng the measurementhardware.
the value for the same configuration with a low-reflection
10-dB optical attenuator between the lightwave source and
the DUT to reduce the reflection sensitivitv of the laser.

User Interface
A significantfeatureof the HP 87O2ALightwave Component Analyzer is the guided setupuser interface.It consists
of a series of softkey menus, instructions, and graphical
displays to assist the user in configuring measurement
hardware and in setting basic instrument parameters.
Guided setup is one part of the user interface.The user is
assistedin makingfundamentalmeasurementswithout facing the entire set of advancedinstrument features.
The HP B7O2AusesRF and microwave network analysis
techniques for making various lightwave measurements.
At the beginning of the project it was felt that many of the
potential HP B7O2Auserswould be unfamiliar with traditional HP network analyzers.A major goal of the project
was to develop a user interfacethat would be easyto use,
particularly for thosewith no network analyzerexperience.
Guided setup provides a subsetof the HP B7O2Afeature
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Fig. 29. Noisefloor trace for a 3-GHz systemfor opticaltransmlssion measurements.
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are satisfactory, the user can proceed without making
changes by pressing CONTINUE.To return to a previous
screen, the user presses the PRIORMENUsoftkey.
Guided setup has the general sequence: select type of
measurement (Fig. 26), select type of device (Fig. 27), configure measurement hardware (Fig. 2B), set instrument parameters. calibrate measurement. set measurement format
and scale, print or plot measurement, and save instrument
state in an internal register.
Guided setup is structured so that action is focused on
the display and softkey menus. The user is not required to
use the labeled keys on the front panel with the exception
of the entry keys. Instrument parameter values are entered
using the numbered keys, the up/down arrow keys, or the
knob. Values are entered in normal operation with the same
method.
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Fig. 32. Typical 6-GHz systemfrequency-domain noiseperformance for optical transmlsslonmeasurements.
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set. The user is given only the choices needed to set up a
basic measurement. The commands are accompanied by
textual and graphical instructions in a logical sequence.
When the analyzer is first turned on, the user is given
instructions on choosing either guided setup or normal
unguided instrument operation. At any time after selecting
normal operation, the user can start guided setup through
one of the regular softkey menus. Conversely, the user can
exit guided setup and go to normal instrument operation
at any time.
Guided setup consists of a series of screens that assist
the user in configuring a measurement and setting basic
instrument parameters. Each screen consists of a softkey
menu, instructions, and a graphical display. The screens
are ordered to teach the general measurement sequence
recommended in the User's Guide. Each screen contains
an operation to be performed or parameters to be set. The
user progresses through guided setup by pressing the CONTINUE softkey. If existing values and/or instrument states
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Fig. 30. Noisefloor trace for a 3-GHz systemfor optical reflection measurementsin the frequency domain.
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upon the lightwave source and receiver used with the HP
BTOZA Lightwave Component Analyzer. In addition, the
system dynamic range and noise floor performance are dependent on the calibration routine selected (e.g., response
or response/isolation calibration) and the signal processing
features used (e.g., IF bandwidth, signal averaging, signal
smoothing).
The system dynamic range is defined as the difference
between the largest signal measured, usually given by a
reference level of 0 dB, and a signal 3 dB above the system
noise floor, as measured in the frequency domain. Besides
the HP 8702A Lightwave Component Analyzer, the 3-GHz
system includes an HP 834004 (1300 nm, 3 GHz, singlemode 9/125-pm fiber), HP 83401A (1300 nm, 3 GHz, multimode 50/12S-pm fiberJ, or HP 834034 (1550 nm, 3 GHz,
single-mode 911,25-pm fiber) Lightwave Source, an HP
834108 Lightwave Receiver, and an HP 11BB9A RF Interface Kit. The 6-GHz system includes an HP 834024 (1300
nm, 6 GHz, single-mode 91125-pm fiber) Lightwave Source,
an HP 83411,\ Lightwave Receiver, an HP 850474 6-GHz
S-Parameter Test Set, and an HP 87O2A Lightwave Component Analyzer Option 006 (6-GHz capability). For reflection
measurements, the addition of a lightwave directional
coupler is required in the measurement block diagram as
shown in Fig. 18. Depending upon the optical fiber size,
either an HP 118904 (single-mode 91725-p.m fiber) or an
HP 11891,\ (multimode 50h25-pm fiber) Lightwave
Coupler should be used.
To determine the system dynamic range, the system noise
floor must be determined for the measurement. For the
3-GHz system, typical noise floor performance is shown in
Figs. 29, 30, and 31. Fig. 29 shows an averaged noise floor
trace (ave : 16) for optical transmission measurements; it
varies from - 55 dB at low frequencies to - 50 dB at 3
GHz, which yields a 47-dB dynamic range. Fig. 30 shows
an averaged noise floor trace (ave : 16) for optical reflection measurement in the frequency domain; it varies from
- 47 dB to - 43 dB. This noise floor yields a 40-dB dynamic
range in the frequency domain. Fig. 31 shows the effective
system noise floor for an optical reflection measurement
viewed in the time domain. It is derived by performing an
inverse Fourier transform on the optical reflection noise
floor data in the frequency domain shown in Fig. 30. The
effect of the inverse Fourier transform on the frequencydomain data is to increase the measurement dynamic range
in the time domain. Fig. 31 shows a 12-dB improvement
in dynamic range or a noise floor of -55 dB in the time/
distance domain.
For the 6-GHz system, typical frequency-domain noise
performance for optical transmission and reflection measurements is shown in Figs. 32 and 33, respectively. Typical time-domain or distance-domain noise performance
for optical reflection measurements derived from frequency-domain data (Fig. 33) is shown in Fig. 34. In Fig.
32, the noise trace was averaged sixteen times and shows
a - 3B-dB worst-case point, which corresponds to a
dynamic range of 35 dB. Fig. 33 shows an averaged (ave
: 16) noise floor performance of -30 dB for optical reflection measurements obtained in the frequency domain; this
corresponds to a usable dynamic range of 27 dB, typically.
For optical reflection measurements in the time or distance
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domain, the averaged noise floor is reduced to -41 dB,
which corresponds to a dynamic range of 3B dB, typically.
Table II summarizes the typical system dynamic range
for each combination of lightwave source and receiver in
the HP 83400 family when used with the HP 87024 Lightwave Component Analyzer.

Table ll
Typical System Dynamic Range

Electrical[1] or Electrooptical[2]

3-GHz
System

6-GHz
System

100dB

s0 dB

47 dB
40 dB
52 dB

37 dB
27 dB
38 dB

(Frequency Domain)
Optical [3]
Transmission (Frequency Domain)
Reflection (FrequencyDomain)
Reflection (TimeDomain)
1. Electrical-to-electrical device:
dB :
where: Pr
Pz
Vr
Vz

r0log(PrlP') :20log(VrA/')
:
:
:
:

RF power available at port 1,
RF power available at port 2,
RF voltage at port 1,
RF voltage at port 2
(50 O impedance system).

2. Electrical-to-optical device:
dB :

20log([r")/(1WA))

where: r" : slope responsivity of the electrical-tooptical device.
Optical-to-electrical device:
dB : 20los((r")/(1AlWJ)
where: r. : slope responsivity of the optical-toelectrical device.
3. Optical device:
dB :

10log(Pr/Pr)

where: P, : optical power at port 1,
Pz : optical power at port 2.
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Designand Operationof High-Frequency
LightwaveSourcesand Receivers
Ihesecompact,ruggedmodulesareessentialcomponents
AnalyzerSysfems.
of HP 8702ALightwaveComponent
by Robert D. Albin, Kent W. Leyde, Rollin F. Rawson, and Kenneth W. Shaughnessy

OR HIGH-FREQUENCYFIBER OPTIC MEASUREMENTS,calibratedtransitionsareneededfrom electrical signalsto optical signalsand back again.In
HP 8702A Lightwave Component Analyzer systems,these
transitions are provided by the HP 83400 family of lightwave sources and receivers, which are designed for easy
integration into HP B7O2A measurement systems. Power
supply connections, RF connections, signal levels, and
calibration data are all designed for direct compatibility
with the HP B7o2A, which is the signal processing unit in
the system.
To date, four lightwave sources and two lightwave receivers have been released. They are:
r HP 834004 Lightwave Source-1300 nm, 3-GHz modulation, single-mode g/125-pm fiber
r HP 83401A Lightwave Source-1300 nm, 3-GHz moduulation, multimode 50/125-pm fiber
r HP 83402A Lightwave Source-1300 nm, 6-GHz modulation, single-mode 9/125-pm fiber
r HP 834034 Lightwave Source-1550 nm, 3-GHz modulation, single-mode 9/125-pm fiber
r HP 834108 Lightwave Receiver-1300 or 1550 nm,
3-GHz modulation, multi mode 62.5I 125-rtm fiber
I HP 83411A Lightwave Receiver-1300 or 1550 nm,
6-GHz modulation, single-mode 9/12S-pm fiber.

a dc-to-dc converter, which changes the supply to 3V, 1A
for the thermoelectric heat pump
It was decided to use a laser diode rather than an LED
as the source element to take advantage of laser diodes'
high modulation-rate capability, high power, and narrow
optical spectrum. Lasers are, however, fairly sensitive to
temperature variations. Output power and wavelength vary
as a function of temperature. The lifetime of the laser is
affected by the temperature of the environment as well.
The degradation of operating life as the diode junction temperature is increased is shown in Fig. 2.
To help minimize these temperature effects, a thermal
control loop is used to regulate the temperature of the laser
to a constant zO"C.zO'C was chosen to give optimum laser
lifetime and temperature regulation range. The thermoelectric heat pump has a range of cooling of approximately
40'C. The thermal loop maintains the temperature of 20'C
within 0.1"C over the specified environmental temperature
range of o'C to 55"C.
The laser diode and a temperature sensor are both
mounted on the surface of the thermoelectric heat pump.
A voltage proportional to the temperature of this surface
is generated by the sensor and external circuitry and then

SourceDesignand Operation
The signal path through each source starts at the rearpanel RF connector and proceeds through a matching circuit, an RF attenuator. The attenuator output is transformed
into a modulated light signal by a laser diode. The optical
Iaser output signal is transmitted through a short piece of
optical fiber to the front-panel connector (see Fig. 1).
Power for the source is supplied from the probe power
jacks on the front panel of the HP B7O2L. Bias current
requirements of the internal components exceed the 400
mA available from this 15V supply, so each source includes
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Fig. 1. Lightwave source block diagram
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F)9.2. Laserdiode failure rate as a function of junction temDerature.

applied to an integrator as an error signal. The integrator
output serves as a control signal for the 7O-kHz pulse width
modulated current control circuit. The output of this circuit
goes to an H-bridge (see Fig. 3) which directs current
through the thermoelectric heat pump in the proper sense
to either heat or cool the laser'
The laser operating point is set by another control loop
(see Fig. 4) consisting of a photodiode, an amplifier, and
the laser bias current source.
The laser diode chip has a front facet and a back facet
from which light is emitted. The front-facet light is coupled
into the fiber and goes to the front-panel connector. The
back-facet light is coupled into a photodiode to generate a
current proportional to the emitted light. The bias control
circuit receives this current and generates an error voltage,
which controls the laser bias current source. The control
loop's bandwidth is limited to well below the applied RF
frequencies.
It is not desirable for the modulating signal to drive the
laser current to its threshold value, since this would cause
clipping of the optical signal. Ithresholdis the current at
which the laser diode begins the lasing operation, that is,
when the laser bias current is large enough to produce a
gain that exceeds the losses in the laser cavity.
The dc transfer function of the laser diode is shown in
Fig. 5. At very high diode current, a droop in laser output
may occur. This phenomenon is known as a kink. If the
laser current is allowed to swing into this region, distortion
of the modulation will occur. Therefore, the laser diode
operation point is bounded by Il,"e"noldon the low end and
the kink region on the high end.
RF modulation is applied to the laser through a dc blocking capacitor and an RF attenuator. An impedance matching network is included to match the 500 input to the laser
impedance (Fig. 6). Some adjustment of the laser transfer
function is accomplished by varying the RF attenuator to
match the RF swing to the individual laser.
The impedance matching network matches the low-impedance laser diode to 500. A variable capacitor is included in the matching network to flatten the modulation
frequency response of the laser. Adjustment of this capacitor results in a typical frequency response flatness of I r dB
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Control
Circuit

Fig. 4. Laser diode bias controlloop.
to 3 GHz.
The source microcircuit package is a straightforward
deep-well design. The laser package is retained in the microcircuit package by two wedging clamps which force it
against x-axis and y-axis datum surfaces while keeping its
bottom surface pressed against the housing floor. This approach was chosen to locate the laser precisely relative to
the sapphire microcircuit while ensuring adequate heat
sinking for the laser's internal thermoelectric heat pump.
The thin-film microstrip circuit provides the RF interface
between an SMA connector and the RF terminals of the
Iaser package. An epoxy-glass printed circuit board interconnects the dc terminals of the laser with the filtered
feedthroughs of the microcircuit package (Fig. 7).

ReceiverDesignand Operation
The signalpath throughthe receiverstartsat the frontpanel optical connector (see Fig. B). Once the modulated
optical signal is inside the receiver module, it travels
through a short input fiber to the optical launch, where it
is coupled to a pin photodiode chip. The output of the
photodiode is an alternating current at the same frequency
as the modulation. This signal is amplified by a transimpedance amplifier. The output of the amplifier is routed to the
back panel of the receiver by a short length of coaxial cable.
While simple in concept, the optical launch is difficult

Integralor

Laser Module

Current Flow:
-51

and 54 Closed (Heat Mode)

Fig. 3. fhe thermal control loop
keepsthe laserdiode within0.17
of 20T.
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Fig-7. Mountingof the laserin the source microcircuit.

Fig. 5. Ihe allowablelaseroperatingregion is betweenthe
threshold current and the kink region.
to realize because of the dimensions and parameters of the
components involved. The most obvious approach, launching the light directly from the fiber end, was tried first.
This approach was abandoned becauseof poor and inconsistent performance, fragility, and difficult assembly. The
final design, which offers numerous advantanges, is shown
in Fig. 9.
A graded-index (GRINJ lens is the primary optical element in the launch. Whereas normal lenses (e.g., planoconvexJ use material with a constant index of refraction material and curved surfaces to refract light, graded-index lenses
have flat end faces and refract light by virtue of their quadratically varying internal index of refraction.
The path of a light ray in a graded-index lens is sinusoidal. The length of the path is used to describe the fundamental parameter of the lens, known as pitch. If a light ray
traces a sinusoid of tAO degrees, the lens is said to be
half-pitch. If the ray traces a sinusoid of g0 degrees, the
lens is said to be quarter-pitch, and so on.
The lens used in the lightwave receiver optical launch
is just slightly less than half-pitch. Light enters the lens
from the input fiber. It then diverges along sinusoidal paths.
About halfway through the lens the light beam is collimated
and is at its maximum width. Past this point the beam
starts to converge. Just before the beam converges, it exits

Adiustable
Attenuator

the lens. After traveling a short distance through air, the
beam converges and forms an inverted image of the input
fiber on the face of the photodiode.
The GRIN lens is mounted in a machined ceramic cap.
The ceramic cap was chosen to minimize the effect on the
electrical performance of the microstrip thin-film circuit.
The ceramic material used provides a thermal match to the
sapphire circuit. This is important since the cap is solidly
attached to the circuit.
Alignment of the optical launch and photodiode is critical if all of the incident light is to impinge on the small
active area of the photodiode detector. Misalignments on
the order of a few micrometers can result in substantial
signal loss. Achieving this alignment solely through mechanical precision would have been difficult and expensive. Instead, alignment accuracy is achieved by using an
interactive technique, as shown in Fig. 10.
The interactive alignment technique works as follows.
First, the receiver microcircuit is placed in a test fixture
and power is applied. An optical launch assembly consisting of a GRIN lens mounted in a ceramic cap is then coarsely
aligned with the photodiode. Modulated optical power is
applied to the GRIN lens by the test system lightwave
source. Next, micropositioners are used to adjust the position of the optical launch while the output of the receiver
microcircuit is monitored by the HP B7O2A. When the position of the launch assembly has been optimized for power
output, the assembly is fastened to the sapphire thin-film
circuit.
The conversion from optical signal to electrical signal
takes place at the pin photodiode. The photodiode is of a
proprietary design, optimized for this application. Some
of its requirements are that it respond strongly to light in
the wavelengths of interest, have a flat frequency response
that is uniform across its entire active area, have an active

lmpedance
Matching
Light
Input

o,
Fiber

Probe ;,
Power
Laser
Diode

Fig.6. lnput circuit of the lightwavesource
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Fig,8. Lightwave receiver block diagram.

Fig. 9. Opficallaunch in the lightwavereceiver.
area large enough so that all of the incident optical signal
can be focused onto it, be linear over a wide range of input
power, and possess good antireflection properties to keep
reflected optical signals to a minimum.
The pin photodiode gets its name from its structure. The
top layer is p-type semiconductor, the middle layer is i-type
or intrinsic semiconductor, and the bottom layer is n-type
material. Photons enter the photodiode through the top
layer. The bandgap of the material is such that it appears
transparent to the photons and they pass right through. An
electrical signal is generated when photons are absorbed
in the i layer of a reverse-biased photodiode, creating an
electron-hole pair. A strong electric field then sweeps out
the carriers, creating a current that is amplified and detected in the HP B7O2A Lightwave Component Analyzer.
Once the signal has been generated by the pin photodiode, it must be transferred into the measurement system.
As is typical in high-frequency applications, the system

Fig. 10. Alignmentof the optical launch.
uses 50-ohm terminations and coaxial cables.
Output impedance is one of the receiver parameters optimized to facilitate system integration. In a system where
termination impedances are not well-controlled, standing
waves may result. Careful control of the receiver output
impedance and the well-controlled input impedance of the
HP 8702,\ minimize these standing waves and the measurement errors they can cause.
The HP 834108 Lightwave Receiver also includes atransimpedance amplifier to increase signal strength. Specifications for the amplifier are derived from HP BTozA system
requirements. The fundamental specification of the
amplifier is gain. A value for gain is arrived at by considering the output noise of the amplifier and the sensitivity
of the HP B7O2A's receiver. To realize the best system performance with the least expense and complexity, the
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Fig. 11. Typicallightwavemodule
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High-Speed PIN Infrared Photodetectorsfor HP Lightwave Receivers
The HP 83400 familyof lightwavereceiversuses customized
InP/lnGaAs/lnPpin photodetectors.The pin detectorworks by
convertingincoming optical energy into an electricalcurrent.
Lightof wavelengths1.2to 1.6pm passesthroughthe transparent InP p layer.The photonsare absorbedin the InGaAsi region
creating an electron/holepair. The device is fabricatedon an
n{ype conductive InP substrate.The device is operated in reverse bias and the electricfield sweeps out carriers,creatinga
curlenL
A cross sectionof the device is seen in Fig. 1. The detector
epitaxial layers are grown using organometallicvapor phase
epitaxy (OMVPE).The mesa structureprovides a low-capacitance device for highJrequencyapplications.
Receiverperformanceis determinedby device dark current,
responsivity,frequencyresponse,capacitance,and optical reflections.The photodetectorneeds a low dark current,which is
a measureof the leakage current of the device under reverse
bias and no illumination.Hlgh dark currentsmay translateinto
noise in the lightwavereciever.Dark currentsfor these devices
are <30 nA at -5V. The highJrequencyoperationis determined
by a combinationof the RC time constantof the photodetector
and thetransittimefor carriersthroughthe i layer(lnGaAsregion).
Capacitanceshould be low and transittimes short.These two
parametersare interconnected.
ll the i layeris thinfor shorttransit
times,the capacitanceincreases.The designmust be optimized
withboth in mind.Two suchdesignsare used.In the HP834108
LightwaveReceiver,operationto 3 GHz is achieved,and in the
HP 834114 LightwaveReceiver,6 GHz is obtained.The frequency responsemust also be flat across the device's active
region.

Antireflection
Coating
Top Ohmic

InP:Zn 1pm
InGaAs1.9 pm
lnP:S
Substrate

Bottom Contact

Fig.2. Photograph of photodetector chip.
Responsivityis a measureof diode sensitivity.lt is the ratioof
photocurrent(lo) output to absorbed optical power input:
|, - t_l D r o / r o o t i c a l .

It is importantto have high responsivityto absorb as many
incomingphotonsas possibleand convertthem into photocurrent.Typicalresponsivityvaluesare 0.9A,/Wat - 5V for incoming
light wavelengthsof both 1330nm and 1550 nm.
Low optical reflectionsare importantin a lightwavesystemto
avoid feedbackto the laserlight source.To achievethe highest
quantum efficiency,carriersneed to pass through the top InP
layerand not be reflectedat the top diode surface.An antireflection coating is used to acheive <2o/oretleclionfrom the diode
surfacefor both 1300 nm and 1550nm wavelengthsof incoming
light.
The deviceshavebeentestedfor longterm reliabilityby examining the mean time to failureunder high stressconditionsoi
175'C and - 5V. The high{emperatureoperatinglife tests show
lifetimesgreaterthan 3 x 10shoursat 55"C instrumentoperating
temoerature.
Fig. 2 showsa photographof a photodetectorchip containing
three devices. lt shows the metal contact ring, active area with
antireflectioncoating,and device bond pad.
Susan S/oan
DevelopmentEngineer
MicrowaveTechnologyDivision

Fig. 1. Photodetector diode top view and cross sectlon.

amplifier has just enough gain so that its output noise is
approximately equal to the input sensitivity of the HP
8702A receiver. Any more amplification and the sensitivity
of the HP B7O2Areceiver would be wasted; any less and
the system sensitivity would drop.
The amplifier is realized using thin-film circuit construction for optimum wideband frequency response.Silicon
bipolar transistors are used instead of GaAs FETs to
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minimize 1/f noise.

MechanicalConsiderations
It wasfelt that small,ruggedmoduleswould offersignificant advantagesto the user in easeof positioning relative
to the DUT and in environments such as light tables, where
space is at a premium and operation remote from the
analyzer is required. The die-cast housings offer the right

combination of size and shape. When assembledto the
modules' aluminum center body, or spine, (the modules'
single structural component), these survived shock and
vibration levels during strife testing that were ten times
the qualification test levels. All components-microcircuits, printed circuit boards,fiber optic and electrical I/O,
and cabling-are mounted to the spine, which allows full
assembly and testing of the modules before they are installed in their respectiveenclosures(Fig. 11).
The fiber optic connector adapter system developedby
HP's BriblingenInstrumentDivision is used on both source
and receiver modules. Based on the precision Diamond@
HMS-10/HP fiber optic connector,l the design of these
adaptersallows easyaccessto the ferrule for cleaning,and
allows the internal HMS-10/HP connector to be mated to
any of five different connectorsystems:HMS-10/HP,FC/PC,
ST, biconic, and DIN. A hinged safetyshutter is provided
on the source modules to comply with safety regulations
in certain localities.
Assemblability evaluation method* techniques were
used throughout the development of the source and receiver modules.This method was an extremelyuseful tool
in exposinghot spotsin the mechanicaldesign,areaswhere
the number and/or complexity of the stepsin an assembly
operation make it particularly difficult. Perhapsmore important, it provided a simple structured way of comparing
designsand making rough estimatesof their cost of assemblv.
Reference
1. W. Radermacher, "A High-Precision Optical Connector for OpHewlett-Packord Journo.l, Vol. 38,
tical Test and Instrumentation,"
no. 2, February 1987, pp. 28-30.
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Videoscope:A NonintrusiveTest Tool for
PersonalComputers
The Vid eoscop e sysfemusessignature analysis techniques
deveIoped for digitaltroubIeshooting top rovide a toolthat
allowsa fesferto createan automafedfestsuitefordoing
pertormance,compatibility,
and regressiontestingof
applicationsrunningon HP VectraPersonalComputers.
by Myron R. Tuttleand DannyLow
I NTERACTIVE TESTING OF APPLICATION SOFTWARE
requires the tester to sit at the test system and enter test
f
I data using a keyboard and/or some other input device
such as a mouse, and observe the results on the screen to
determine if the software being tested produces the correct
results for each set of test data. This process is time-consuming and error-prone if it is done manually each time the
tester wants to repeat the same set of tests. This process
must be automated to ensure adequate test coverage and
improve the productivity of testing.
Videoscope is a test tool developed and used by HP's
Personal Computer Group (PCG) for automated performance, compatibility, and regression testing of interactive
applications running on HP Vectra Personal Computers. It
is independent of the operating system and nonintrusive.
Nonintrusive means that it does not interfere with or affect
the performance and behavior of the application being
tested or the operating system. Videoscope is for internal
use and is not available as a product.
An overview ofthe operation of Videoscope is illustrated
in Fig. 1. During test creation the tester manually enters
test data to the application being tested and waits for the
correct result to show on the display. As the tester enters
the test data, Videoscope records the data into a file called
a test script. At the command of the tester Videoscope also
records the screen result in the test script. The tester continues this process for each set of test data and at the end
of testing the test script contains a sequence of test data
interspersed with correct screen results. For retesting the
same application, Videoscope automates the process by
replacing the tester and playing back the test script to the
application (Fig. f b). The test data is sent to the application
as it was entered during test recording. Whenever a screen
result is encountered in the test script, Videoscope waits
for it to occur on the display and then automatically does
a comparison between the current screen and the correct
screen results in the test script to determine if the test
passes or fails.
The concepts and motivation for developing Videoscope
evolved from experiences with trying provide the best test
coverage of applications running on the HP Vectra PC.
When the HP Vectra PC was developed, a major goal of
the product was that it be compatible with the industry
standards established by the IBM PC/AT. Compatibility
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was determined by running various applications written
for the IBM PC/AT and evaluating how well they ran on
the Vectra. The first iteration of testing was done by hand
using most of the engineersin the lab. This was clearly an
inefficient and expensiveway to run thesetests.The tests
were then automatedusing two utility programs,Superkey
and Sidekick from Borland International Incorporated.
Superkey was used to capture and play back keystrokes,
and Sidekick was used to capturescreendisplays and save
them to disc files where they were compared with files
containing known-correctscreendisplays.Thesetools and
certain standardsfor creatingtests were called the regression test system (RTS).
While RTS initially proved adequate,long-term use revealed weaknessesin the svstem.First, mousemovements
Videoscoperecords
lhe test

It\
Efdilatr

',

Testel

Typical playback
situation is
fully automaled

,@

Fig. 1. An overview of the operation of the Vldeoscope system. (a) Test recording. (b) Test playback.

could not be captured or played back, so any program that
used a mouse had to be tested by hand. Second, the system
was intrusive. This meant that certain programs did not
act the same when RTS was loaded. The deviations ranged
from running differently to not running at all. For example,
Microsofto Windows could not run at all with RTS because
of conflicts over control of the interrupt vectors. Other
applications could not run because RTS used up so much
memory that there was not enough left for the application.
Finally, RTS could not be used to do performance testing
since it used system resources and affected the performance
of the system.
Videoscope was developed to replace RTS and to compensate for its weaknesses. This resulted in the following
design objectives for the Videoscope system:
r It had to have the same capabilities as RTS.
r lt had lo be nonintrusive.
I It had to be able to do controlled-time and real-time
performance testing. Controlled-time means that fixed
time delays are inserted in the test scripts to control
when certain events take place on the system under test.
Real-time performance testing means the ability to determine the actual response time of events taking place on
the system under test.
r It had to be able to handle a mouse and any other pointing
device that HP sells for the Vectra.
r It had to support HP extensions to the PC standard.
r Test scripts had to be portable. The intent of this objective is to be able to port test scripts to other PC operating
systems such as Xenix, OS/2, or even HP-UX. It was also
considered necessary to be able to use a multitasking
computer system such as the HP 3000 Computer System
as a host to test multiple systems on playback.
I It had to be able to handle a list of programs (e.g.,Microsoft Windows and HP AdvanceWrite) that we needed to
test but were unable to test with RTS.

VideoscopeSystem

Commands
Symbolic
Names
Keystrokes,
Pointer
Movements

tr,touse
F]O

\=Z

Keyboard

Signatures

Test
Script

Tesl Data:= Symbolic Names+ SignatureMarkers

Fig. 3. Dala flow during test scflpt recording.
that occupies one slot in the PC running the application
being tested (see Fig. 2J. This system is called the system
under test (SUT). The vscopeprogram is used by the tester
to create and perform the actual tests. The Videoscope
board provides the links to the keyboard and pointing device (i.e., mouse, tablet, etc.) ports on the SUT. These connections enable the host keyboard and pointing device to
be used in place of the SUT keyboard and pointing device
during test recording. The Videoscope board is also connected to the video adapter of the SUT, which enables it
to capture the video signal of the screen contents of the
SUT. The video signal is used to compute a digital representation of the screen. This representation is called a signature, and it is the signature that is stored in the test script.
Although two complete PCs are required for test development, the SUT does not need to have a keyboard or pointing
device. For playback, a monitor is optional in the SUT
since normally no human will need to look at it. Also for
playback, it is possible to use any computer system with
appropriate software as the host-not just a PC. This satisfies the portability objective.

The Videoscope system consists of two major parts: a
program called vscopethat resides in a system known as
the host system, and a board called the Videoscope board
l'.4icrosott
is a registeredtrademarkof N/icrosoftCorporation.

Videoscope Software
The vscopeprogram provides the interface between the
tester and the recording and playback features of the Videoscope system. For recording the tester uses the keyboard

Syslem Under Test (SUT)

Host System

Fig.2. Typicalsetup fot using the
Videoscope system with an HP
Vectra Personal Computer.
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and pointing device on the host and runs the application
being tested on the SUT (see Fig. 3J. The frontroutine captures the test data, which is composed of keystrokes from
the keyboard and pointing device movements from the HPHIL1 (HP Human Interface Link), converts it to symbolic
names, and passesit on to the parser. The parser performs
two functions with symbolic names: it saves them in the
test script, and it translates them into commands for the
videoscope board. These commands are transmitted over
the RS-232-D line to the videoscope board on the SUT.
Periodically, the tester must tell vscopeto capture a screen
display and save it for comparison during playback. Each
time a screen is captured a signature is computed by the
code on the videoscope board and passed back to vscopeto
be saved in the test script. This whole process results in a
test script composed of two files. One file (test datal contains keystrokes,pointer device movements and picks, and
markers for signatures, and the other file (signature file)
contains the screen signatures. Because of blinking fields
and cursors on the display, vscopetakes several signatures
for one screen result. A histogram of the signatures is built
and only the most frequent ones are included in a signature
Iist, which goes into the file.
The syntax of the symbolic names and the algorithm to
interpret them is based on those commonly used by PC
keyboard macro programs.2'3 The reason for this design
decision was to maintain the look and feel of the RTS, and
to reuse existing data stuctures and algorithms.
Not all keys are recognized by the frontroutine. Keys that
do not send data to the keyboard buffer (e.9., CTRL, Alt,
Shift) are not recognized. These keys, known as "hot keys,"
are commonly used by terminate and stay resident (TSR)
programs such as Superkey or Sidekick to activate themselves. TSRs are so commonly used in PCs that it was
decided that vscopehad to accommodate their presence on
the host and the SUT. This created the problem of how to
send such nondata keys to the SUT. Fortunately, the solution to this problem was a natural consequence of the
method used to encode and decode the symbolic names
created by vscope.For example, the keystrokes Entercls Enter
dir /w {cmd}getcrc{cmd}
results in a clear screen, a listing of
filenames in wide format on the SUT, and the capture of
the resulting screen in the signature file. These keystrokes
result in the following stream of symbolic names being
generated by the front routine:
< ENTER>cls<ENTER>dir/w< ENTER>{cmd}getcrc{cmd}
This stream is interpreted as follows:
<ENTER> - send press Enter key command
cls - send press C, L, and S key commands
<ENTER> - send press Enter key command
dir/w-send press D, l, R, Space,/, andWkey commands
<ENTER> - send press Enter key command
- Execute getcrc command
{cmd}getcrc{cmd}
Pressing a key on the host means sending a press key
command to the videoscope board over the RS-Z32-D line.
Under this scheme, an Enter key can be inserted in the test
script in two ways. The first way is to press the Enter key
on the host keyboard. The second way is to press the (
key, E key, N key, T key, E key, R key and > key in that

order. The pattern <ENTER> will be interpreted as a press
Enter key entry. Under this scheme, keys that do not generate data for the keyboard buffer can be entered by typing
the symbolic name of the key. For example, the hot key
combination CTRL Att, which is used to invoke the TSR
program Sidekick, can be sent to the SUT by typing on the
host keyboard <ctrlalt>. Just pressing CTRL and Att simultaneously would invoke Sidekick on the host. With this
scheme any key combination can be sent to the SUT and
not cause disruption on the host.
The pattern {cmd}is used to mark the beginning and end
of a vscopecommand. Some vscopecommands translate directly into commands used by the Videoscope board
firmware, and other commands are used only by vscope.
For example, the vscopeset command translates directly
into a Videoscope firmware command to set switches on
the board. On the other hand, the vscopetog command,
which writes information to a file on the host system, has
no association with the Videoscope board. Other commands translate into a complex series of operations. The
getcrccommand is such an example. During test script recording this command retrieves the screen signature and
stores it in the signature file. During test script playback,
it reads the signatures from the test script file, compares
them with the current screen signature and reports the
results.
Keystrokes and mouse movements are sent as quickly as
possible to the application. A method is provided for slowing them down to a fixed maximum (timecommand). Associated with each HP-HIL transaction is a delay which can
be set from O Io 32,767 milliseconds. The effect of this
delay is to limit the maximum speed at which mouse movements are sent to the application. Many mouse-oriented
applications can lose mouse movements if they come too
fast. Normally this is of no concern when the user is part
of a closed feedback loop and can reposition the mouse.
Videoscope is not tolerant of any differences on the display
that would be caused by missing a mouse movement. By
experimentally changing the delay value, the test can be
run at the maximum speed that gives consistent results. Keystrokes can be programmed with separate press and release
delays. Each of these delays can be specified in increments
of 32 milliseconds over the range of 32 to 8,160 milliseconds.This gives a maximum typing speed of about 180
words per minute. Allowing these fixed and varying wait
times to be inserted between keystrokes provides a method
for modeling user think times for performance measurements.
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Fig. 4. Data flow during lest scnpt playback.

For playback mode the tester runs the vscopeprogram,
selects the playback option, and specifies the test script
files to use. In vscopethe playroutine shown in Fig. 4 reads
the symbolic names from the test script and sends them to
the parser. This time the parser does not create another
test data file but just translates the data stream and sends
it to the SUT. Whenever a signature marker is encountered
in the test data file, the associated signature list is retrieved
from the signature file and passed to the Videoscope board.
The Videoscope board will compare the current screen
signatures with signatures passed from vscope and send
back a pass or fail indication depending on the outcome
of the comparison. If a test fails, vscopewill either log the
result and continue testing or halt further testing. This
decision is based on the options specified by the tester
when vscopeis set up for playback.
In addition to test recording and playback, vscopeprovides another operating mode called the replay or regeneration mode. Screen signatures are highly dependent on the
video system in use. Even though the display may look
exactly the same, signatures from an HP multimode card
and a monochrome card are different. If a test developed
using a multimode card needs to be played back on a
monochrome card (e.g., to test whether the software properly supports the monochrome card), a new set of signatures
for the monochrome card needs to be captured. The replay
mode automates this process by playing back the test data
file and replacing the old signatures with new signatures
instead of comparing them as it would in a normal
playback. A single test data file can accessvarious signature
files, allowing it to be used with several video hardware
configurations.

VideoscopeBoard
The Videoscope board is partitioned into two major sections: the Videoscope processor and the system under test
interface (see Fig. 5). The two sections operate independently and are connected by an B-bit bidirectional port.
The processor contains the video signature analyzer (VSA)
and the keyboard/HP-Hll emulator. The Videoscope board
is a full-length PC/AT-style accessory board (it can be used

SUTlnterlace

in a PC/XT-size machine if the cover is left off). During
normal operation the board derives power from the + SVdc,
-12Vdc, and +12Vdc lines of the SUT backplane. The
PC/AT extended backplane connector is used only to access
the additional interrupt lines.
Videoscope Processor. The Videoscope processor is based
on an Intel B01BBmicroprocessor.This microprocessor was
chosen because of its low cost and high level of integration,
and the fact that it uses the same language development
tools as the Intel 80286. The B01BBcontains built-in timers,
DMA controllers, an interrupt controller, and peripheral
select logic. It eliminates the need for at least two 40-pin
packages and several smaller-scale chips.
The processor system is equipped with 3zKbytes of ROM
and BK bytes of RAM. Connected as peripheral devices are
a UART for datacom, two HP-HIL slave link controllers
(SLC) for implementing two HP-HIL interfaces, the video
signature analyzer, several switches, an LED indicator register, a port to emulate the DIN keyboard, and the SUT
interface. The slave link controllers are HP proprietary
chips for implementing the HP-HIL protocol.
The Videoscope processor firmware is written entirely
in Intel 80L88 assembly language. It is modular and all
main routines are reached through a jump table in RAM.
A loader function is provided so that a user can write a
custom module and download it into the processor RAM.
The jump table can be overwritten so that the downloaded
module is executed instead of the ROM-resident code.
There is a command (normally a null operation) that can
be used as the entry to a user module. The firmware is
structured as a real-time interrupt-driven system. The code
normally sits in an idle loop until a command needs to be
processed or an interrupt serviced. Some of the command
processing routines themselves introduce new interrupt
service routines for their operation.
Communication with the host system is through the RS232-D interface shown in Fig 5. The firmware supports up
to 9600 baud using a straightforward command-response
protocol with a simple DC1 handshake. The ACIVENQprotocol used on the HP 3000 is also supported. All data transfers between the host and Videoscope are in ASCII hexadec-

VideoscopeProcessor

Video Signature
Analyzer(VSA)

Video

Keyboard/HP-HlLEmulator

Sync
Clock

To SUT Video Adaptel

* SLC = Slave Link Controller

Fig. 5. Blockdiagramof the Videoscope board.
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Video Signature Analyzer Operation
Videoscopeuses a methodof generatingsignaturesbased
on theHP50044DigitalSignature
Analyzerusedfortroubleshooting digitalsystems.The HP 50044 usesa 16-bitlinearfeedback
registerto generalea pseudorandomnumber.A signalunder
in a properlyoperatingsystemis combinedwith
consideration
this numberover a fixed periodof time (a specificnumberof
clock cycles)to modifyit into a uniquerepresentation
for that
signal.The uniquesignatureis recordedon the schematicdiagram or in a troubleshooting
guide.This is done for everynode
in the system.lf a malfunction
develops,signatures
takenfrom
the system can be compared to those recorded when it was
operatingproperlyand the faultcan be isolated.
The Videoscopesignaturegeneratoroperatesin the same
way, but it is implemented
differently.
The heartof the signature
generatoris a linearfeedbackregisterburltfromthreeB-bitshift
registers(Fig. 1). To get the best resolutionwith the minimum
numberof parts,a lengthof 22 bits was chosen.Thisallowsthe
registerto operate wilh 222-1 states.The other two bits in the
registerare not in the feedbackpathand causethe totalnumber
of statesto be multipliedby four.
SignatureGeneratorHardware

Video
Dala in
Clock
clear

run

X = Bit Position
Fig. 1. The heart of the signature generator is a linear feedback register built from three B-bit shift registers.

imal characters. This was chosen to allow complete independence from the host datacom. It also enables test scripts
be stored in readable and editable form. No compilation
or decompilation of the scripts is necessary. All commands
and data from the host parser routine to the Videoscope
processor are of the form:
-(command)(length)(data
DCI
specificto command)(checksum)CR
with all commands beginning with the marker * and all
data characters, including the (command)and (length)fields
included in the checksum. The commands recognized by
the firmware include the following:
I Set Attribute (.A). Allows the host software to change
default settings.
r Load Siglist (.C). Implements downloading of signature
lists for screen matching.
I HP-HIL (.H). Sends an HP-HIL device X, Y, and button
data frame over the HP-HIL interface.
r Include (-l). Sets the start and stop limits of the area of
the screen to include in a signature. Used to avoid time
variant areas of the screen.
r Keystroke (-J -KJ. Sends a keystroke keycode and shift
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Fig.2. Hardware state machine.
The shift register is controlled by a simple hardware state
machine(Fig.2) which has a resolutionof one dot clock.The
hardwarestate machine is controlledby anotherstate machine
implementedin firmware,which has a resolutionof one scan
line. The firmwarestate machine(Fig. 3) is a set of interrupt
service routines(lSRs).The transitionfrom state to state is by
an interrupt
fromeitherthe verticalsyncsignal(vsync)
or a counter
readingof zerc.
The maincode (Fig.4) startsthe signaturingprocessby resef
ting the hardwarestatemachine,settingthe initialverticalsync
interruptservice routinestate 0, sending a go pulse to the
hardwarestatemachine,and enteringa wait loop.Whilein this
loop,otherinterrupts,
such as HP-HlL,can be serviced.
The sequenceof statesdependson whetherthe startingline
on the displayis greaterthan 0% and the stoppingline is less

modifier. The 'J form uses default timing while the 'K
form allows explicit press and release times.
I Load (-L). Implements downloading of code routines.
I Resend (.R). Resends the last data record in case of
datacom error.
r Signature ("S). Takes a signature of the screen. Used for
building the signature file for later playback.
r Test and Report (.T). Provides dumps of various sets of
variables.
r Wait for Match ('W). Compares screen signatures until
either the downloaded list is matched or a time-out
occurs.
Responses to the host are of the form:
(+ -Xoptionaldata)CRLF
where the * indicates successful completion of the command and - indicates failure. The optional data varies by
command. For successful completion the field may contain
actual data. If it does, it is in a format similar to a command,
including a length and a checksum. In the case of a failure,
an error code, followed by an optional verbose error message (enabled by a switch), is reported.
Video Signature Analyzer. The VSA is the key component

In Case of Error Only

iM
Count = 0 Interrupt
vsync(tut) Interrupt
HSM = HardwareState Machine
ISR = lnterrupt Service Routine

Main Code:
Take SignatureProcedure
NMIISR = State 0
Reset HardwareState Machine
Enable NMtto Start Firmware
state Machine
Send go to HardwareState Machine

Fig.3. Firmware state machine.
than 100%.lf the signatureis to includethe entirescreen,the
firmwarestate machine is started and stopped by the vertical
sync interruptand the state sequence is 0-1-2. lf the start line
is not at 0ol"then state3 is enteredand a counteris loadedwith
the proper number of lines to skip. When the counter reaches
0, state B is enteredand the signaturestarted.lf the stop line is
not 100%, either state 1 or state B will set up the counter to
interruptat the end of the desired area. The final states,2 and
A, shut off the hardware,disable any further vsyncor counter
interrupts,and signalthe main routinevia the donellag. The main
routinethen sits in a loop (busy) waitingfor the hardwarestate
machine to finish and then reads the signaturein three 8-bit
oreces.
As a fail-safemechanism,anothertimer runs while the signature is being computed.lf this timerexpiresbeforethe signature
is reported as done, an error is assumed, the entire process
shuts down, and an error message is issued. Severalescape
paths are includedin the firmwarestate machineto ensurethat
it won't go into a lockup state.

trom
GetSignalure
Shift Register
Fig.4. Program flow for the main code in the video signature
analyzer.

of the Videoscope concept. By using the technique
pioneered by the HP 5004A Digital Signature Analyzer,a it
is possible to monitor the video signals generatedby the
SUT's display adapterin real time in a totally nonintrusive
manner. The main component of the signature analyzer is
a 24-bit linear feedback shift register. The linear feedback
shift registeris used to accumulatea signature(similar to
a cyclic redundancy check) of the video data stream.The
signature is a 6-digit hexadecimal number that describes
the state of the screen.The linear feedback shift register is
a pseudorandom number generator driven by the video
signal. This means that even a one-pixel difference will
changethe signature.A state machine using the display's
horizontal and vertical sync signals controls when the signature is taken. Since some applications put time variant
data on the screensuch as dates,a clock, or file namesand
paths, a method is provided to allow the signatureto be

started and stopped by a count of scan lines after the start
of the display. In this way only the nonvariant portion of
the screenwill be included in the signature.
To accommodatethe various display adaptersused in a
PC, the video signatureanalyzerhas an eight-input multiplexer which can selectfrom eight separatevideo streams.
This allows exhaustive testing of all image planes in a
multiplane adapter(e.g.,EGA or VGA) and minimizes testing when the different planes contain redundant information. The tester can use the vscope
setcommand to control
how many planes are signatured.A separatesignatureis
computed for each plane, and when doing a multiplane
match to a signaturelist, all enabledplanesmust match or
a failure is reported.
To reduce the part count while maintaining reasonable
precision and speed, the linear feedbackshift register is
wired as 22-bit maximum length with an additional two
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bits following. This provides a maximum pattern length of
4x(222-1.) states. Although a typical display has many
more states than this (a 640 x 350-pixel display has over
2224ooo
distinct states),the probability of having an incorrect display with a valid signature is extremely low. In
instances where a match of an invalid screen fan alias
signature) does occur, the next screen signatured will almost certainly fail. Very few alias signatures have been
detected in actual use.
The VSA is controlled from the Videsoscope processor
by a high-speed state machine implemented partially in
hardware and partially in firmware. The firmware uses a
state machine consisting of an idle loop and several interrupt service routines. The present hardware portion of the
state machine will operate with video dot rates in excess
of 50 MHz and scan rates in excess of 32 kHz See the box
on page 62 for more details about the VSA state machine
architecture.
At the completion of the signaturing process the firmware
can either pass the signature back to the host or compare
it against a list of valid signatures downloaded from the
host. The first method is generally used during script creation when the vscope program is building the signature
list file, and the second method is used during test script
playback. Datacom traffic is kept to a minimum by downloading lists of signatures and doing the comparisons locally on the VSA board.
Keyboard/HP-HIL Emulator. Videoscope has the capability
of emulating the keyboard used on the earlier Vectra models
as well as the industry standard DIN keyboard used in both
the PC/XT and PC/AT protocols. The new Vectra models
use the DIN keyboard and are compatible with the PC/XT
and PC/AT protocols. For the HP-HIL interface, there are
two slave controller chips on the board, which are capable
of emulating any two of the following devices: a mouse, a
tablet, a touchscreen, or a keyboard. The controllers are
directly driven by routines in the Videoscope processor
firmware and no additional processors are needed. Additional devices can be emulated by changing the firmware.
SUT Interface. The SUT interface port provides a communication path between the Videoscope processor and
the SUT processor. This is an B-bit bidirectional port with
provision for generating an interrupt when written to. In
the SUT this can either be a nonmaskable interrupt [NMl)
or any one of the interrupt (lNTRn)lines on the backplane.
The desired line is selected by a switch. The SUT must
have an interrupt handler installed for this feature to be
used. Also included in the SUT interface are 8K bytes of
ROM and BK bytes of RAM. This 16K-byte address space
can be configured within the C0000-DFFFF address range
of the SUT. The ROM is seen by the SUT power-up routines
as an option ROM and normally includes the necessary
interrupt handler. The I/O ports of the SUT interface can
be located at any of several addresses normally reserved
for the IBM prototype card. Both the memory and the I/O
ports can be relocated to avoid conflicts rvith hardware
installed in the SUT. The current implementation of the
Videoscope system does not make use of the SUT interface.
However, the hooks are available for users to create routines
for special-purpose testing requirements.
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Conclusion
Videoscope has met or exceeded the original objectives
established for the system. One minor disappointment is
that the the signature generated from the video signal is
not unique. However, the probability of two screens having
the same signature is very small, so this is a very minor
problem and simple workarounds have been found.
The design and implementation of Videoscopewas highly
leveraged. The video signature analysis hardware and
firmware are based on the HP 5004A Signature Analyzer.
The data structures and algorithms for interpreting data in
the script file are based on those commonly used by keyboard macro programs, and the data communication software used by vscopeto communicate with the Videoscope
processor firmware is a package called Greenleaf Data
Comm Library from Greenleaf Software, Inc.
Videoscope provides a major productivity tool to improve the quality of software. The PC intrinsically is an
interactive computer system. This means that batch-style
tests cannot adequately test the capability of any software
written for a PC. Videoscope provides an automatic alternative to slow, error-prone, and expensive manual testing.
Currently there are over 100 Videoscope systems in use at
1B HP divisions.
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d e s i g ns t a g e si n 1 9 8 7 .H i s
mainresponsibility
was the
interactivequery/debug
software.He joined the
I/anufacturing Productivity
D i v i s i o no f H P i n 1 9 8 5 ,o f feringthe experienceof sometwentyyearsof programmingand systemsworkin businessand manufacturingsystems.[/ike attendedthe University
of Wisconsin.from which he receiveda master's
degree in 1965.He is marriedand enjoysriding
motorcycles.

CynthiaGivens'respons i b i l i t i efso r t h e H P R T D B
projectrangedlrom the initial investigation,
to internal/external
design,to testing and documentation.
Shehassincemovedon to
the developmentof an applicationintegrationtool.
Among her past soltware
projectsarethe MN4C/1000
manufacturingapplication and AGP/DGLgraphicspackages.Cynthia's
BA degreein computerscienceis f romthe Universityof Texasat Austin(1983).Bornin Durango,Colorado,she's marriedand lives in SantaClara,
California
S.h ee n j o y sh i k i n gs, k i i n ga, n dc a m p i n g .

Feyzi Fatehi
Le T. Hong
6

-

Real-Time Data Base

Michael R. Light
M i k eL i g h tj o i n e dH P i n
1980,shortlyafter receiving his BS degree in computersciencef romthe Universityof Vermont.He contributedto thedevelopment
of the HP RTDBproductas
an R&D engineer,and his
past responsibilities
include the lmage/1000,
lmage/1000-2,and lmage/UXenvironments.
Mike
was bornin PanamaCity,Florida,and livesin San
"Gamesin anylorm" is howhe deJose,California.
scribeshis leisureinterests.

Contributing
to all development phasesof the HP
Real-TimeData Base proJect,Le Honganalyzedthe
user requirements,
assisted in scheduilngand
prioritizing,and generally
acted as the technical
leaderfor the project.She
hassincemovedto technical marketingin HP'sValue-AddedChannelsprogram.in earlierassignments,
she hascontributed
to the maintenance
and enhancement
of the lC-10
integrated-circuit
lot trackingsystem,the EN-l0
engineeringdatacollectionsystem,and the PCB/
3000printed-circuit-board
lottrackingsystem.Le's
BA degreein computerscienceis f romthe Universityof Washington(1983).Shewas bornin Saigon,
Vietnam,and lives in Fremont,California.

Workingon the HP RealTime Data Base for over
three years,FeyziFatehi
designedand implemented
the indexrngmechanisms
and contributedto all
phasesol developingthis
precisiontool. He came to
HPin 1986,afterworkingas
a plant automationengineerat a Texas power plant.Feyzi'sBSME
degree (1982)is from the Universityof Texasat
Austin,and his master'sdegree in computerscience(1985)is fromSouthwest
TexasStateUniversity.He'scurrentlystudyingtowardan MBAdegree
at SantaClaraUniversity.
Hewas borninTeheran,
lran, livesin Sunnyvale,Calitornia,and servesas
a JuniorAchievement
advisorat the nearbyMountain View High School.His favoritepastimesinc l u d et e n n i s ,h i k i n g a
, nd skiing.
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Ching-Chao Liu

John Keller

A sottwaredeve opment
e n g i n e ea
r t H P ' sI n d u s t r i a l
A p p l i c a t i o nC
s enter,
Ching-Chao
L i uc o n t r i buted his expertiseto al
phasesof the RTDBproj e c t .I n p r e v i o u sa s s i g n m e n t sh, ew a st h et e c h n i c a l
e a d e ro ft h eH PA L L B A S E
D B C O R Ep r o j e c t t, h e p r o j e c t e a d e r f o r t h e HU
a ln, d a
PXM U L T l P I A N t o o
designerof othersoftwareprojects.He cameto HP
i n 1 9 8 0 .C h i n g - C h a co o a u t h o r e d
t w o p a p e r sf o r
r f t h eA s d a t ab a s ec o n f e r e n c easn d i s a m e m b e o
s o c i a t i o nf o r C o m p u t i n gM a c h i n e r ya n d o f S I G M O D .H i sB Sd e g r e ei n n u c l e aer n g i n e enr g i s f r o m
t h eN a t i o n aT s i n gH u aU n i v e r s i ti ynT a i w a n( 1 9 7 2 ) ,
a n d h i s M S d e g r e ei n c o m p u t e rs c i e n c er s f r o m
. e w a s b o r ni n
O r e g o nS t a t eU n i v e r s i t(y1 9 7 9 ) H
T a i w a n i,s m a r r i e da, n d h a s t w o c h i l d r e nw h o
s p a r k e dh i ss p e c l ailn t e r e si tnc h i l de d u c a t i o nH. e
l i v e si n S u n n y v a l eC,a l i f o r n
a . l n h i sl e i s u r e
t i m e ,h e
l i k e ss w r m m r n gp,l a y i n gb r i d g e ,a n d i s t e n i n gt o
c l a s s i c am u s i c .

Designof the tloating-point
c o n t r o l i ewr a sJ o h nK e l l e r ' s
to the HP
maincontribution
9000 N4odel835 project.
His listof pastdesignprojects includesCMOS processes,RAMs,and circuits
fortheHP3000Series950,
925,and955,and HP9000
Models850. 825, and 855
C o m p u t e r sH. e n o w d e s i g n sl O s f o r f u t u r ec o m p u t e rp r o d u c t sH. i sB S E Ed e g r e ei s f r o mt h eU n i v e r s i t yo f W i s c o n s i(n1 9 8 1) a n dh i sM S E Ed e g r e e
is from the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley
( 1985).He hasauthoredand coauthoreda number
of papersand articlesfor conferencesand publicat i o n sJ. o h nw a sb o r ni n M i l w a u k e eW, i s c o n s i nH. e
is a volunteerliteracytutorin Cupertino,California,
w h e r eh i sIj v e s .I nh i ss p a r et i m e ,h e I i k e ss t u d y i n g
l a n g u a g e ss, k i i n g ,a n d t r a v e l .
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Compression

Jeffery J. Kalo
Duringdevelopmentol the
HP 7980XCTape Drive,
JeffKato'scontributions
focused on the architecture
a n dd e s i g ni m p l e m e n t a t i o n
for the data compression
c h i p a n d f i r m w a r ed e s i g n .
He hasalsodesignedread
electonicsfortheHP7978A
TapeDriveand the PLLand
PLLlC for the HP 7980ATaoeDrive.He cameto
H P i n 1 9 8 2 ,t h e s a m ey e a r h e r e c e i v e dh i s B S E E
degree from l\,4ontana
StateUniversity.He is
named as a coinventorin three pending patents
describingdata compressionand blockingtechniques.Jeff has coauthoreda previousarticlefor
the HP Journal.f1e is an activememberof his
churchand a UnitedWayvolunteer.He was born
i n H a v r eM
, o n l a n ai,s m a r r i e da, n d l i v e si nG r e e l e y ,
Colorado.AmonghisspareJimeactivities,he likes
s k i i n g ,b a s k e t b a l sl ,o f t b a l la, n d c a m p i n g .

Floyd E. Moore
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-

Midrange Computers

Thomas O. Meyer
Tom N4eyer
was the prolect
managerfor the HP 9000
Model 835 SPU hardware.
S i n c eh ej o i n e dH Pi n 1 9 7 7,
hisdesignprojectshaveincludeda memoryboardfor
the HP 250 Computer,a
power supply for the HP
9000[/odel 520 Computer,
the batterybackup regqlatorfor the HP 9000 Model 825 Computer,and
projectmanagementfor the HP 9000 Model825
and HP 3000 Series925 Computers.Tom joined
HPin 1977,soonafterobtaininghisBSEEdegree
from the SouthDakotaSchoolol Mines.He has
coauthoredtwo previousarticlesfor the HP Journal.He was bornin RapidCity,SouthDakota,and
livesin Fort Collins,Colorado.His list of outside
interestsincludessailingand sailboatracing,
scuba diving,skiing,hlking,and four-wheel-drive
vehicles.

Jeffrey G. Hargis
Designingthe processordependenthardwareand
conductingenvironmenlal
testingof the HP 9000
Model 835 were Jeff Hargis' firstmajorprojectsafter
joiningHP'sSystemsTechnologyDivisionin 1987.He
hassincemovedon to the
[PUr rvr rrr lor
I
designI ur
usbrgr
of uur
components
5 -i:ll:;
new SPUs,He attendedOhio State University,
wherehe obtaineda BSEEdegreein 1987.Jell was
bornin Athens.Ohio.and is married.He livesin Forl
Collins,Colorado.He enjoysplayingthe piano,
basketball,and backpacking.
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FloydMooredesignedthe
16fM-byte
memorycircuitry
for the HP9000Model835
and worked on the design
and testingof the HP3000
Series935 system.He is
presentlyworkingon the
design of an SPU for a
future HP Precision
Architecturesystem.He
c a m e t o H P I n 1 9 8 6 .w o r k i n go n a p r o j e c t
associatedwith the tape-automatedbonding
technique.Floydwas bornin Richmond,Calilornia.
His bachelor'sdegree is from the California
PolytechnicStateUniversityat San Luis Obispo.
He is marriedand lives in FortCollins,Colorado.
His favoritepastimesare photographyand audio
engrneenng.

Russell C. Brockmann
N,'lost
of RussBrockmann's
recentdesign activities
have concentratedon the
processorcircuitfor the HP
9000 Model 835 and HP
3000 Series935 Comput
ers. He also designedthe
batterybackupunitusedin
the HP 9000 N4odels
825
and 835 and HP 3000
Series925and 935 Computers.He completedde925 processorcircuit.
signol the Model825/Series
Currently,he is developingcomponentsforfuture
SPUs.HeloinedHPshortlyafterobtaininghisBSEE
degree from Oregon State Universityin 1985.He
also attendedWesternBaptistCollegein Salem
(1977-1979)and Lane CommunityCollegein
E u g e n e( 1 9 8 1 - 1 9 8 3b) ,o t h i n O r e g o n .R u s s
teachesSundayschooland servesin a varietyof
otherchurch activitiesin Fort Collins,Colorado,
where he lives.He was born in MyrtlePoint,Oregon, is married,and has three children.Fishing,
c a m p i n g ,p l a y i n ga 1 2 - s t r i n g u i t a r ,a n d b i b l e
studv are some of his favorileoaslimes.

Mark J. Bianchi
A n a l o gc i r c u i td e s i g na n d
controlsystemsareMark's
principalprofessionalinterests.He was the R&D
e n g i n e e Jr o rt h e d e s i g n ,
layout,and testingof the
data compressionchip for
the HP 7980XC.On previous projects,he designed
the read channelelect r o n i c sf o r t h e H P 9 1 4 4 Aa n d H P 9 1 4 2 AT a p e
Drives.Mark receivedhis BSEEdegree from
Pennsylvania
StateUniversityin 1984,theyearhe
alsojoinedHP'sGreeleyDivision.Bornin Vineland,
NewJersey,he livesin FortCollins,Colorado.His
list of leisureactivitiesincludesweightlifting,
softball,volleyball,basketball,boardsailing,
skiing,
camping,and photography.

David J. Van Maren
Dave Van Marenjoined
HP'sVancouverDivisionin
1980,after receivinghis
BSEEdegreef romthe UniversityofWyoming.Hisreas an R&D
sponsibilities
engineeron the HP7980XC
Tape Drive includedthe
datacompressionandtape
capacitybenchmarks,the
tape formatdefinitionand firmware,and the data
irmware.In pastprojects,he
buffermanagement'f
worked on formattingVLSItools for both the HP
79794and HP 79804TaoeDrivesand on the servo
firmwarefor the HP 79784. He coauthoredan articlefortheHPJournalin 1983aboutthelatterproiect. Dave'swork on the VLSI FIFOcircuitfor the
tapedrivesresultedin a patent,and he is named
coinventorin fourpendingpatentsdescribingdata
compressionand blockingtechniques.He was
bornin Casper,Wyoming,is married,and hasthree
youngsons,He livesin FortCollins,Colorado.He
and hiswifespendmuchof theirfreetimeteaching
naturalfamilyplanning.

32 =Super-Blocking
Mark J. Bianchi
Author'sbiographyappearselsewherein this
section.

Jeffery J. Kato
in this
A u t h o r ' sb i o g r a p h ya p p e a r se l s e w h e r e
section.

David J. Van Maren
A u t h o r ' sb i o g r a p h ya p p e a r se l s e w h e r eI n t h i s
section.
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Michael G. Hart
As developmentengineer,
[/ike Hart was involvedin
designingfirmwarefor the
HP8702ALightwaveComponentAnalyzerand, earier, Ior the HP 87534 Network Analyzer.He cont i n u e st o w o r ko n s i m i l a r
assignmentsfor new HP
/G
products.He attended
t
where he earned his BSEE
Utah StateUniversrty,
degreein 1983.His [/SEEdegreeis lrom Corneil
. h el i g h t U n i v e r s i t(yl 9 8 4 ) .H ej o i n e dH Pi n 1 9 8 4 T
wavecomponentanalyzeris the subjectof a paper
l\ilikecoauthoredfor an RF and microwavesymposium.He is a memberof the IEEE.Hewas born
in Sacramento,
California,
and in hisolf-hours,he
servesas theorganrstfor hischurchin SantaRosa,
California,
wherehe lives.Otherrecreationaactivitiesincludeplayingthe piano,softball,tenn's,and
travet.

Paul Hernday
Paul Herndayis an R&D
projectmanagerin HP's
NetworkN/easurements
Divisionin SantaRosa,
C a l i f o r n i aW. i t hH P s i n c e
1969,he has beeninvolved
withnew-productdevelopments In sweepers,scalar
and vector netwotkanalyzers,and lightwavecompo-

nent analyzers.His most recentprolecthas been
thedevelopmentot a dual-laserheterodynesystem
for the calibrationof lightwavereceivers.Paul
earnedhis BSEEdegree at the Universityof Wisc o n s i ni n 1 9 6 8 .H e i s m a r r i e d h, a s t w o c h i l d r e n ,
a n d l i v e si n S a n t aR o s a ,C a l i f o r n i aB. o a r d s a i l i n g ,
m u s i ca, n d r o b o t i c sa r ea m o n gh i sd i v e r s el e i s u r e
interests.

.. -

t: As a development
engrneer
:. 1

on the HP87024Lightwave
5 ComponentAnalyzer,
Gerry Conradworked on
measurementaccuracy
and systemperformance
a n a l y s i sS. h e c o n t i n u e st o
b e i n v o l v e di n s i m i l a rd e velopments,more speciiically in microwavecircuit
d e s i g na n d o p t i c a s y s t e me v a l u a t i o nl n. e a r l i e r
yearsof her career at HP, she worked first as a
product marketingengineerand laterjoined a
design team on the HP 87534 NetworkAnalyzer.
G e r r yo r i g i n a l ljyo i n e dH Pa s a s u m m e sr t u d e nitn
1980,then accepted a permanentpositiontwo
yearslater.HerBSEEdegreeis f romthe University
of Florida(1982).She has authoreda paper
describingan RF networkanalyzerveri{ication
technrqueand coauthoreda symposiumpaper
about highjrequencymeasurementof lightwave
r f t h eI E E EB. o r ni nT n n s y s t e m ss.h e i s a m e m b e o
comalee,Sri Lanka,Geny is marriedand lives in
SantaRosa.California.Her leisureinterestsinclude
, nd
t r a v e lq
, u i l t i n gc, a m p i n g ,h i k i n g ,c o o k i n g a
readrng.

Roger W. Wong
Lrghtwaveand mrcrowave
measurement
technologies
are RogerWong'sspecial
interests,and as the R&D
programmanager,ne carried overallresponsibility
for the developmentof the
HP87024LightwaveComponentAnalyzer.Past res p o n s i b i l i t i ei nsc l u d e ds c a larnetworkanalyzerdetectors,directionalbridges
and accessories,
and the developmentof microcir
cuits and associatedcomponentsfor microwave
applications.
Rogerjoinedthe MicrowaveDivision
of HP in 1968,alterobtaininghisMSEEdegreef rom
His BSEEdegreeis f romOreColumbiaUniversity.
gon StateUniversity(1966).He is amemberofthe
EnIEEEand the NationalSocietyfor Professional
gineers.He has authoredor coauthoreda number
of oaoers and articleson microwavetransistor
m o d e l i n gm
, i c r o w a v ea m p l i f i edr e s i g n ,a n d h i g h speed lightwavemeasurements.
Severalpatents
describinglightwavemeasurementtechniques
Rogerdevelopedare pending.He was born in
Honolulu,Hawaii,is married,and hasa five-yearold son. He lives in SantaRosa,Calilorrria.His
favoritepastimesincludeswimming,hiking,cooking, and baking bread.
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Sources and Beceiversl

Kenneth W Shaughnessy
The HP 8753A and the HP
8754AVectorNetwork
rf
A n a l y z e rasn da n u m b e o
lightwaveinstrumentsare
among the major prolects
t o w h i c hK e nS h a u g h n e s s y
has contributeddesign
ideas.on the HP 87024
LightwaveComponent
AnalyzerSystem,he
workedas a productdesigner.HeloinedtheSanta
D)i v i s i oonf H Pi n 1 9 7 5a s a p r i n t e d
R o s a( C a l i f o r n i a
s o s i t i o nass
c i r c u ib
t o a r dd e s i g n e ra, f t e rp r e v i o u p
a mechanicaldesignerat SperryMarineSystems
and TeledyneAvionics.Ken attendedthe UniverHe was born
sityof VirginiaSchoolof Engineering.
i n C h i c a g o ,l l l i n o i si,s m a r r i e da, n d h a s f i v ec h i l Woodworkdren.He livesin Kenwood.California.
i n ga n da u t o m o b i laen db i c y c l er e p a i ra r eh i sf a v o r ite sDare{imeactivities.

Kent W. Leyde
I n d e v e l o p m e not f t h e H P
8702ALightwaveComponent Analyzer,Kent
Leyde'sdesign work concentratedon microcircuits
and opticsfor the lightwave
receivers.As a developm e n te n g i n e e rh, e h a s
since startedwork on the
signalacquisitionand processingelementsof a new product.Kent'sBSEE
degree(1984)and MSEEdegree(1985)arefrom
WashingtonState University.Whileattendingcollege,he workedfor localcompanieson suchproduct developmentsas processcontrolsand digital
protectiverelays{or high-voltageac transmission
systems.HejoinedHPin 1985.He coauthoredan
system,
articledescribingan opticalmeasurement
i n O p t i c aE
l ngineerinB
g .o r n
s o o nt o b e p u b l i s h e d
in Seattle,Washington,he is marriedand has a
, alifornia.
smald
l a u g h t e rH. e l i v e si n S a n t aR o s a C
l n h i so f t h o u r s h
, ee n j o y sb o a r d s a i l i nagn ds k i i n g .

The HP 87534 and HP
87544 NetworkAnalyzers
and the HP 87564 Scalar
NetworkAnalyzerare
among the many product
developmentsto which
Fred Rawsonhas contribu t e d .H i s w o r ko n t h e H P
8702A LightwaveComponentAnalyzerhasfocused
on source levelingand the thermalloops,the receiver power supplies,the RF attenuatorand
source,and the RFinterface.He hasworkedfor HP
since1960.Fred'sBSEEdegreeis f romCalifornia
StateUniversityat SanJose.Beforeenrollingat San
Jose,he servedas a staffsergeantin the U.S.Air
Force.Bornin LagunaBeach,California,he is mac
riedand hasfourchildren.He livesin SantaRosa.
C a l i f o r n i aI n. h i sl e i s u r e
t i m e ,h ee n i o y sc o l l e c t i n g ,
refurbishing,
and drivingStudebakerautomobiles;
he also collectsstamps.
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D a l eA l b i nw a s p r o j e c t
managerfor the lightwave
s o u r c e sa n d r e c e i v e rds1 s c u s s e di n t h i s i s s u eo f t h e
H P J o u r n a l I. n h i s t w e l v e year carcer at HP, he has
b e e n a p r o d u c t i o ne n g i n e e ra t t h e N , 4 i c r o w a v e
T e c h n o l o gD
y ivisrow
n orkl n g o n d e v r c et e s t i n ga n d
g n d a d e v e l o p m e netn G a A sF E Tp r o c e s s r n a
g i n e e r / p r o l elceta d e o
r n m i l l r m e t es ro u r c em o d u l e s
Divislon H s BSEE
at the Networklvleasuremenls
d e g r e e( 19 7 7 ) i s f r o mt h e U n i v e r s l toyf T e x a sa t
Arlington,and his [\,4SEE
degree is from Stanford
U n i v e r st y . T w o p a t e n l sr e l a t i n gt o l i n ln e t e c h n o l o g y a r e b a s e do n h i s i d e a s .D a l e h a s d e l i v e r e d
p a p e r sa t H Ps y m p o s i a n dh a sw r i t t e na p r e v i o u s
H P J o u r n aal r t i c l ea b o u tm i l l i m e t esro u r c em o d
, e x a s ,a n d l i v e sr n
u l e s H e w a s b o r n i n D a l l a sT
S a n t aR o s a ,C a l i f o r n i aH. s o u t s i d ei n t e r e s t isn , nd
c l u d er u n n i n gs, k i i n g ,b o w h u n t i n g r, e a d i n g a
avratron.
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Videoscope
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Neural Data Struclures

J. Barry Shackleford
BarryShackleford
spental
most threeyears as a dev e l o p m e net n g i n e e ar t
YokogawaHewlett-Packa r d I n J a p a n ,w h e r eh e
workedon a Kanlicomp u t e r t e r m i n aHl .i sm o r er e cent work in the Systems
A r c h i t e c t u rLea b o r a t o roy l
H P L a b o r a t o r i eysi e l d e d
the backgroundfor the neuralnetworkprogram
m i n ga p p r o a c hh ed e s c r i b e si nt h i si s s u eo f t h eH p
J o u r n a lB
. e f o r el o i n i n gH P i n 1 9 8 1 ,h e w o r k e df o r
H u g h e sA i r c r a fCt o r p o r a t t o dn e, s i g n i n g
a telemetry
c o m p u t e rf o r t h e s t i l l - f u n c t i o n i P
n gi o n e e V
r enus
spacecraft,and for AmdahlCorporation,
developing hardwarefor Models470 and 580 mainframe
computers.Severalpendingpatentsarebasedon
h i si d e a s B
. a r r y ' sB S E Ed e g r e ei sf r o mA u b u r nU n i v e r s i t y( 1 9 7 1 )a, n d h i s M S E Ed e g r e ei s l r o m t h e
U n i v e r s i toyf S o u t h e r nC a l i f o r n i (a' 1 9 7 5 )H. e i s a
memberof the IEEE.He was borninAtlanta.Geor
g r a ,a n dl i v e si n S u n n y v a l eC,a l i f o r n i a
H.es p e a k s
Japaneseand practicesJapanesebrushwritingas
a hobby.He hasa pilotlicenseand likeslarge-format photography,woodworking,and hiking.

Myron R. Tuttle
Beforeworkingon the
hardwareand f irmwaredesign for the Videoscope
tool,MyronTuttle'srespons i b i l i t i eisn c l u d e dd e v e l o p m e n t o f t h eH P4 5 9 8 1A M u l
timodeVideo Adapterand
the HP 2625 and HP 2628
Terminals.He joined the
Advanced ProductsDivisionof HP in 1974and is a memberot boththeAssociationfor ComputingMachineryand the IEEE
Myron'sBSEEdegree is f rom the Universityof
Californlaat Berkeley.He servedin the U.S.Navy
as an electronics
technician.Bornin SanFrancisco,
he is vice oresidentof a homeowners
California.
associationin SantaClara,California,where he
lives.Hishobbiesareamateurradioand comDUter
programming.

Danny Low
DannyLow joined the
C u p e r t i nD
o i v i s i oonf H Pi n
1972,shortlyafterobtaining a degree irr computer
sciencef romthe University
of Californiaat Berkeley.He
developedthe host software for the Videoscope
tool and continuesto support it. In the past, his responsrbrlrtres
includedsoltwarequalitycontrolfor
the originalMPE system.He also developedsystem softwareforthe HP300and for the MPE-Vcomputers.Dannywas bornin Canton,China,and lives
in MountainVrew,California.
HisJavoflteotJ-hours
activitieslocuson computers,sciencefiction,and
photography.
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ElectromigrationModel

Vladimir Naroditsky
As a professorof mathematics at CalilorniaStateUniversityat San Jose, Vladimir Naroditskycontributed
his expertisein lhe electromigration
simulationprojectdescribedin thisissue
' o f t h e H P J o u r n a lH
. e emigrated from the Soviet
, U n i o ni n 1 9 7 9 ,a n d h i s
bachelor'sdegree is lrom Kiev University(1976).
His PhD degree is from the Universityof Denver
(1982).Vladimirhas authored24 papers in the
field of mathematicalphysics,his professional
specialty.He is a memberof theAmericanMathematicalSociety,the MathematicsAssociationof
America,andthe Societyof Industrialand Applied
Hewas bornin Kiev,is married.and
Mathematics.
livesin SanFrancisco,California.
In hisleisuretime,
he enjoysclassicalmusic.

f

and physicsareamonghissubjectsof study,and
he has held variousteachingpositions,most recentlyas professorof mathematicsat California
StateUniversity
at SanJose.Hewas a statistician
at HP's SystemTechnologyDivisionuntil last
December,when he became systemsperfor,
mance managerat MetaphorComputerSystems
in lvlountain
View,Californa. Wulfis a prolific writer
and haspublishedsome35 paperson mathemat i c s ,s t a t i s t i c sp,h i l o s o p h ya,n d l i n g u i s t i c sH. e ' s
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NeuralDataStructures:Programming
with Neurons
Networksof neuronscan quicklyfind good so/utions[o
problems.Lookingatsuchproblemsin
manyoptimization
makesprogramming
termsof certainneuraldatastructures
neuralnetworksnaturaland intuitive.
by J. Barry Shackleford

FEW YEARS AGO at HP Laboratories we were
privileged to have John f. Hopfield, professorwith
the Divisions of Chemistry and Biology at the California Institute of Technology, give us a talk on computing
with neurons. The lecture was fascinating. I was particularly excited by the fact that networks of neurons could
quickly find good solutions to optimization problems Iike
the traveling salesman problem. I had once written a computer progtam to route the interconnections on a computer
circuit prototyping board (Fig. 1). Thus, I was painfully
aware that simply proceeding to the closest unconnected
point can lead to disasters when the objective is to
minimize the total length of wire connecting a set of terminals.
At the end of the talk I still could not see how to program
these networks. Being an engineer, I wanted to ask, "How
do you determine the resistor values and interconnections
for the traveling salesman problem?" However, I was reluctant to ask such a prosaic question in light of the arcane
questions I was hearing concerning differential equations
and energy surfaces.
I assumed that I could get the answer from my colleagues,
so the question went unasked. The answer was not forthcoming, however. No one that I asked had come away with
the insight of how to construct such a network.
After a week of intensive study of some of Hopfield's
published work with HP Laboratories colleague Thomas
Malzbender, progress was made. Tom's mathematical insight and my desire for some type of higher-level representation of what was happening at the differential equation
level produced the approach presented here. I knew I was
on the right track when a week later, I solved the eight
queens problem using the neural data structure models
that had emerged the week before.

Introduction
By constructing
networksof extremelysimplenonlinear
summation devices-now termed "neurons"----complex
optimization problems can be solved in what amounts to
be a few neural time constants.This is a collective.consensus-basedstyle of computingwhere a differentbut probably
equally good answer may result the secondtime the probIem is solved. This is a style of computing for areaswhere
good (i.e.,within a few percentof optimum) solutionsmust
suffice-where there is seldom time to wait for the "best"

In many cases,the data itself servesto determine the
architecture of the neural network required for a given
problem. Other casesrequire the problem to be mapped
onto structures that may not be obvious at first sight. By
looking at problems in terms of certain neural data structures, we may find neural programmingto be quite natural
and intuitive.
To develop an intuition for programmingwith neurons,
a conceptualmodel is needed.This model hasthree layers.
The innermost layer is the Hopfield neuron. Changingthe
propertiesof the neuron has a global effecton the problem.
The secondlayer is composedof elementaldata structures
suited to the properties of neurons.The third layer is the
method by which the gap between the data structure and
the problem statementis bridged. It can be explained and
observedbut, like programmingin conventionalcomputer
languages,it is best practiced.
Hopfield Neurons
Forming the coreof our conceptualmodel is the Hopfield
neuron (Figs. 2 and 3). Simply stated, it is a nonlinear
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Fig. 1. (a) A problem similarto the traveling salesmanproblem-Jive terminals to be connected together ln the shortest
possib/e distance with a single strand of wire. (b) The simple
heuristic approach of proceeding to the c/osesl unconnected
node can often yield poor results. (c) The optimum result
needs lo consider all the data at once.
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summing device. We can view the Hopfield-type neuron
as being divided into three sections.
The first section does an algebraic summation of the
input signals. These can be both excitatory and inhibitory.
The excitatory inputs are summed directly and the inhibitory inputs are first inverted (i.e., multiplied by - 1) before
summation. Let us call the output of the summation element x.
The output of the summation element is then sent to the
second section, a gain element, where it is multiplied by
a constant G. High values of G make the neurons very
sensitive to small variations of x around zero aI the cost
of reducing the compliancy of the entire system. A very
high gain causes the neuron to behave as an analog/digital
circuit known as a comparator. A comparator has an output
of f if the sum of its inputs is the least bit positive. Otherwise its output is 0. In a network composed of comparators
there is no in-between, no compliancy; the network loses
its ability to compromise. On the other hand, if the gain is
too low, all of the neurons will be floating somewhere near
the same value. Like a large party with all the guests talking
at the same level, no one conversation can be distinguished
from the others.
The third section is the output stage, which performs a
nonlinear transformation on the signal Gx. The relation:

Fig. 2. Conceptual circuit madel
for a Hopfield neuron. Thenumber
of either excitatoryor inhibitoryinputs is unconstrained, as ls the
positiveor negativeoutput swing
of the summer. The gain element
multiplies the summer's output by
a constant and then feeds it to a
nonlinearelementwhereit is compressed between0 and 1.

and a higher degree of compliancy.

N-Flops
The n-flop (Fig. 5) represents a natural first stage of organization for neurons. We can say "natural" because it is
easy to construct, and once constructed, it is robust. Being
robust, it can serve as a base for other organizational structures. There is precedence in nature for n-flops in the form
of neural cells exhibiting .loterol inhibition (defined Iater).
An n-flop is a local aggregate of n neurons programmed
by their interconnections to solve the constraint that only
one of the n will be active when the system is in equilibrium. The term n-flop is derived from flip-flop, a computer
circuit that has only two stable states. An n-flop has n
stable states.
Two independent 6-flops would behave much the same
as a pair of dice used in games of chance-the final state
of each should be a random number from 1 to 6. However,
dice can be "loaded" by moving the center of gravity away
from the geometric center. The same can be done to a 6-flop

1.

G-+"-*)
providesa symmetricsigmoid (i.e.,S-shaped)transferfunction (Fig. a). This type of curve is used in photographic
films and signalcompressionsystemswhere a balancemust
be struck between fidelity and wide dynamic range.The
curve rangesfrom 0 for largenegativevalues of Gx to 1 for
large positive values of Gx. When Gx is zero, the output is
one half. The nonlinear characteristicof the neuron effectively gives a network of neurons a wider dynamic range

D

Fig. 3. Various neuron symbols---the circle being the most
abstract. Oftena circle will be shaded to indicate thata neuron
is active. The diameter of the circle can also be varied to
show the relative activitv of the neuron.
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Fig. 4. Higher gain values sharpen the sigmoid curve and
thus reduce the compliancy of the system.At very high gains
the shape of the cuNe approaches that of a step function.

Fig. 5. Each neuron in the n-flop
slrives to suppress the others.
Eventually, one wins out. K supplies the energy that the wrnning
neuron will use lo suppress the
others.

by applying a small excitation to one of the neurons.There
is an even greaterpotential here; the two 6-flops can be
interlinked so that they always produce the samesum, say
7. Let the number 1 neuron of the first 6-flop serve as an
excitatory input for the number 6 neuron of the second
6-flop. Number 2 goes to number 5 and so on. Then the
second 6-flop can be wired back to the first in a similar
manner. The stronger the bias weights (i.e., excitations),
the higher the probability that the total outcomewill be 7.
The interconnectionsfor an n-flop are arrangedsuchthat
the output of each neuron is connected to an inhibitory
input of eachof the other n - 1 neurons (Figs.5 and o). We
will borrow a term from the biologists and refer to this
kind of connectionasloterol inhibition. Additionally, there
is a fixed excitatory input, K, to each of the neurons.Because K is excitatory, it will tend to drive each neuron's
output towards L.
Like a pencil balanced on its point, an n-flop also has
an unstableequilibrium state.In this stateall of the neurons
are balanced somewherebetween 0 and L. Starting from
this unstable equilibrium state, an n-flop composed of
physical neurons would eventually become unbalanced
becauseof random thermal noise. During this processone
neuron would begin to predominate (Fig. 7).
This action would force the other neurons towards zero.
This in turn would lessen their inhibitory effect on the
predominant neuron, allowing the excitatory energyof the
K input to drive its output more towards 1.
Simulations with n-flops have shown that the lower
bound on G for a 4-flop is about 4. For a 2O-flopit is about
5 or 6, dependingupon K.
Acceptablevaluesof K for a 4-flop rangefrom about 0.75
to 'I.,.25.For a 2O-flop,the range is roughly '1..25to '1..75.

Too much energy from the K input will allow two or more
neurons to predominate above the others, producing an
m-of-n-flop.
The above values are for n-flops that rely solely on lateral
inhibition to produce the 1-of-n final state. There is an
additional constraint that could be applied to ensure that
the summation of all the outputs will be close to some
value; 1 would be a good choice for the n-flop. Hopfield
called this constraint globol inhibition. The global inhibition constraint is added to the n-flop by first summing all
of the outputs of the n neurons. From this sum the desired
total value is subtracted. The final value is then sent to an
inhibitory input of each neuron in the n-flop. For example,
if all of the neurons in an n-flop were initialized to 0, then
a value of - t would be applied to an inhibitory input of
each neuron. Applying - 1 to an inhibitory input is the
same as applying + 1 to an excitatory input. The effect is
to drive the outputs up towards 1 so that the lateral inhibition factor can then take over to ensure a 1-of-n state.
The global inhibition mechanism seems to be somewhat
analogous to an automatic gain control. When in place, it
allows the n-flop to operate over a wider variation of parameters (Fig. B), thereby avoiding the m-of-n-flop problem.
It's easy to connect neurons into a 1-of-n structure and
then make the aggregate structure work reliably. We might
even say that this represents a natural form for neurons.
Neurons connected in this manner represent a more oldered condition. Their stable equilibrium state represents
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Fig.6, Theheavy line connecting the four neurons represents
their mutual inhibitory connections. A circle containing the
number of sfates presents a more compact, abstract view.
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Fig. 7. Snapshots in time of a 4llop proceeding from an
initial unstable equilibrium state to a final stable equilibilum
state. An nJlop with no external biasing inputs will achieve a
random final state.
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the resolution of the constraint: "Pick only one of these
n." This l-of-n condition can be thought of as a data structure-a means to represent the answer to an optimization
problem. For example, in the four-color map problem, a
syntactically correct answer is that each country is colored
only one of four colors. A qualitatively correct answer requires additionally that each country be a different color
from each of its neighbors.
NxN-Flops
Beyond n-flops there is an even higher degree of order
that can be achieved. By taking n2 neurons and arranging
them into a matrix of n rows and n columns, a new, more
highly constrained data structure can be formed. We could
call this an n-by-n-flop (Fig. 9).
By applying the n-flop connection schemeto both the
rows and the columns of neurons, we obtain a structure
that will allow only one neuron to be active in each row
and only one in each column. This type of data structure
has n! states(Fig. 10).
The number of connectionsincreasesas n3.Eachneuron
in the matrix is connected to the inhibitory inputs of the
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Fig. 8. Parametersensitivitystudies for a 4-tlop and an 8Jlop. The
two charts on the left show the operationalregion with lateral inhibition only. On the right, both lateral
and global inhibition are used to
ensure the nJlop's 1-of-ncharacteristic. The outer datk circle represenls the relativestrcngth of the
predominant neuron. The inner
white circle represenls the average strength of the nonpredominant neurons. Dashes represent
combinations of G and K that did
not result in a valid 1-of-n state.

other n - L neuronsin its column and similarly to the n - 1
other neurons of its row. Thus, for this type of network
thereare2(n- \)nz or 2(n3- n2)connections.For a 32 x 32flop there are 63,488 connections.
Programming with Neurons
Problems best suited for networks of Hopfield neurons
are those of optimization and constraintresolution. Additionally, the solution to the problem should be easily represented by a data structure that is compatible with neural
stluctures.
The first step is to construct an array that represents a
syntactically correct solution to the problem. Often the
same underlying structure will be found to be common to
a number of problems. For example, the n-by-n-flop data
structure is used to representa syntactically correct answer
to the traveling salesmanproblem.
The next step is to provide biases to the individual
neurons that represent the characteristics of the problem.
The biases can be either constantsor functions of other
neurons and serveeither asinhibitory or excitatory stimuli.
The solution realization can be thought of as a dynamic

U
U
U
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g
Fig.9. Ihe linesbetween neurons representn-flop inhibitory
wiring. Only one neuron can be active in each row and one
in each column.
system achieving its lowest energy state. For example, a
z-flop might be visualized as a ball balanced on a hill
between two valleys. When released from its unstable
equilibrium state and subjected to small random perturbations it will settle in either valley with a 50 percent probability. Applying a bias will alter the probability of achieving a given final state.

The Eight Queens Problem
The eight queens problem is one of simply satisfying
constraints.The queen is the most powerful chesspiece,
being able to move the entire length of any row, column,
or diagonal that it might occupy. The challenge is to place
eight queenson a standardeight-by-eightchessboardsuch
that no queen is attacking any other queen, that is, no two
queensoccupy the samerow, column, or diagonal(Fig.11).
To solve this problem with artificial neurons, we might
consider the neural data structures defined earlier. The
n-by-n-flop has the row/column exclusivity that is needed
by the problem. An B-by-B-flopby itself has solved two of
the three constraints of the problem. All that remains is to
provide diagonal inhibitory interconnections to each
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Fig. 10. Two of the 8/ posslb/e states for an B-by-BJlop

Fig. 11. Theeightqueensproblem-placetheeightqueens
on the boardso thatnoneis underthreatof attackfromany
other.
neuron in the 8-by-B array much the same as the row/column inhibitory connections. So now, each of the 64
neurons (each representinga position on the chessboard)
has the constraintsspecified in the problem applied to its
inputs (Fig. 12).
A solution is obtainedby initializing all neuronsto some
near-equilibrium (but unstable, "high-energy") state and
then releasingthe network to seek a stable,"low-energy"
state (Fig. 13). In practice, the network will sometimes
become mired in a local minimum and only be able to
placesevenof the eightqueens,much the sameasits biological counterparts.This susceptibility to local minima may
stem from the fact that all of the neurons are no longer
identically programmed.The neurons in the center of the
board are fed with 27 inhibitory inputs where those on the
edgesare fed with only 21. Perhapslesseningthe gain of
the centerneurons in proportion to their additional inputs
would tend to "flatten out" the local minima on the solution surface. Another strategy to avoid local minima is to

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. The row and column consfrarnts are managed by
the underlyingn-by-nJlop data structure(a). Adding diagonal
inhibition completes the specification of constraintsfor the
eight queens problem (b).
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Fig. 13. One of 92 posslb/e so/uflons to the eight queens
problem. The neurons that have outputs c/ose to 1 are shown
as shaded circles. These represent queen placements.
increase the gain of all of the neurons slowly from a low
value to a point that is adequate to allow a solution to
emerge. This technique has been used by Hopfield to
achieve superior solutions to the traveling salesman problem. Starting at a low gain seems to allow a complex network to initialize itself close to its unstable equilibrium
point.
Egon E. Loebner of Hewlett-Packard Laboratories has
pointed out that there is often a "knight's jump" relationship between queen positions in solutions to the eight
queens problem. Egon has suggested that each neuron in
the B-by-B array be allowed to apply an excitatory stimulus
to its knight's-jump neighborhood. So, instead of being
totally specified by constraints, there would be a mixture
of both inhibitory constraints and excitatory stimuli.

The Four-ColorMap Problem
In the eightqueensproblemit waspossibleto construct
an analog of a chessboardwith neurons----oneneuron per
board position. With a problem such as the four-color map
problem, a similar (but perhapsnot so obvious)analogwill
be used.

Fig. 14. On the left is a generic tourist map. On the right is
the equivalent graph. The circles (vertices) represent the
countries and the lines connecting them (edges) represent
the adjacencies.
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Fig. 15. The four-colormap problem as a netuvorkof 4-flops.
The tiny circles represent inhibitory inputs.The linesbetween
nodes represent eight connections (four going each way).
The four-color map theorem states that at most four colors
are required to color any map that can be drawn on a flat
surface or the surface of a sphere.l There are some special
cases. A map drawn on a flat surface with straight lines
that begin and end at edges will require only two colors.
A map that is drawn on a Mcibius strip may require up to
six colors. One colored on a torus may require up to seven.
The first step is to transform the problem from the form
so familiar to all of us-an outline map-to a form more
familiar to mathematicians-a graph (Fig. 14). In this case,
the graph does not take the form of the stock market's daily
highs and lows but resembles more a subway map. In our
graph, the nodes will represent the countries and the lines
connecting the nodes will represent common borders between countries. Mathematicians refer to the nodes as vertices and the connecting lines as edges.
The next step is to place at each node (representing each
country) a 4-flop that will indicate which one of four colors
the country is to be (Fig. 15). The 4-flop satisfies the first
constraint of the problem: use only one of four colors for
each node/country.
The second constraint states that adjoining countries be

Fig. 16. Mutual inhibitory connections between two 4Jlops
produce a network in which each 4-flop will have a different
state. At the right is the high-levd notation.
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Fig.17. Thetravelingsalesman
ln the shortestposslb/edistance.
of different colors-i.e. connectednodes must be in different states.In the case of two 4-flops connectedtogether,
this mutual exclusivity can be obtained by connecting the
output of each neuron to an inhibitory input on its counterpart in the other 4-flop. Thus eachline on the graphactually
representseight inhibitory connections, four going each
way (Fig. 16).
The solution is obtained as in the eight queensproblem.
Place all of the neurons at some intermediate level and
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Fig. 18. A given path is denoted by a list that indicates the
order of vlslts. Ihe list CAEBD is interpreted as.' startlng al
C, first visit A, then E, B, and D, and then return to C. Every
path belongs to a set of 2n equivalent paths, where n is the
number of clties on the path.
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Fig. 19. The state of the n-by-n-flop (shown by the shaded
circles)indicatesthe path CAEBD.The citiesare represented
by the rows of neurons and the order of visits is indicated by
the columns. The n-by-nJlop serves as the base data structure for many optimizationproblems. Itscharccteristic resting
state a//ows only n neurons to be on -nne per row and one
per column.
then let them go.

The TravelingSalesmanProblem
The traveling salesman problem is perhaps the most famous of all optimization problems. The problem provides
us with n cities, each at some distance from the others (Fig.
17). The objective is to visit each of the n cities once (and
only once) and then return to the starting city while at the
same time minimizing the total distance traveled.
The traveling salesman problem is classified by mathematicians as being np-complete, which means that the time
required to find the optimal path on a conventional computer will grow exponentially as the number of cities increases.The number of solutions is n! (similar to the n-by-nflop). The number of distinct solutions is only somewhat
less. Each distinct path (Fig. 18) has n versions based upon
which city is the origin. Another factor of two stems from
the freedom to start out in either direction from the city of
origin. Thus there arc nllZn distinct closed paths for the
traveling salesman problem.
For a dozen cities there are \2t.124 : 19,958,400 distinct
paths. A modern personal computer could probably search
them all during a coffee break. However, a problem that is
not even three times larger (32 cities) contains 321164:
4.11x1033 paths. A multiprocessing supercomputer searching a billion paths a second would require more than 1017
years for a complete search.
Again, the first step is to find a representation for the
problem solution that is compatible with a network of
neurons, probably a graph or a matrix. As it turns out, the
traveling salesman problem can be neatly represented with
an n-by-n matrix of neurons (Fig. 19). The rows represent
the n cities and the columns (labeled 1 through n) represent
the stops along the path. The characteristics of the n-by-nflop (only one active neuron per row and one per column)
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Fig. 20. Dlstancesbetweencity B and every other city normalized to city pair AB, the most widely separated city pair
on the tour.
cities visited
ensure a syntactically correct solution-all
(one per column) and each city visited only once (one per
row).
Before proceeding, a path-length minimization heuristic
must be selected. A fairly intuitive choice is when at any
given city, proceed to the closest nonvisited city. Applying
this heuristic sequentially can lead to results far from optimum. However, application to all neurons simultaneously tends to give results close to optimum.
To program a particular version of an n-city traveling
salesman problem, we need to know the distance between
every city and every other city. These distances will be
used to form an additional set of inhibitory constraints.
Let the longest distance between any two cities be considered 1.0, then normalize all of the other distances with
respect to it (Fig. 20). Thus, the most widely separated city
pair has a mutual inhibition factor of 1.0, and other city
pairs have weaker mutual inhibitions proportional to their
closeness. Each neuron is then connected to the n-1
neurons in the column to its left and to the n - 1 neurons
in the column to its right. The strength of the inhibit signal
is modulated by the mutual inhibition factor for the particular city pair (Fig. 21). The extreme left and right columns
are considered to be adjacent.
Let us take the viewpoint of a single neuron (first recalling that the columns represent the order of the path and
that the rows represent the cities). We are sitting in one of
the columns and we see a column of neurons to the left,
each representing a city that's a possible stop before coming
to us. A similar column lies to the right. We can think of
one side as the "coming-from" column and the other side
as the "going-to" column, although the direction that we
perceive as going or coming is not really significant. Now,
let's assume that we are the strongest neuron in both our
row and our column. In addition to sending out row and
column inhibits (to ensure a syntactically valid answer),
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F)9.21. The n-by-nJlop provides a syntactically correct solution. Adding inputs to each neuron in the form of graded
mutual inhibits betvveencllies serves to improve the quality
of the answer. Shown are additional inputs-jn effect, the
programming inputs-for a single neuron, 83.
we will send out inhibits of varying strengths to both the
coming-from and going-to columns adjacent to us. The
strongest inhibits go to those cities farthest from us, and
the weakest inhibits go to the closest cities. The strength
of the inhibit is simply the normalized distance fraction
times the output of our neuron.
Again, as in the eight queens problem, a solution is obtained by forcing all of the neurons to some arbitrary initial

Section
Line

Fig.22. An example of the graph sectioning problem using
a simple ring network. For n : 2, the problem is to bisect
the network such that each partition has an equal number ot
nodes and a minimum number of line crossings.

value. This representsan unstablecondition--one that the
preprogrammedconstraintsinherentin the n-by-n-flopwill
attempt to rectify. As the neurons collectively "fall away"
from their initial values towards values that will satisfy
the constraints of the n-by-n-flop data structure, the biasing
network (representingthe distances between all of the
cities) will attempt to "pull" the network towards a final
statethat hasthe lowest overall residualerror. The solution
will generally not be a perfect one but it will probably be
a good one.
The Graph Sectioning Problem
At first, the graph sectioningproblem sounds somewhat
conjectured-take an arbitrary graph and partition the
nodesinto n sections.The constraintsarethat eachsection
should have an equal (or near equal) number of nodes.
Additionally, the nodes should be assignedto the sections
in such a way as to minimize the node connection lines
crossingbetween sections(Fig. 22).
Consider the logic circuitry of a digital computer. The
individual logic circuits and their interconnectionscan be
abstractedas a huge graph. The Iogic circuits form the
nodes (or more properly, the vertices) and the input and
output connectionsform the graph edges.A typical computer logic circuit might have three or four inputs and its
output might be connectedto half a dozen or more other
logic circuits.
Currently, researchis being performedon automatically
synthesizingthe logic circuitry of an entire computer.The
problem then becomeshow to divide 100,000logic circuits
into chips, eachof which has a finite areafor logic circuitry
and a limited number of inpuUoutput pins to accommodate
connectionsto other chips.
Like the four-color map problem, the graph sectioning
problem will require an n-flop at each node of the graph.
The number of sectionsis representedby n. It is interesting
to note how well-preparedthe problem is to solve.Simply

replaceeachlogic circuit by an n-flop and use the existing
interconnectionsto connect the n-flops. This connection
will be an excitatory connection.Once a node is assigned
a section,assigningall connectednodesto the samesection
will tend to minimize the connections crossing between
sections.
To ensureeven distribution amongthe sections,a global
constraint term is required. As the solution emerges,the
sum of nodes assignedto each section is monitored. If an
imbalanceoccurs,an excitatorybiasis appliedto encourage
assignmentto the deficient sections.At the same time an
inhibitory bias is applied to discourageassignmentto a
section that has a surplus (Fig. 23).
The solution is obtained much the sameas in the other
problems. First the neurons are placed at an arbitrary initial
value and then the network is releasedfrom its initial constrained state.Immediately, the underlying data structure
constraintswill seeka global compromisewith the biasing
(i.e., programming) constraints.The result will generally
be a good solution but probably not a perfect one.
Why can't perfect solutions be readily obtained?Consider the following rationalization.A structuresuch as an
n-flop is a very stable entity when it is in its final equilibrium state;the energy required to changeits stateis considerable.On the other hand, just after the network is released
from its initial state, it is very susceptible to the effects of
the biasing network. This is becausethe effect of the data
structureconstraintsdoesnot becomeevident until an imbalancebegins to occur.
At the point of initial releasethe output of the biasing
network is at its strongest.Its effect will be to "steer" the
network towards a state that will produce a Iesser error.
As the network nears a statethat tends to satisfy the biasing
constraints,the total energyavailablefrom the biasing network will diminish. At somepoint, the effectof the underlying data structure will begin to predominate and subsequently pull the network to its final equilibrium state.
So, at the final equilibrium state there will probably still
be some small correctional signal from the biasing network
(representing a less than perfect solution) but its strength
will be small compared to that required to shift the network
from its resting state.

Summary

hibit2s
l n h i b i1t s

Fig. 23. Excitatory connections try to keep adjacent nodes
in the same sectlon. Global balance constra,nls keep all
nodes from being put into the same section.

Simple networks of nonlinear summing devices have
demonstratedthe collective property of being able to resolve elementary constraints.By viewing these networks
as neural data structures,more complex networks can be
easily conceptualized.These highly interconnected networks are able to find near-optimal solutions to difficult
np-complete optimization problems such as the traveling
salesmanproblem.
The method of matching a solution network to a problem
is twofold. First, a network must be realized that yields a
syntactically correct answer. Then additional constraints
or programming biases relating to the problem are added
to the network. Theseadditional inputs serveto selectqualgood answers from the set of syntactically correct
:T::ltt
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CORRECTION
In the April 1989 issue, Fig. I on page 66 should have an edge from node d to node
e. The correct ligure is shown here.

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. a) Programflow graph for a program with seyen nodes
(blocks of code) and ten edges (branches). b) Samecontrol
graph with added edge to satlsfy the rcquirement that the
graph must be strongly connected.
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A New 2D SimulationModelof
Electromigration
in miniaturelC interconnect/tnesis
Electromigration
model,
simulatedin HP'ssophisficatedtwo-dimensional
givingnew quantitativeand graphicalinsighfsinto one of
failuresourcesfor VLSI
the mostimportantmetallization
chps.
by PaulJ. Marcoux,Paul P. Merchant,VladimirNaroditsky,and Wulf D. Rehder
FmN THIN METAL FILMS, such as the interconnect lines of integrated circuits, are stressedby
high current densities, a slow migration of atoms
is induced, which for aluminum and its alloys proceeds
in the direction from cathode to anode. It can be inferred
from transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning
electron micrographs (SEM), and diffusion studies that
these atoms travel predominantly along grain boundaries.
If structural inhomogeneities develop in the conductor, for
example at material interfaces or at triple points or at grain
size divergences, then the current-induced atom flow is
nonuniform. As a consequence,there exists a nonzero divergence between the incoming and the outgoing flux at
these locations, so that material piles up and vacancies
form. While such accumulation of material (sometimes
called hillocks or, in special cases,whiskers) may short
adjacentconductors,the vacancies,on the other hand, will
deterioratethe line until voids have coalescedsufficiently
to form cracks that eventually lead to electrical opens.
Over the past 20 years, this complex phenomenon,
known aselectromigration,hasbecomea subjectof increasing concern for the entire chip industry becauseof its deleterious effect on IC reliability. It is especially troublesome
now, in light of the continuing shrinkage of IC dimensions
below the one-micrometer level.
Hundreds of papers have been written about electromigration and special task forces have been establishedinvolving the main chip makers worldwide, but a detailed
theoretical understanding of this phenomenon is still in
its early stages.Two main approacheshave evolved. The
first and earlier method saw researcherstest their partial
theories by deriving analytical formulas from plausible
physical assumptions, with computational results that can
be tested against the substantial body of empirical data.
Two of the most prominent analytic expressionsare Huntington's formulal for the atomic flux (seeequation 7 below),
and Black's semiempiricalequation (seeequation 8 below)
for the median time to failure.2
The second approach starts from basic physical principles and established general laws such as the continuity
equation and diffusion laws, and uses these to drive simulation models built to mimic the dynamic sequence of
events in an interconnect line through a time-dependent
Monte Carlo method. Earlv simulation models are those of

Attardo3 and Nikawa.a
This paper gives an outline of a new 2D simulation model
for electromigration, which is the result of a four-year collaboration of HP's Integrated Circuits Laboratory and the
Center for Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at
California State University at San Jose.
Classical Methods Used
Somequantum mechanical approachespurport to be able
to treat field and current effects and the so-called direct
and wind forcesin a self-consistentmanner.However,the
practical gain of these more intricate models over classical
models appearslimited, for two reasons.First, the quantum
theoretical formulas often coincide, at least for the special
and manageablecasesof interest, with the classical expressions (see,for exampleequation25 in reference5). Second,
there are still fundamental conceptual difficulties as to the

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the basic algorithm for the simulation
program.
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nature of these underlying forces at the sites of impurities
(see the controversy reported in reference 6 and the recent
paper by VerbruggenT).Faced with these theoretical difficulties, but also encouraged by the considerable data validation of Huntington's classical formula and restrained
by considerations of simplicity and computer adaptability
(codeability), our team took a pragmatic approach and kept
all model assumptions, all mathernatical techniques, and
all underlying physical principles entirely classical, neglecting quantum effects.This limitation led us to the adoption of the following model hypotheses about the two forces
t h a t a r e u l t i m a t e l y r e s p o n s i b l ef o r e l e c t r o m i g r a t i o ni n m e t als such as aluminum.
The clectrostatic direct force caused by the applied external field acts on the metal ions. The wind force associated
with the electron current that accompanies the electric
field, which is sometimes called electron drag or electron
friction, is a consequence of the momentum transfer from
the electrons to the ions during collisions. In aluminum
alloys, this latter scatteringterm dominates the electrostatic
force. Hence the resulting migration is towards the anode.
A maior feature of the new HP model is that only one
generic type of equation, the potential equation, describes
both the heat development [Helrnholtz equation) and the
current flow (Laplace equation). The potential equation is
a two-dimensional partial differential equation, allowing
continuous or discontinuous step functions as coefficients.
A finite element method in two dimensions applied to this
potential equation renders a large system of linear equations with a sparse coefficient matrix for both cases. A
Fortran subroutine was written to solve this system for
t e m p e r a t u r ea n d c u r r e n t . s
By means of another crucial model building block, the
continuity equation, we keep track of the material movement resulting from the inhomogeneities mentioned above.
Material flow in polycrystalline films at temperatures
below about two thirds of the melting temperature of the
metal occurs predominantly through grain boundaries.

Fig. 2. Screen showing the interactive clipping process, ln
which individual linesthat will be subTectedto simulaledstress
are cut from a large area. This operation mimics the lithography and etching stepsin the formationof real test sfruclures.
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Thus, we consider material flow only through the grain
boundary network.
Model Overview
The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.
Grain Structure Generation. First, using a Monte Carlo
technique, we generatea two-dimensional geometrical pattern that simulates the grain structure of a thin metal film
by a plane dissection method called Voronoi tesselation.
A Voronoi tesselation in two dimensions is a partition of
the plane into cells bounded by polygons. Cells are defined
by seeds, which are randomly distributed using a Poisson
distribution, and the bounding polygon is the set of points
that has equal distance from the cell's seed as well as from
the seeds of neighboring cells. These cells then represent
a carpet of metal grains from which we then clip our metal
interconnect line (Fig. 2).
Our package calculates the following statistical characteristics of the grain structure thus simulated:
r The area distribution of the srain sizes

FiS. 3. (a) Distilbutions of grain areas (top) and average
diameters (bottom) (b) Distributionsof lengths of grain boundary segments (top) and the number of vertices per grain
(bottom).

The diameter distribution of the grains
The distribution of segmentlength
The number of triple points
The number of vertices.
Figures 3a and 3b show typical histograms for areas,
diameters,segmentlength, and number of vertices for the
grain structure shown in Fig. 2. These distributions are
characteristicof real deposited films. Thus, our model is
useful in studying the correlationbetweenfailure distributions and deposited film grain structures.
Current Flow. The main advantageof the HP model over
others like Nikawa'sais that both the current flow and the
heat equation are truly two-dimensional (as is the generation of the grain structurejust described).The steady-state
behavior of the current flow is describedby the Laplace
equation

r
r
r
r

(ku*)* + (kur)" : 0,

(1)

where simple discontinuities in the electricalconductivity
k : k(x,y) areallowed. The value k : 0 is assignedto those
cells in the finite element grid where no current is being
conducted becauseof cracks. In electrically active cells,
on the other hand, the function k assignsa constantvalue
K>0.
Once the Fortran solver subroutine has solved this Laplace equation for the potential u : u(x,y), we obtain a discrete approximation for the current density j as follows. In
the defining equationfor j,
j:-kgrad(u)

(2)

substitutefor grad(u)the finite differencesof the first order,

u(i+1,j) - u(i,j)
(3)

and
u(i,j+ 1) - u(i,j).

Temperature Distribution. Current flow in the interconnects leads to foule heating, which is dissipated to the
surrounding environment. In our model we consider the
heat flow through a two-dimensional rectangle in the finite
element grid and derive the following partial differential
equation for the temperature function T : T(x,y) in the
metal line:
(rT*)*+(rTr)u+itpo(t+

oT) :0.

(4)

Here r : r(x,y) is the thermal conductivity coefficient, po
is the resistivity of the metal at a reference temperature T
: To, a denotes the temperature coefficient of resistance,
and j is the absolute value of the current density. Because
the conducting line on an electromigration test chip ends
on either side in relatively large bonding pads or at contacts
to the substrate, which are at an ambient temperature T :
Tu, the boundary conditions are also well-defined.
It is clear that a numeric procedure to solve equation 4
will also solve the more specialized Laplace equation 1,
since formally putting Po : 0 transforms equation 4 into
equation 1.,where the temperature function T is replaced
by the potential u, and the electrical conductivity k assumes
the role of the thermal conductivity r. This observation
makes it possible for one Fortran subroutine to solve both
equations.
Atomic Flux. In addition to temperature gradients and current density changes, there are other parameters influencing the flux of atoms through the grain boundary network

Fig. 4. Screen showing void formation in a test structureafter current stresslng. Cells containing a
voided grain boundary are highlighted in blue-green. The grid
size is larger than that normally
used in simulations to make the
voiding process visible. Electron
flow is from left to right.
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of the metal line. The two most important geometricalparameters are 0 and ry',where the angle 0 denotes the misorientation of adjacentgrains, and the angle ry'denotesthe
angle between the grain boundary and the current flow
vector.Their valuesdefine,togetherwith the mobility constant A, the preexponentialterm Do6:
Dou : Asin(012)cos(lr)

(5)

for the grain boundary diffusion term
D : Do6exp(E"/kT)

(6)

where Eu is the activation energy and k is the Boltzmann
constant.In our model, 0 and ry'are assignedto each grain
boundary segmentby a Monte Carlo process.The diffusion
term D then entersthe Huntington formula for the atomic
flux fu:
f. = DN6Zf;e/kTp(i- i").

(7)

H = lWpmrC
With Heating:
H = 0.75 pW/pm:Q

+

\.
\

r2 = 0.999
n = +0.930

\

6

b10
o

Here p : po(1 + ct(T - To)) is the resistivity at temperature T, Zf;e is the term for the effective charge, the material
constant N6 denotes the atom density (e.g., for aluminum)
in grain boundaries, and j. is a stress-induced countercurrent density term which.in our model (see also reference
4) depends on temperature,
Crack Growth and Line Failure. The program tracks the
change in the number of atoms coming into and flowing
out of each triple point. Cracks start growing at these triple
points as soon as the atom count in the transporting grain
boundaries shows a density of incoming atoms below a
certain threshold (Fig. ). Hence, if the material concentration drops below this level in a particular area, then this
location ceases to be electrically conducting. In a similar
vein, mass accumulation above a certain value creates hillocks. It happens occasionally in this model (as it does in
reality!) that small cracks recover and fill in again, and
some hillocks decrease or vanish completely.
Normally, the program is run until the simulated line
fails. Failure is determined by calculating the gradient of
the potential along vertical grid Iines that are superimposed
over the metal film (and used for the discretization procedure necessary for the finite element method). If this gradient is zero for two adjacent grid lines we know that no
current is flowing (which signifies an open circuit) and the
metal conductor has failed.
Creating several independent metal stripes (by clipping
them out of the simulated grain structure) and subjecting
them sequentially to the same accelerated test conditions
provides a sample of failure times whose statistical distribution can be plotted and studied.
In the remainder of this paper we are concerned with
determining how the new HP simulation package provides
an accurate representation of the real-world situation of
accelerated electromigration testing. There is a wealth of
published experimental data available, and we can address
here only a few of the more critical experiments.

q
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Timeto Failureversus CurrentDensity
Oneof the earlymodels,proposedon empiricalgrounds

'6c
L

5.2
5.0
4.8

sr 4.4

-9

4.2

CurrentOensityi (106A"/cm2)
Fig. 5. P/ot of the tailure time of a single line structure that
has been subjected to simulated slresses at various current
densrtes under conditionsof normalJoule heating (solid) and
fixed temperature (broken). H is the film-to-substrate heat
transfer coefficient. A large value of H ensures a constant
temperaturc. The value of 0.75 p"Wlp,rn:Cis typical of real
systerns. The quantity r2 is the regressioncoefficient and n
ls the s/ope from the least squares fit.
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-3-2-10123
ExpectedValuelor NormalDisuibution(SlandardDeviations)
Fig.6. Cumulativedistributionof the logarithmsof simulated
failure times. Units on the abscissa are standard deviations
frcm the median (0). A straight line representsa lognormal
failure distribution.

by Blackz and later analytically derived (under certain conditions) by Chhabra and Ainslie,e states a direct relationship between the median time to failure (MTTF) tuo, the
current density j, and the absolute temperature T. A
simplified version of this relationship is given by the following Arrhenius-type equation:
tso : Bj-'exp(E./kT)'

(B)

where B is a proportionality constant and k denotes the
Boltzman constant.
Much attention has been given in the literature to the
exponent - n, which on a logarithmic plot of ln(tro) versus
j can be interpreted as the slope of a straight line. With
this model we can fix the thermal boundary conditions to
hold the metal line temperatureconstant.A comparison
of failure times of the same metal line structure at several
current densities under conditions of fixed temperature
and Joule heating is shown in Fig. 5. This result shows
that Joule heating can account for the curvature of the solid
line plot. Under the assumptionsof our model there are
no other sourcesof curvature.
Notice that becauseof the high value of the current density j in VLSI devices,even small changesin the exponent
n have a major impact on the MTTF tuo if extrapolations
are made from high (test) to lower (operating) current denThus it is important to have an understandsities.lo'l1'12'13
ing of the origin of the behavior.
Time to Failure versus Linewidth
An interesting feature of the linewidth dependence of
the failure time is the so-calledbombooe/fect,which may
be described as follows: if the width of an interconnect
from several(median)grain diametersdown
line decreases
to about one grain diameter, the failure time decreases
linearly. However,.afurther decreasein linewidth results
in far longer MTTFs, that is, most lines survive longer.
We have observedthat the standard deviation of the failure time follows the sametrend, implying that very nanow
aluminum lines, while living longer, may have the serious
drawback of unpredictably large variations as measuredby
the standard deviation, As a consequence,the quality of a
sample of such thin stripes would vary widely.
In the framework of the structural model presentedhere,
the bamboo effect can be explained rather easily. If the
width drops below the size of a single typical metal grain,
hardly any triple points remain, and the thin line looks
like a sequence of grains stacked together similar to the
segmentsof a bamboo stick. That some residual electromigration still occurs is usually attributed to surfacediffusion,
but data for this phenomenon in aluminum films is presently lacking.
Results from simulations further suggestthat larger variations in the grain size distribution trigger the bamboo
effect somewhatearlier than for a more homogeneoussize
distribution. An exact relationship is not yet known.
Distribution of the Failure Time
When talking about failure times of thin metal lines becauseof electromigration, we must be aware that the times
to failure are measuredunder acceleratedconditions. no-

tably for current densities and ambient (oven) temperatures
much higher than encountered under real-life operating
conditions. Hence, even if we succeed in determining the
distribution of the time to failure, there still remains the
problem of extrapolating this accelerated distribution to
an actual operating environment. This recalculation can
be solved with the help of Goldthwaite plots,la or by direct
computer calculations, once the failure time density f(t)
and the cumulative fail-time distribution function F(t) are
estimated. From these the failure rate function f,(t) can be
calculated:

r(t) : f(tx1 - F(t)).

(e)

Under acceleratedconditions almostall samplesof simulated failure times showed a good eye-fit to straight lines
on lognormal paper, suggestinga lognormal distribution
of failure times. The cumulative plot of the logarithm of
simulated failure times of 50 lines is shown in Fig. 6.
However, other two-parameter distributions like the
Weibull or the gamma family can be fitted fairly well, at
least over certain rangesof failure rates.Attardo3 notes that
"for example,life test data on aluminum conductorsfit the
lognormal and Weibull distribution equally well at relatively largepercentagesof failure (0.1to 1.0%),but at lower
percentages of failure-that is, within the region of interest-the projected failure rates differ by several orders
of magnitude."
Empirical evidenceseemsto indicate that electromigration failure times can be describedbetter by the the more
optimistic lognormal than by the Weibull distribution.ls
Relatively small sample sizes, large margins of measurement errors and the normal variability becauseof the randomness of the grain structure, together with the lack of a
deeper understanding of the underlying electromigration
forces,preclude at this point a definite decision about the
true distribution of the time to failure. However. simulations of larger numbers of samples are more convenient to
perform than costly life tests.

Summary
To date, we have used this simulation tool to verify the
origins of the bamboo effect for electromigration and the
curvature of plots of lifetime versus current density. The
model can also reproduce the quantitative effectsseenin
Arrhenius plots of lifetime versustemperatureand exhibits
failure distributions representative of actual life tests of
metal lines under current and temperaturestress.Future
effortswill be directed at betterunderstandingthe correlation between grain structures and metal film properties
and the resultant failure distributions for various stress
conditions.
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